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FOREWORD

The Institute of Industrial Relations at UCLA
is pleased to present this third volume in our
"Policy and Practice" series of publications.
This series is intended to provide information and
analysis on issues which concern practitioners of
industrial relations.

The current volume was completed under the
terms of a contract between the State of California
and the University of California, Los Angeles. With
funds provided by the Federal Government, the State
of California asked the Institutes at UCLA and
Berkeley to assist in the training of state and
local public managers and employees in the conduct
of labor relations.

To understand the conduct of labor relations,
one must understand the parties involved. In Under-
standing Unions in the PubZic Sector, we attempt to
acquaint the reader with the employee organization
or union in the public sector.

The rapid growth of unionization among public
employees starting in the 1960s with the attendant
changes in the laws and attitudes has created a need
for both public agencies and public unions to learn
the concepts and techniques of collective bargaining.

It is our hope that this volume, in setting out
the history, structure and functioning of public
sector unions contributes to this learning and aids
in a movement toward constructive collective bargain-
ing.

May, 1977 Daniel J.B. Mitchell
Acting Director
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INTRODUCTION

Writing a Policies and Practices manual on the
subject of "understanding unions" is a difficult
undertaking, especially where part of that task in-
volves articulating subtle differences between the
behavior of unions as institutions and the member-
ship which they represent. No serious student of
unions would deny that occasionally differences
between unions and their members do arise, but on
balance there is mutual approval and support for
whatever action is taken. To argue otherwise would
be contrary to the purposes of this manual, and we
leave that task to those who are inclined to pursue
it. Our primary effort here is to explain the struc-
ture and function of unions as they relate to public
employees. To aid the reader, a glossary of terms
has been included as Appendix A.



CHAPTER I

UNION STRUCTURE

Due to the dynamic nature of employee organizing
activity, especially in the public sector, data on
the number of unions and total membership change al-
most daily. While some of these changes are picked
up and reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, the time lag, voluntary
reporting, the Bureau's method of classification,
dual memberships, and in some cases the inclusion
of retirees in the totals require that a note of
caution be taken where aggregates are cited. With
this caveat firmly in mind it should be safe to
proceed.

According to the Directory of National Unions
and EmpZoyees Associations, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, there were a total of
212 organizations--175 classified as unions and 37
as professional and state employee associations.
The American Federation of Labor and Congress of
Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) accounted for
111 of the unions; another 64 were unaffiliated.
Unions not affiliated were included if information
indicated that they had negotiated contracts with
different employers in more than one state, or, in
the case of federal government unions, if they held
exclusive bargaining rights under Executive Order
11491. Employee associations were included if they
(a) reported membership in more than one state or
(b) had members in only one state, but represented
employees in two or more major cities within the
state. The total membership shown by the Directory
was 22,943,651. Some of those associations listed
failed to report any members, and some organizations
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were not listed. All things considered, there would
appear to be a total membership of approximately
twenty four million members in unions and union-
like organizations with about 93 percent of these
located in the United States.

Since the majority of organized workers in the
United States are affiliated with the AFL-CIO, this
organization will receive our major attention. Brief
references to other federations and to unaffiliated
or independent unions will be made for the purpose
of presenting an overall view of worker organizations.

THE AFL-CIO

To better understand the structure of organized
labor, it is important to know something about its
goals, and the principles on which these goals are
based. Pertinent sections from the AFL-CIO's
Constitution follow to illustrate this point:

Article II--Objects and PrincipZes

The objects and principles of this Federation
are:

1. To aid workers in securing improved wages,
hours and working conditions with due regard
for the autonomy, integrity and jurisdiction
of affiliated unions.

2. To aid and assist affiliated unions in
extending the benefits of mutual assistance
and collective bargaining to workers and to
promote the organization of the unorganized
into unions of their own choosing for their
mutual aid, protection and advancement,
giving recognition to the principle that
both craft and industrial unions are
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appropriate, equal and necessary as methods
of union organization.

3. To affiliate national and international
unions with this Federation and to establish
such unions; to form organizing committees
and directly affiliated local unions and to
secure their affiliation to appropriate
national and international unions affiliated
with or chartered by the Federation; to
establish, assist and promote state and local
central bodies composed of local unions of
all affiliated organizations and directly
affiliated local unions; to establish and
assist trade departments composed of affili-
ated national and international unions and
organizing committees.

4. To encourage all workers without regard
to race, creed, color, sex, national origin
or ancestry to share equally in the full
benefits of union organization.

5. To secure legislation which all safe-
guard and promote the principle of free
collective bargaining, the rights of
workers, farmers and consumers, and the
security and welfare of all the people and
to oppose legislation inimical to these
objectives.

6. To protect and strengthen our democratic
institutions, to secure full recognition and
enjoyment of the rights and liberties to
which we are justly entitled, and to pre-
serve and perpetuate the cherished traditions
of our democracy.

7. To give constructive aid in promoting the
cause of peace and freedom in the world and
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to aid, assist and cooperate with free and
democratic labor movements throughout the
world.

8. To preserve and maintain the integrity of
each affiliated union in the organization to
the end that each affiliate shall respect the
established bargaining relationships of every
other affiliate and that each affiliate shall
refrain from raiding the established bargain-
ing relationship of any other affiliate and,
at the same time, to encourage the elimination
of conflicting and duplicating organizations
and jurisdictions through the process of
voluntary agreement or voluntary merger in
consultation with the appropriate officials
of the Federation, to preserve, subject to
the foregoing, the organizing jurisdiction
of each affiliate.

9. To aid and encourage the sale and use of
union made goods and union services through
the use of union label and other symbols; to
promote the labor press and other means of
furthering the education of the labor move-
ment.

10. To protect the labor movement from any and
all corrupt influences and from the undermining
efforts of communist agencies and all others
who are opposed to the basic principles of
our democracy and free and democratic unionism.

11. To safeguard the democratic character of
the labor movement and to protect the autonomy
of each affiliated national and international
union.

12. While preserving the independence of the
labor movement from political control, to
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encourage workers to register and vote, to
exercise their full rights and responsibili-
ties of citizenship, and to perform their
rightful part in the political life of the
local, state and national communities.

THE STRUCTURE

The constitution of the American Federation of
Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations,
adopted at its founding convention in 1955, estab-
lished an organizational structure closely resembling
that of the former AFL, but vesting more authority
over affiliates in the new Federation. The chief
members of the Federation continued to be the
national and international unions, the trades
departments, the state and local bodies, and the
directly affiliated local unions. (See chart on
following page).

The supreme governing body of the AFL-CIO is
the biennial convention. Each union is entitled to
convention representation according to the member-
ship on which the per capita tax has been paid.l/

Between conventions, the executive officers,
assisted by the Executive Council and the General
Board, direct the affairs of the AFL-CIO. In
brief, the functions of the two top officers and
of the two governing bodies are as follows:

Executive officers. The president, as chief
executive officer, has authority to interpret the
constitution between meetings of the Executive
Council. He also directs the staff of the Federa-
tion. The secretary-treasurer is responsible for
all financial matters.
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Structure of the AFLCIO

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President, SsetaryTreasurer,

and 33 Vicp Presidents
Mets at leat 3 tim a year

GENERAL BOARD

Executive Council members and
principal officer of each inter-

national union affiliate
Meets upon call of Federation
President or Executive Council

LOCAL UNIONS of
Naonal and lIwnational Unions

Local unions affiliated directly
with AFL-CIO

*Nsly authoried.

-
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Executive CounciZ. The Executive Council, con-
sisting of 33 vice-presidents and the two executive
officers, is the governing body between conventions.
It must meet at least three times each year, on
call of the president. Among the duties of the
council are proposing and evaluating legislation
of interest to the labor movement and keeping the
Federation free from corrupt or Communist influ-
ences. To achieve the latter, the council has the
right to investigate any affiliate accused of wrong-
doing and, at the completion of the investigation
make recommendations or give directions to the
affiliate involved.

Furthermore, by a two-thirds vote, the Execu-
tive Council may suspend a union found guilty on
charges of corruption or subversion. The council
also is given the right to (1) conduct hearings
on charges that a council member is guilty of
malfeasance or maladministration, and report to
the convention recommending .appropriate action;
(2) remove from office or refuse to seat, by
two-thirds vote, any executive, officer or council
member found to be a member or follower or a sub-
versive organization; (3) assist unions in organiz-
ing activities and charter new national and inter-
national unions not in jurisdicational conflict with
existing ones; and (4) hear appeals in jurisdiction
disputes.

GeneraZ Board. This body consists of all 35
members of the Executive Council and a principal
officer of each affiliated international and na-
tional union and department. The General Board
acts on matters referred to it by the executive
officers or the Executive Council. It meets upon
call of the president. Unlike members of the Execu-
tive Council, General Board members vote as repre-
sentatives of their unions; voting strength is
based on per capita payments to the Federation.
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Standing committees and staff. The constitution
authorizes the president to appoint standing committ-
ees to carry on legislative, political, educational,
and other activities. These committees operate
under thedirection of the president and are sub-
ject to the authority of the Executive Council and
the convention. Fifteen standing committees are
operating at present. Staff departments are
established as needed.

Department of Organization and FieZd Services.
Meeting just prior to the opening of the 1973 general
convention, the AFL-CIO's Executive Council revised
the role and function of the Department of Organiza-
tion, integrating the regional offices of the former
department with all AFL-CIO operations and programs.
Reflecting this expanded role, the name of the
department was changed to the "Department of
Organization and Field Services." The director of
the department is appointed by the president, sub-
ject to the approval of the Executive Council.
The department has its own staff and other re-
sources necessary to carry out its activities.

Trade and industrial departments. The
AFL-CIO constitution will soon provide for eight
trade and industrial departments. An industrial
Union Department was added to the five departments
which were carried over from the AFL. A department
made up of unions in the food and beverage indus-
try, chartered in 1961, was disbanded at the 1965
convention. In 1974, the Public Employee Depart-
ment was formed. The newest department, the
Department for Professional Employees, was re-
cently authorized and is currently being estab-
lished.

Affiliation with departments is open to "all
appropriate affiliated national and internatioral
unions." Affiliates are obligated to pay a depart-
ment per capita tax, which is determined by the
number of members within their jurisdiction.

State and centraZ bodies. Under the AFL-CIO
constitution, the Executive Council is authorized
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to establish central bodies on a city, state, or
other regional basis, composed of locals of national
unions, organizing committees, and directly affili-
ated local unions. In 1973, there were approximately
735 local central bodies in existence.

Organizing committees. The Executive Council
has the authority to issue charters to groups not
eligible for membership in national unions and com-
bine directly affiliated local unions into organiz-
ing committees. These committees have the same
status as national unions except that they are
under the direct control of the Federation. In
1973 only one organizing committee was still in
existence--the School Administrators and Super-
visors Organizing Committee. The United Farm
Workers of America, formerly an organizing
committee, became a full-fledged AFL-CIO union
in 1972.

Directly affiZiated ZocaZ unions. At the
time of the Federation's formation, local trade and
federal labor unions (AFL) and local industrial
unions (CIO) had a combined membership of 181,000.
These local unions, having received charters from
both federations, became directly affiliated local
unions of the AFL-CIO and in 1973 claimed 55,000
members. Under the constitution of the merged
Federation, the Executive Council of the AFL-CIO
has responsibility for issuing charters and con-
trolling the affairs of these locals. The council
also is under obligation, at the request of the
locals, to combine them into national unions,
organizing committees, or national councils where
appropriate.

JurisdictionaZ probZems. Former AFL and CIO
affiliates joined the Federation as fully autonomous
unions and retained the same jurisdictional rights
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they held before the merger. These principles are
expressed as follows in article III, section 4 of
the constitution: "The integrity of each... affili-
ate of this Federation shall be maintained and
preserved." The concepts of autonomy and juris-
dictional rights find further support in article
III, section 7, which gives the Executive Council
the right to issue charters to new organizations
only if their jurisdiction does not conflict with
that of present affiliates because "each affili-
ated national and interantional union is entitled
to have its autonomy, integrity and jurisdiction
protected and preserved." On the problem of craft
versus industrial form of organization, the new
constitution recognizes that "both craft and
industrial unions are appropriate, equal, and
necessary as methods of trade union organiza-
tion...." (art. VIII, sec. 9). The constitution
acknowledges the existence of overlapping juris-
dictions which might lead to conflict within the
Federation. Affiliates are urged to eliminate
such problems "through the process of voluntary
agreement or voluntary merger in consultation with
the appropriate officials of the Federation" (art.
III, sec. 10).

New and enlarged machinery to replace the pro-
cedures previously provided for under the No-Raiding
Agreement (art. III, sec. 4) was adopted at the
1961 convention and incorporated in a new section
of the constitution, art. XXI, Settlement of Internal
Disputes, effective as of January 1, 1962.2/ Under
the terms of this article, affiliates are required
to respect both the established collective bargain-
ing and the work relationships of every other
affiliate. In a dispute, the case first goes to
a mediator chosen from a panel of mediators "com-
posed of persons from within the labor movement"
(sec. 8). Should the mediator not be able to
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settle the dispute within 14 days, it is then
referred to an impartial umpire selected from a
panel "composed of prominent and respected per-
sons..." (sec. 9), for a decision which is to go
into effect 5 days after it has been handed down,
unless an appeal has been filed. An appeal case
is first referred to a subcommittee of the Execu-
tive Council which can either dismiss it or submit
it to the full Executive Council for a final deci-
sion. A variety of sanctions are provided against
noncomplying unions, including loss of the right
to invoke the dispute settlement machinery and
possible suspension. The Federation is further
authorized to publicize the fact that a union has
refused to comply with a decision and it can ex-
tend "every appropriate assistance and aid" (sec.
15) to an aggrieved union.

A panel of impartial umpires and a panel of
officers of international unions handle the media-
tion of internal disputes. All members of the
Federation's Executive Council serve on the sub-
committees which screen appeals and hear complaints
of noncompliance.

According to the Executive Council's report to
the AFL-CIO convention in 1973, a total of 1,401
cases had been filed under the Internal Disputes
Plan since its inception in 1962 through the first
seven months of 1973. Nearly 57 percent (796) of
the complaints were settled by mediation; 562 were
decided by the impartial umpires. In addition, the
umpires issued factfinding reports in 16 cases. Only
19 decisions were rejected by unions found in non-
compliance with a decision, and in these cases
sanctions were imposed by the Executive Council.

CounciZs. The Government Employees Council
was formed in 1945 as a planning organization through
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which leaders of unions having members in government
service could prepare programs for legislative and
administrative action. This council was composed
of 30 AFL-CIO organizations. On November 6, 1974,
the Council was dissolved and a new organization
was formed. The Public Employee Department (AFL-
CIO) had 24 founding unions which claimed a member-
ship of 2,158,174.

The growing number of salaried professionals has
added a new dimension to union organization. In re-
cognition of this growing interest, the AFL-CIO has
recently authorized the establishment of a Department
for Professional Employees. When officially chartered,
this department will take the place of the present
Council of Professional Employees. The 18 affiliates
now claim to bargain for over one million professional
and technical employees.

RAILWAY LABOR EXECUTIVES' ASSOCIATION

The Railway Labor Executives' Association (RLEA)
is composed of the chief executives of 20 labor organi-
zations, all but one of which is affiliated with the
AFL-CIO. Nine of these organizations have virtually
all of their membership in the railroad industry, and
the remaining 11 are principally established in other
industries. RLEA is not a federation of unions;
rather it functions as a policymaking body on legis-
lative and other matters of mutual interest to rail-
road workers. It was formed in 1926 and has been in
existence since that time. In December 1969, five
of the affiliates withdrew from the Association over
a dispute involving compulsory retirement and pension
benefit legislation. These five plus one more formed
The Congress of Railway Unions. Its function was
essentially the same as the Railway Labor Executives'
Association--legislation and other matters of mutual
interests.
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On April 1, 1975, the two organizations were
again joined together as the Railway Labor Execu-
tives' Association.

OTHER FEDERATIONS

The Directory of National Unions and EMnployee
Associations lists two organizations which either
act as a federation or have some of the characteris-
tics of a federation, such as the issuance of char-
ters to, and the maintenance of, a formal affiliation
among autonomous labor organizations. The Assembly
of Governmental Employees (AGE), founded in 1952
as the National Conference of Independent Public
Employee Organizations, is made up of affiliated
organizations in 40 states and Puerto Rico. The
AGE is primarily concerned with the establishment
and maintenance of the merit principle, although its
affiliates have considerable autonomy on specific
policy issues, including work stoppages. Twenty-
seven AGE affiliates that engage in collective
bargaining or representational activities are
listed individually in part II of the Directory.
The second organization listed is the National
Federation of Independent Unions (NFIU). Unions
affiliated with the NFIU which had negotiated
agreements covering different employers in more
than one State are included among the unaffiliated,
or independent, unions discussed below.

UNAFFILIATED OR INDEPENDENT UNIONS

A total of 64 national or international unions
were not affiliated with the AFL-CIO. All of the
unaffiliated unions, other than those organizing
government employees, reported agreements covering
different employers in more than one State. They
included long-established and well-known organiza-
tions such as the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and the United Mine Workers of America. A majority
of the membership in unaffiliated national and
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international unions are in unions once affiliated
with the AFL-CIO and the former CIO, including
expelled unions such as the International Brother-
hood of Teamsters, the United Electrical Workers
(UE), the Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union,
and the Distributive Workers, as well as the Auto-
mobile Workers.

Unaffiliated Zocal unions are generally con-
fined to a single establishment, employer, or
locality, and while they may be a fact of life in
a specific situation, they are not particularly
relevant here.

PROFESSIONAL AND STATE EMPLOYEE ASSOCIATIONS

Thirty-seven professional and state employee
associations engaged in collective bargaining are re-
ported in the Directory of National Unions and
Ewnp loyee Associations.

According to an August 1975 news release
from the U.S. Department of Labor, membership
in labor unions and public and professional em-
ployee associations stood at 24.2 million in
1974. This represents a growth of over 600,000
members since 1972. Given the increase in state
collective bargaining laws, this increase in growth
could be expected to continue. Some of these
statistics are detailed in other sections of this
publication.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

As a prelude to discussing public sector unions,
it is important to examine their genesis. Histori-
cally unions in the private sector were the pioneers
in efforts to raise wages, reduce hours, and improve
working conditions; but today they have been joined
by their public sector counterparts in the search
for what Samuel Gompers had earlier referred to as
''more.'' In addition to the generally accepted
shopping list of bargainable issues by private sec-
tor unions, public employees are enlarging the scope
of bargaining to include a greater voice in working
conditions and work loads, the making of job assign-
ments, transfers and promotions,and consultation
rights in reorganizing their institutional working
structures. In short, the end result appears to
be shared power. This is particularly true in
regard to white collar and professional groups.

To understand where public sector organiza-
tions are today, a thumb nail sketch of how they
got there should be considered. That account de-
serves a central place in a people's history of
the United States. It is a story of the struggles
and achievements of working women and men who built
this nation.

From the time of colonial settlement, workers
had been recruited from abroad: from Great Britian,
the European Continent, Africa, and in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries from Asia and Latin America
as well. How labor was induced to make the long and
dangerous voyage to the New World and how it fared
when it came here is not only a story about death,
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disease, slavery, indentured servants, poverty and
exploitation; but also about hope. Hope for change.
Hope not just for themselves but for each succeeding
generation. The story of American unions then is
one of optimism--a belief that tomorrow will be
better.

The Colonial Era was the day of the handicrafts-
man and the fieldhand. To protect and advance their
economic well being, white workers (both master and
apprentice mechanics and common laborers) formed
temporary combinations. The American Revolution
provided an occasion for workers and their employers
to cooperate with the merchants in protesting tax
measures imposed by the British government. This
political alliance continued down to the adoption of
the Federal Constitution, which workers embraced as
providing protection for their own interests against
cheap imported labor from abroad. This problem con-
tinues to be one of major concern for unions today.

During America's sectional conflict climaxing
in the Civil War, old crafts came into competition
with an emerging factory system and the use of cheap,
semiskilled labor. This competition stimulated the
rise of trade unions. The free labor system was
marred by the fact that in the South there was a
pervasive system of slavery which drove free labor
out of the crafts as well as agriculture. In re-
sponse to new problems, working men's parties
appeared. Workers took concerted action to secure
better wages and shorter hours, despite the ever-
present threat of criminal conspiracy prosecution.

The latter half of the nineteenth century could
be called the take-off point for the modern American
labor movement. The age of industrial capitalism
and business concentration posed severe challenges
to labor to organize successfully on a national
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level. The challenge to establish a national federa-
tion was taken up by Terrence V. Powderly after
William Sylvis. He attempted to forge a national
union of all wage earners known as the Knights of
Labor, an industrial rather than a craft organization,
but failed in the strife torn 1880s. After 1886,
Samuel Gompers and his American Federation of Labor,
concentrating on the crafts and stressing business
unionist objectives, held the center of the labor
stage for almost half a century. After the Civil
War, instead of labor peace, there were a series of
labor-capital confrontations.

From the beginning of the twentieth century
until the Great Depression, the federal government
began to play a significant role in labor disputes.
This was also a time when labor undertook iniatives
of its own, including arbitration machinery intro-
duced in the cloak and suit industry. Of all three
branches of government, the United States Supreme
Court proved to be the most inimical to the labor
movement.

The New Deal and World War II brought revolu-
tionary gains for the American labor movement.
Professor Bernstein tells us that the "New Deal
marked a basic change in governmental policy toward
economic affairs. Theretofore government, with
notable exceptions, left primary responsibility for
decision-making to individuals, private citizens and
corporations. The Great Depression, however, led
to a shift in emphasis from an individual to a
collective responsibility, applied alike to busi-
ness, to agriculture, and to labor. The National
Industrial Recovery Act reversed an historic anti-
trust policy in permitting businessmen collectively
to fix prices, determine rates of output, and make
other decisions jointly. The Agriculture Adjust-
ment Act developed a related policy for farmers.
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The Wagner Act and the Railway Labor Act expressed
a similar philosophy, collective over individual
bargaining, in the area of labor-management relations."l/

At the beginning of the New Deal, labor was weak
and ineffective. Looking at the Federation in 1932,
Louis Adamic felt that it was too far gone to save.
He said, "The body is undoubtedly a sick body. It is
ineffectual-flabby, afflicted with the dull pains of
moral and physical decline. The big industrialists
and conservative politicians are no longer worried by
it. Indeed, the intelligent ones see in it the best
obstacle--temporary at least--to the emergence of a
militant and formidable labor movement....The ten year
decline of the whole organization, I think, has already
gone too far to be rejuvinated by anybody."2/

There is little doubt that organized labor had
fallen upon difficult times. The existance of an
unfriendly United States Supreme Court, lingering
suspicions by the gener4l public that unions were un-
American, hostility by employers, and a depressed
job market caused union membership to fall from
5,047,000 in 1920 to 2,973,000 in 1933. With passage
of the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) in
1933, which guaranteed the right to labor to bargain
through representatives of its own choosing--a right
reiterated by the Wagner Act of 1935--unions were
given a new lease on life. The labor section of the
NIRA, signed by President Roosevelt on June 16,
1933, read as follows:

Every code of fair competition, agreement,
and license approved, prescrived, or issued
under this title shall contain the following
conditions: (1) That employees shall have
the right to organize and bargain collectively
through representatives of their own choosing,
and shall be free from interference, restraint,
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or coercion of employers of labor, or their
agents, in the designation of such representa-
tives or in self-organization or in other con-
certed activities for the purpose of collective
bargaining or other mutual aid or protection;
(2) that no employee and no one seeking employ-
ment shall be required as a condition of
employment to join any company union or to
refrain from joining, organizing, or assisting
a labor organization of his own choosing; and
(3) that employers shall comply with the maxi-
mum hours of labor, minimum rates of pay, and
other conditions of employment, approved or
prescribed by the President.3/

Although the NIRA onlv survived for ap-
proximately two years before the United States
Supreme Court declared it unconstitutional in the
famous case of Schecter Poultry Corporation v. United
States, Section 7(a) spurred organization in many basic
industries and sparked the formation of -unions in
new areas. Editorial employees on newspapers es-
tablished the American Newspaper Guild, conducted
strikes and won contracts with many publishers.
Motion picture actors formed the Screen Actors Guild.
Free unionism 4/ was stimulated in the steel industry.
Some "Company Unions" or "employee representation
plans" began sounding like regular unions demanding
to be heard on wage and hour questions, holding
conferences with representatives of employees from
other plants of the same company and even conferring
with free unions. 5/

In spite of the fact that unions grew during
this period, the law left much to be desired. Its
major deficiencies were that it created no agency
to administer the act, no specific procedure for
resolving question of recognition, and no machinery
for handling unfair labor practices. President
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Roosevelt attempted to correct these deficiencies
by appointing a seven member National Labor Board
with Senator Wagner as chairman to handle 7(a) dis-
putes. Since NLB could not compel compliance with
its decisions, it depended on persuasion. In the
end, the Board virtually collapsed because persuasion
was not sufficient to resolve disputes with the
more recalcitrant employers. Although the NIRA
was not a total success, neither was it a complete
failure. For it was through this experience that
Congress was later able to enact a basic labor
policy for American industry and its workers.

In an effort to present a more complete picture
of labor legislation during this immediate period,
some notice should be taken of the transportation
industry. As early as the latter half of the
1800s railroad employers, employees and the public
recognized that transportation was clothed with
a public interest. Government regulation began
in the states with the Granger laws as early as the
1870s and reached the federal level in the Inter-
state Commerce Act of 1887. In 1888 federal legis-
lation was passed which provided for voluntary
arbitration and alternatively, for investigating
commissions appointed by the President. The first
was never invoked and the latter only during the
Pullman strike in 1894.

It is interesting to note that the reason given
for not invoking the arbitration provisions was
that George Pullman, originator of the Pullman
Palace Car Company and owner of the company town,
said that there was nothing to arbitrate. A
casual reading of the events surrounding this
period clearly illustrates the friendly rela-
tionship between government and the owners and
managers of industry. In this particular instance,
Richard B. Olney, Attorney General of the U.S. and
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the railroad industry's General Managers' Associa-
tion (an organization of which Olney had previously
been a member) combined their efforts so effectively
as to defeat the strike by Debs and the American
Railway Union. The United States Strike Commission
in criticizing the Pullman Company said:

The policy of both the Pullman Company and
the railway Managers' Association in
reference to application to arbitrate,
closed the door to all attempts at con-
ciliation and settlement of differences...
a different policy would have prevented
the loss of life and great loss of
property and wages occasioned by the strike.6/

Even though the Pullman Strike was lost by the union,
it moved the development of their rights forward.
Thereafter, successive legislative acts, including
the Erdman Act (1898), the Newlands Act (1913) and
the Transportation Act (1920), followed.

In 1926 the Railway Labor Act was passed, but
experience proved, at least to the unions and later
to the new Democratic administration, that additional
changes were needed to establish and protect the
basic rights of collective bargaining. On June 21,
1934 the President signed amendments to the Railway
Labor Act which prompted George Harrison, the chief
union lobbyist, to observe that:

the amended Railway Labor Act...removes the
last remnant of employer influence over the
right of employees to self-determination in
use of the economic power to better their
conditions. I think it is generally conceded
that the...Act in its amended form gives to
railway employees all the protection in the
exercise of their rights to organize that the
law can possibly accord them. 7/
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While the Congress was involved with problems
of concern to those engaged in the transportation
industry, Senator Wagner and others were pursuaded
that Section 7(a) of N.I.R.A. and the NLB ex-
perience should be incorporated into a new per-
manent law. Such a bill was introduced in the
spring of 1934, but industry resisted with such
vigor that Roosevelt deferred action on the measure
and instead chose to issue executive orders creating
several boards to deal with labor disputes. In
tandem with these legislative activities, unions
were organizing and carrying on strikes across the
country. These strikes convinced Senator Wagner
that the nation needed a new labor policy. Congress
passed Public Resolution No. 44, and on June 19,
1934 the President signed it. Since an executive
order was needed to put the. Resolution into opera-
tion, Roosevelt prepared and signed such an order
to create a three member National Labor Relations
Board on June 29, 1934. Once again, experience with
such issues as unit determination, scope of bargaining,
union security, duty to bargain, company unionism,
and legal enforcement of Board orders convinced
Senator Wagner and others that a comprehensive bill
regulating labor-management relations was needed.
Consequently, on February 21, 1935, the senator
introduced the National Labor Relations Act. Again
there was a sharp conflict between labor and manage-
ment; but this time Roosevelt, while not strongly
supporting the bill, did not intervene to put it
aside. Congress passed the bill with strong
majorities, and on July 5, 1935, the President
signed it into law. 8/

No sooner was the law passed than it was
attacked by antilabor groups. They predicted
that it would have the same fate as did the NIRA
in the Schecter case. The constitutionality of the
National Labor- Relations Act (NLRA) was tested
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in the case of NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin SteeZ
Corporation. On April 12, 1937, Chief Justice Hughes
delivered the opinion of the Court. This decision
finally legitimized the workers' struggle for indus-
trial democracy.

Aside from the Wagner Act, the two most impor-
tant pieces of legislation in this period were the
Social Security Act of 1935 and the Fair Labor
Standards Act (Wages and Hours Law) of 1938.

The post-war years were marked by increasing
pressures on the part of management for Congress to
modify the Wagner Act. Those pressures, plus an
increase in the number of strikes in 1946 which
labor conducted to maintain economic equity which
it felt had been lost during the war and in the
reconversion from war to peacetime, resulted in
the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947. The
bill was vetoed by President Truman, but the veto
was overridden by a determined, antilabor Congress.
Management felt that Taft-Hartley restored some
balance of power in the labor-management arena, but
there is little doubt that many of those in management
as well as the Congress had a great deal more in mind
than a simple matter of equity.

Again in 1959, national labor policy was amended
when, as a result of hearings conducted by Senator
John McClellan and his sub-committee, Congress passed
the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure (Land-
rum-Griffin) Act. Although the law was passed in
an atmosphere saturated with charges of widespread
labor racketeering and looting of the union treasuries
by their leadership, only a very small number were
actually guilty of such acts. The law was signifi-
cant in one respect however. Here for the first time
we had federal legislation aimed at regulating the
internal affairs of labor unions. Since 1959,
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Congress has not passed any major legislation in
regard to private sector national labor policy. On
the other hand, the AFL-CIO continues to press for
changes concerning union security (14b,Taft-Hartley),
and common situs picketing in the construction
industry. When these changes will occur is any-
one's guess, for as late as this spring a common
situs picketing measure vigorously supported by
unions in the construction trades went down to de-
feat in Congress.

With all of this activity going on in private
sector labor-management relations matters, one might
reasonably inquire as to what public sector organiza-
tions were doing. The answer is, in comparison to
the private sector, not much until the 1960s. For
many years public workers accepted their work
environment with equanimity, and for the most part,
it was satisfactory: merit procedures, fringe
benefits, good job security, and assured incomes
were the trade-offs for private sector unionism.
But in the 1960s all this began to change. Why this
change occurred is a subject which stimulated the
interest of many scholars in the field and is mani-
fest in volumes of literature which has enriched
our store of knowledge and some private bank accounts
as well. Perhaps there are as many reasons as
scholars on why the change took place, but a few
seem obvious. The 1960s was a time when many of
our institutions were undergoing change. Public
employees were not, and are not, isolated from
the rest of society. We were at war and were
confused by it. We became aware and concerned
not only about what was happening at home, but also
about what was happening in other places. Public
employees were questioning the doctrine of sovereignty,
and in many instances presented a challenge to it.
The old homily that "Papa knows best" was no longer
accepted as gospel. The notion that working for
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government was a privilege and not a right seemed
to be a direct route to second class citizenship.
Public employees looked around and discovered that
they wanted what private sector union members had
been enjoying for years--a voice in decisions on
the job that affect their lives. They wanted col-
lective bargaining.

Prior to 1960 only one state, Wisconsin in
1959, had enacted comprehensive legislation that
gave public employees a legally enforceable right
to bargain. A close look at Wisconsin's political
history, the work of John R. Commons in Workers'
Education, and the founding of the American Federa-
tion of State, County and Municipal Employees in
1932 might, in part, serve to explain why that
state was the first to enact a statute for public
employee bargaining.

In 1962, by Executive Order 10988, President
Kennedy recognized that federal government employees
had the right to form and jbin unions and bargain
collectively. In 1969, President Nixon by Executive
Order 11491 updated and modified E.O. 10988. 1970
saw the passage of the Postal Reorganization Act
(PRA). Postal employees, formerly covered by the
two executive orders, were now covered by the Re-
organization Act and placed under the jurisdiction
of the National Labor Relations Board. The PRA
prohibits strikes and outlaws any form of union
security other than the voluntary checkoff of union
dues. It requires fact-finding and binding arbit-
ration of collective bargaining impasses.

Since 1959 most of the states have enacted a
variety of laws for public employees. They range
from simple meet and confer requirements to comp-
rehensive statutes. Virtually all the states
affirmatively provide public employees with the
right to join and form unions of their choosing,
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but on many other provisions in the statutes one
finds a myraid of substantive and procedural dif-
ferences. In point of fact, an examination of the
states' bargaining laws is similar to staring into
an old fashioned kaleidoscope--the scene is con-
stantly changing. The chart beginning on page 30
is a summary of legislation adopted to date. 9/

It seems clear that there will be more legis-
lation enacted at the state and local level as more
public jurisdictions respond to the challenge of
public employee unionism. It is to be hoped that
the legislative response to this challenge will be
met by passing bargaining laws which meets the
needs of both the public and its employees.

In addition to the push for legislation
dealing specifically with collective bargaining
rights for employees, the labor movement has
sought legislative relief in a number of areas
deemea important to union members as citizens.
Over the years, resolutions have been adopted and
lobbying conducted on behalf of such issues as
free and better public education, fair employment
practices, tax reform to shift part of the burden
from working people and economic programs designed
to create jobs and curb prices rather than wages.

In tandem with the general labor philosophy
directed toward concerns of all working people,
specific areas of legislative iniative important
to public employees have been articulated by a
number of national coalitions of public employee
groups.



Last year, the Public Employee Department of
the AFL-CIO dealt with the crisis of our cities in
a special pamphlet. It stated in part:

Too many of our cities are in a crisis.. on the
verge of bankruptcy, or approaching it.
It is a crisis we cannot afford. It breeds
insecurity, fear, danger.

What's happening.

What's happening is happening everywhere in
the country: cities in a financial squeeze,
with revenues down and demand for service
rising. In that situation, cities are cutting
services and cutting off the payroll the people
who provide those services.

The real problems:

The most serious recession since World
War II. Business goes down, tax revenues go
down; unemployment goes up (and stays up) and
the need for assistance goes up.

Continuing inflation. Prices of things
cities buy have gone up. So has the cost of
living for city employees...and they ask
higher pay just to keep things level for
their families.

A vast migration of people from rural
America to the cities...people who need more
than average help in getting settled and used
to city ways.

In a prosperous nation, growing demand
(encouraged both by industry and government)



for more and better services: health, education,
recreation, cultural activity, sports. Services
cost money, and in the big cities services are
increasingly essential...

How to Get Out of This Crisis:

There are a lot of ways out of this crisis.
We'd better start using them.

1. A national economic program designed to
get the economy really moving again.

2. Enactment of a $5 billion aid program to
help cities avoid layoffs and tax increases.

3. Expansion and improvement of the federal
government's revenue-sharing program.

4. Special aid for the urban areas with un-
employment of over 6% (in late 1975 there
were nearly 150 of them!)

5. Encouragement for the sale of municipal
bonds through some form of federal govern-
ment guarantee, or a federal pickup of a
share of the cost that cities and states
have to pay for interest on their securities.

The same Department has recently published their
legislative program for the 95th Congress. While
many of the proposals deal with perceived needs of
federal employees, many also have a direct impact on
local government workers. The entire program is re-
produced in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER III

FACTORS LEADING TO EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION

Perhaps it is too soon to attempt an analysis
of the forces that came to play in the past decade
which dramatically and relatively quickly altered
the pattern of relationships between public employ-
ers and their workers. The process is a continuing
one, and while the rapid numerical growth of member-
ship in public employee unions and associations may
have leveled off, the formalization of new or differ-
ent methods of accommodating to the new organization
has not been completed.

The search for answers to what many view as
significant questions has begun, however. What
happened in the 1960s, nationally and in our State
of California? Had public sector jobs suddenly be-
come different? Had the characteristics of the
community of public employees suddenly been altered?
Had there been drastic changes in the philosophy or
ethics of our society which affected work relation-
ships?

The answer to the last three questions is
probably YES.

The early 1960s was a period of new aware-
ness and new emphasis on all aspects of human
rights and dignity. The end of World War II had
signaled the beginning of a time when there was to
be a truly broad base of college educated citizens
with time to dwell on consideration of human values
and needs other than personal survival and welfare.

By the 1960s, more was expected of all levels
of government, in terms of service and function.

-37-
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All levels of government grew. The Kennedy Adminis-
tration's social welfare amendments and Johnson's
"War on Poverty" brought into public sector employ-
ment large numbers of young people, who viewed their
jobs not as safe, secure slots in a civil service
system, but as opportunities to bring about social
change. Other groups of minority workers who, a
generation earlier, would not have stood much
chance of obtaining a prized position in city or
county government were now euphemistically referred
to as "indigenous personnel," and were integrated
into the public sector work force.

City, county, state and federal government
was changing; and it was growing. This growth
and change may well have played a major role in
intensifying the demand for changed relationships
with public employers.

A number of labor historians have drawn par-
allels between the rapid movement of private sector
workers in the late 1930s toward unionization and
the equally dramatic growth of public employee
membership in unions in the 1960s and early 1970s.

Many writers work from the premise that the
desire for representation followed legislation which
made representation and recognition easier for those
segments of the work force. At times overlooked is
the fact that in a democratic society, enactment of
new social legislation often follows certain public
pressure, lobbying, and articulation of a need
experienced by at least a portion of the citizens.

Neither the National Labor Relations Act nor
the plethora of state and local legislation pro-
viding some form of collective bargaining for
public employees which followed the Federal Execu-
tive Order 10988 occurred in a vacuum.
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While in both instances the legislation made it
easier to measure by some objective standard the
desire of the affected work force for representa-
tion--how many elections were held, how many voted
"yes" and how many "no"--the laws would very probably
not have been enacted had not the workers involved
made known, sometimes in confrontational settings,
their desire for a change in the then-existing re-
lationship between employers and employees.

By substituting "local government" for "commerce,"
and "services" for "raw materials or manufactured or
processed goods," Section 1 of the National Labor
Relations Act could well be a distillation of the
dialogue occuring in state senates and city councils
in the 1960s:

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT

Section 1. The denial by some employers
of the right of employees to organize and the
refusal by some employers to accept the pro-
cedure of collective bargaining lead to strikes
and other forms of industrial strife or unrest,
which have the intent or necessary effect of
burdening or obstructing commerce by (a) im-
pairing the efficiency, safety, or operation
of the instrumentalities of commerce; (b) oc-
curring in the current of commerce; (c) material-
ly affecting, restraining, or controlling the
flow of raw materials or manufactured or pro-
cessed goods from or into the channels of
commerce, or the prices of such materials or
goods in commerce; or (d) causing diminution
of employment and wages in such volume as
substantially to impair or disrupt the market
for goods flowing from or into the channels
of commerce.
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The inequality of bargaining power be-
tween employees who do not possess full
freedom of association or actual liberty of
contract, and employers who are organized in
the corporate or other forms of ownership
association substantially burdens and
affects the flow of commerce, and tends to
aggravate recurrent business depressions, by
depressing wage rates and the purchasing
power of wage earners, in industry and by
preventing the stabilization of competitive
wage rates and working conditions within and
between industries.

Experience has proved that protection
by law of the right of employees to organize
and bargain collectively safeguards commerce
from the injury, impairment, or interruption,
and promotes the flow of commerce by re-
moving certain recognized sources of in-
dustrial strife and unrest, by encouraging
practices fundamental to the friendly
adjustment of industrial disputes arising
out of differences as to wages, hours, or
other working conditions, and by restoring
equality of bargaining power between employers
and employees.

Experience has further demonstrated that
certain practices by some labor organizations,
their officers, and members have the intent or
the necessary effect of burdening or obstructing
commerce by preventing the free flow of goods
in such commerce through strikes and other
forms of industrial unrest or through concerted
activities which impair the interest of the
public in the free flow of such commerce. The
elimination of such practices is a necessary
condition to the assurance of the rights here-
in guaranteed.
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It is hereby declared to be the policy
of the United States to eliminate the causes
of certain substantial obstructions to the
free flow of commerce and to mitigate and
eliminate these obstructions when they have
occurred by encouraging the practice and pro-
cedure of collective bargaining and by pro-
tecting the exercise by workers of full
freedom of association, self-organization, and
designation of representatives of their own
choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the
terms and conditions of their employment or
other mutual aid or protection.

It is obvious that the average person--perhaps
especially the average public employee--finds it
more comfortable to pursue a certain course of
action, secure in the knowledge that "the law is
on my side." It is also obvious that public employ-
ees, as their private sector counterparts, had be-
gun organizing prior to laws that had specifically
authorized or encouraged them to do so, and had at
times engaged in concerted activity that defied
existing laws.

That has certainly been true in California
over the past decade as shown in the graphl on the
following page.

A detailed report of strike activity among
California public employees over the five year
period 1970-1974 is included in Appendix D. It
provides graphic evidence that legal sanctions
are not always the prime factor in deciding on a
course of action.

Rather than assuming that public employees--or
any other group--organize simply because there is
a law that says they may, it is perhaps worthwhile
to examine what elements are normally present if
any group of people are to organize for any purpose.
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Whether the goal is getting a traffic light
installed at a given intersection or winning
meaningful improvements in the terms and condi-
tions of their employment, people generally bend
together in pursuit of a common cause when they
perceive themselves as lacking the power to
achieve something individually, but have reason
to hope it can be accomplished through group action.

Edward Peters, member of the Personnel Com-
mission of the Los Angeles County School System and
prominent arbitrator, in commenting on the explosion
in union membership in the public sector in the
1960s, wrote, "...but although discontent is an
essential ingredient of militancy, it does not
follow that the one necessarily produces the
other. People, for example, will endure intoler-
able circumstances because they shrink from en-
gaging in a struggle or undertain outcome."!/

Phrased in various.ways, a commonly accepted
axiom of union organizers is that a group will
organize when indignation and hope are greater
than apathy and fear.

What, then, causes employees to become indig-
nant? Low wages? Long hours? A dangerous or
demeaning work environment? These are the classic
issues around which workers organize.

There are certainly groupings of jobs in the
public sector which can be categorized as involving
hard work and low pay: workers in our county hospi-
tal systems provide ready examples.

And they have organized. Yet, organizing be-
side them through the 1960s and 1970s were social
workers, probation officers, engineers, law clerks,
and teachers. The push for representation rights
was waged equally vigorously by groups of employees
in these more prestigous classifications.
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If the epitomy of organized indignation is the
strike, what conclusions are to be drawn from the
fact that in Los Angeles County in 1976, negotia-
tions for new memoranda of understanding were
reached in nearly fifty bargaining units with only
two groups taking job actions: the district attor-
neys and the stationary engineers?

Perhaps part of the explanation lies in the
formula cited earlier: accompanying the indignation
must be hope of change--a perception of value and
inherent power within the group.

Aside from an occasional Man on a White
Horse--the crusader, the zealot, the fanatic--few
rational people are going to voluntarily spend time,
effort, and money joining and building an organiza-
tion, or participating in its programs, unless they
feel something worthwhile, even vital to their well-
being, will result from their efforts. There is no
doubt that most workers, whether nurses aides or
district attorneys, would agree that higher salary,
greater job security, more holidays--the traditional
bread and butter issues that are part of an organiz-
ing campaign--are worthwhile goals. One might
question whether for many of the public employee
classifications, need for improvement in these
areas is acute enough, urgent enough, to account
for the determination and the militancy that was
part of the push for representation rights in the
1960s.

Instead, the prime motivation may have been
a less specific but more emotional need for recog-
nition, in every sense of the word. The rallying
cries of earlier groups of workers were echoed in
the 1960s. "Human Dignity," "A Voice for Workers,"
"Fair Treatment," "In Unity There Is Strength,"
"Worker Power," and "A Union Contract Now" appeared
on leaflets and on hand-lettered signs.
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Along with the old slogans were newer ones:
"Collective Bargaining - An End to Collective
Begging," and "Public Employees Are Not Second
Class Citizens." Some were more specific: "Social
Work Not Paper Work," "Better Patient Care,"
"Smaller Class Size" and "Civil Service Is Swin-
dle Service."

One effective workers' leaflet was simply a
reproduction of a departmental memo, announcing
that the top floor of a county building was to be
air conditioned since computer equipment was being
installed, and the computer didn't work at excess-
ively high or low temperatures. The Social Workers
Action Committee added a line at the top: "Perhaps
Machines ARE Smarter than People," and another at
the bottom: "Join Now." Social workers did join.

Another county-wide memo announcing a ban on
individual coffee pots in the employees' lunch
areas was credited with scores of new applications
for union membership. "They are trying to totally
dehumanize us," was what the workers said.

Labor Historian Thomas Brooks links size of
the employer to the employees' perception of need
for organization:

When looking for the causes of
industrial peace, or, for that matter,
peaceful labor relations in the public
sector, we must first look at why work-
ers organize. The parallels between the
private and public sectors are striking.
When industry was a matter of family
firms--one- or two- or three-person
shops--employers knew their workers
individually and paternalism worked.
Growth, technological change and sheer
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size stimulated union organization;
giant corporations were precursors of
industrial unions.

Growth, too, fueled unionism in
the public sector. Between 1947 and
1967 the number of public employees at
all levels--federal, state and local
governments--increased by over 110 per-
cent, from 5,474,000 to 11,616,000. Most
of this growth occurred among the 80,000
units of state and local government.
Federal employment rose from 1.8 million
in 1947 to 2.7 million in 1967, while
state and local government employment
rose from 3.5 million to 8.8 million.
By 1970, state and local government
employment exceeded 9 million workers.

This vast growth in public employ-
ment assured an increase in bureaucratiza-
tion and a depersonalization of employer-
employee relationships. Mluch the same
thing happened in the giant corporations
producing autos, rubber, steel and other
mass-produced goods in the private sector.
And the consequences were the same. Work-
ers organized to improve their lot, to
achieve dignity.2!

Edward Peters, in the article mentioned earlier,
credits the civil rights movement, with its emphasis
on demonstrations, civil disobedience, and passive
resistance, for having sparked a responsive chord
in teachers and other middle-class public employee
groups, who came to feel more comfortable with
tactics they earlier might have scorned as not
being dignified or professional.

Whatever the underlying emotional climate that
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contributed to making the past decade one of large-
scale organizing among public employees, the classic
issues undoubtedly gave weight and substance to the
drive for representation and collective bargaining.

Public sector jobs, by the 1960s, were no
longer very desirable by purely economic standards.
Nationally, public employees were earning from 10
to 30 percent less than their counterparts in the
private sector. Where once it had been considered
a benefit simply to be able as an employee to get
and pay for group health insurance, fully employer-
paid group health insurance had become a standnrd
item in private sector union contracts. Employer
contributions to public retirement plans had been
equalled and bettered by many private sector em-
ployers, with only 10 percent requiring employee
contributions.

Thirty-five or 37-1/2 hour workweeks, while
not the norm, had been negotiated in many office
settings. Fringe areas in which the public sector
had led the way in benefits--sick leave, vacations,
holidays--had seen improvement in the private
sector.

All of these areas where rational analysis
seemed to justify room for improvement contributed
to the underlying cause of dissatisfaction and un-
rest.

In California, as in many other states, public
employees had a long tradition of belonging to an
organization of their co-workers. These employee
associations had traditionally lobbied for improved
working conditions, and had also provided a wide
variety of services to the members. Recreational
activities, group insurance plans, discount tickets,
and newsletters were part of the traditional agenda.
The new mood of public employees was reflected in
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two parallel developments: some groups turned to
labor unions for representation while others worked
to restructure existing associations to meet the
new or different demands of their members. An
idea's time had come, and it was powerful.

Partly in response to grass roots pressure for
representation rights in the public sector which
were more closely patterned after those exsiting
in the private sector, and partly because the
unions themselves were looking at the projections
of where the work force was going and where it
would be over the next decade or so, the support
of the traditional labor movement rallied to the
requests for assistance in organizing.

In California, as elsewhere in the nation,
union representatives were assigned to respond
to inquiries about affiliation.

Union involvement in the public sector was
not new: the firefighters had been chartered
in 1918 by the American Federation of Labor, and
unions of teachers preceded World War I. The
American Federation of State, County and Munici-
pal Employees (AFSCME) had been established in the
mid-thirties. Other groups of public employees
had been represented for years by unions whose
base was in the private sector--where craft or
occupational identity had brought about affilia-
tion for those working at the trade, but for a
public employer. There was interest on the part
of such unions to represent a broader spectrum
of this fastest growing segment of the work
force.

As is usually the case, however, California
public employees organized when they were ready
to organize, not when a decision was made in a
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board room that those groups were to be "targeted"
for organizing activity.

For whatever combination of reasons, indig-
nation and hope had become stronger than apathy or
distrust of something different.



CHAPTER IV

WHERE EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS & UNIONS ARE TODAY

While union organization in the private sector
has dropped in terms of percentage points over the
last few year, numbers and percentages of employees
in the public sector who are involved in some form
of official bargaining relationship with their
employers have increased dramatically.

Summarizing the representation status of
workers in the United States, Alan Kistler, Direc-
tor of Organization and Field Services for the
National AFL-CIO reported:

... [in 19551 17.4 million working men and
women belonged to unions, according to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. That
agency reports that at the end of 1974,
the latest year for which statistics are
available, there were 20.2 million workers
in union ranks. Limiting the figures to
the "organizable" workforce, which excludes
supervisors, executives, the self-employed
and the unemployed, roughly 42 percent of
the organizable workforce was in unions in
1956 compared to 32 percent in 1974. Count-
ing associations which also engage in
collective bargaining, union membership
in 1974 reached 22.8 million, or 36 per-
cent of the organizable workforce.

Those percentages applied to a woikforce
which was very different than it was in
1956. The total civilian workforce
totaled 66.7 million in 1956 but had
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grown to 91.5 million by 1974--an increase
of more than one-third. By September 1976
it had grown another 4 million to a total
of 95.2 million. And the change in who
makes up that workforce and the kind of
jobs they do has altered the workforce
almost as dramatically as the overall
numbers....

In recent years, public sector organizing
has become a cornerstone of growth in
trade union membership. As a result,
there were more union members among state
and local government employees in 1974
than those jurisdictions employed in 1960.
The same is true in the federal area: the
number of union members in the federal
sector in 1974 equals the total federal
government workforce in 1960. Total union
membership among government employees more
than tripled from 1956 to 1975, going from
915,000 to 2.9 million. If associations
engaged primarily in collective bargaining
are included, the figure jumps to 5.3
million in 1975, as compared with 915,000
in 1956. Moreover, the public sector as
a percentage of overall union membership
has climbed from 12.6 percent in 1956 to
20.6 percent in 1975--or tc 37.7 percent
if employee associations are included.

While public sector unionism has been
posting such.steady growth, the number
organized through NLRB elections has
declined, from a peak of 348,000 employees
in 1967 toa low of 158,000 in 1975; from
a 60 percent winning mark in 1965 elections
to a low of 49 percent in 1974. However,
if statistics of the last year and a half
are an accurate indication, the percentage
fall-off appears to be stabilizing.l/
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Public sector statistics in the field of labor
relations can be misleading unless great care is
taken, for the simple reason that public employees
can and do belong to unions or associations when
they are not included in an official bargaining
unit or covered by a contract or memorandum of
understanding. The other side of the coin is,
of course, that to a much larger degree than in
the private sector, open-shop agreements are
commonplace; large numbers of people then can
be counted as "represented" when they are in fact
not members of the recognized organization.

Keeping such potential for distortion in mind,
the article and material compiled by Paul Staudohar
in June, 1976 CPER (reproduced on pp. 53-57) is the
most relevant, concise, and current reference avail-
able on extent of organization in California. The
problem in compiling accurate and meaningful statis-
tics becomes clear when one looks at Table 1, sub-
heading "State Government":in 1974, 112,382 of
193,362 (58.1 percent) of state employees belonged
to an employee organization. However, since there
is no comprehensive legislation providing for collec-
tive bargaining for all state employees, this number
takes on different significance when Table 2 is
examined: Table 2 lists 14 identifiable bargaining
units, 13 of which employ a maximum of 1,292 employ-
ees. It is left to conjecture whether the one
remaining unit--shown as "500 or more employees"--
encompasses everyone else for chart purposes and is
a "unit" of some 192,050 persons, or whether it is
another exception to the rule that there are no
bargaining units in state employment and is a "unit"
of 501 employees.

The data concerning other local governmental
entities are more comprehensible and give a relative-
ly clearer picture of which types of employees and
employers are most involved in the collective bargain-
ing process. Staudohar's article and accompanying
charts follow.
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Organization, Bargaining, and Work Stoppages
in Califomia Public Employment

By Paul D. Staudohar, Associate Professor, School of Butsiness and Economiics, Californiia State
Universitv, IIayjvard

The expansion of public service employment and rapid development of public sector labor
relations have generated a demand for reliable statistical data. In recent years the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor and the U.S. Bureau of the Census have collected and published data on public
employment labor relations at the state and local level. A joint study by the two agencies issued
in February 1976 includes comprehensive data on organization, bargaining units, negotiations,
agreements, and work stoppages for the nation and individual states as of October 1974.1

This article examines California data from the joint study in three areas: employee organiza-
tion, bargaining structure, and work stoppages. Comparisons are made with the United States as a
whole and larger states, particularly New York and Michigan.

Employee Organization

Nationally, A total of 4.7 million or 51.5 per cent of all full-time state and local government
employees belonged to employee organizations in October 1974. From 1972-74 the number of
full-time employees who belonged to organizations increased by 10.1 per cent. During this period
the number of full-time employees increased by only 7.0 per cent.

Organization of state and local government employees in California is shown in Table 1. A
larger proportion of these employees were organized, about 65 per cent, than was the case for
the nation as a whole. Approximately 58 per cent of California state employees and 67 per cent
of local employees were organized. However, the proportion organized in California fell by about
I per cent between 1972 and 1974. While both employment and organization increased in abso-
lute terms, employment grew at a slightly faster rate. At the local level the rate of growth in em-
ployment was matched by growth in organization, but at the state level organization decreased
while employment increased. The decline in organization at the state level may be due to the
weak nature of the law (George Brown Act) which grants relatively limited bargaining rights to
these employees. Employee organizatiohs have been unable to bring about changes in the law or
administering regulations to permit unit determinations. elections of exclusive bargaining repre-
sentatives, or the adoption of written agreements.

An examination of the degree of organization of state employees in California, New York.
and Michigan reveals a relationship between the level of negotiation rights granted by the statutes
and proportion of state employees organized. New York's Taylor Act provides extensive bargain-
ing rights for state employees, which was reflected in a relatively high rate of organization of 69
per cent. California, which had 58 per cent organized, has a more limited law, and Michigall, with
50 per cent organized, has no statute granting bargaining rights to state employees.

A similar correlation emerges at the local level. In Miclhigan the Public Fmploynienit Rela-
tions Act grants extensive bargainiing riglhts to local governmiiienit employees. anid the Police-Fire-

Reprinted from CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RELATIONS, June 1976
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fighter Arbitration Act provides for compulsory arbitration of bargaining impasses in the safety
services. Also, Michigan courts have been more permissive than most jurisdictions toward public
employee work stoppages. With such an orientation toward bargaining, it is perhaps not surpris-
ing that about 75 per cent of Michigan's local public employees'were organized in 1974. New
York's Taylor Act provides extensive bargaining rights for local government employees and com-
pulsory arbitration for police and firefighters, and had a 78 per cent rate of organization. Califor-
nia, with the least extensive statute-the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act-had 67 per cent of its local
government employees organized.

Bargaining Structure

In the nation as a whole about 31 per cent of all full-time and part-time state and local gov-
ernmenit emilployees were in bargaining units in 1974, in contrast to the 5 1 per cent of all full-
timie employees whio were organized nationally.2 There were more than one million more full-
time employees who belonged to a union or association than there were full- and part-time em-
ployees in bargaining units.

Bargaining units in state and local government tended to have small numbers of employees
in thiem. Nationally, about half of the total number of bargaining units had fewer than 50 em-
ployees. The distribution of bargaining units in California on the basis of number of employees is
shown in Table 2. Units at the state level in California were considerably smaller than in many
other st;ltes3 Micihigan ha(l 52 units (out of 68) of 50 or more employees, and New York had 17
(out of 2 1 ) of 50 or more. At the local level, however, units in California tended to be larger than
in othier states with about 40 per cent of the units having fewer than 50 employees, compared to
48 per cent for New York, 60 per cent for Michigan, and 50 per cent nationally4 These data indi-
cate that fractionalization of bargaininig units was not as extensive in California local government
as in the two other jurisdicitons or in the nation as a whole.

Table 3 presents data on labor relationspolicies and representation in bargaining units in Cal-
ifornia. Most of the emilployees who were in units (about 72 per cent) were represented in meet-
and-confer sessions only, as opposed to more fomial collective negotiations or some combination
ol' the two. Hlowever, impllementation in April 1976 of S.B. 160 (Rodda Act), which provides col-
lective bargaining rights lor employees in 1,132 school districts, will cause the proportion of em-
ployees in the "collective negotiations" category to rise substantially.

Work Stoppages

From October 1973 to October 1974 there were 471 reported work stoppages by state and
local governmenit employees nationally. Tlhis was a 23 per cent increase over the 382 work stop-
pages in the leriod from October 1971 to October 1972. The average number of employees in-
volved was 344, and the duration averaged 7.3 days. School districts accounted for the largest
number of work stoppages with 228. The major cause of about three-fourths of the work stop-
pages was dispuites over econoimic and/or hours-of-work issues.

Table 4 compares data on work stoppages in Califomia with other large jurisdictions and the
nation durinig two 12-month periods in 1971-72 and 1973-74. According to these data, the num-
ber of work stoppages in California increased from 18 to 49 in the comparative periods, and days
of idleness rose by nearly 240 per cents Pennsylvania led the nation in number of work stop-
pages. New York, perhiaps as a result of New York City's growing fiscal problems, experienced a
decline in strikes. From October 1973 to October 1974, California had about 31 per cent of the
total of days of idleniess in the entire nation. The increase in number and intensity of work stop-
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uin Califomia may be symptomatic of frustration of employees over lack of stronger bar-

gaining rights and the adverse effects of economic constraints.

Work stoppages in Califomia by function of employees and issues in the period from Octo-
ber 1973 to October 1974 are shown in Table 5. Similar to the national pattern, 38 out of the 49
work stoppages involved economic and/or hours-of-work issues (nationally, 357 out of 471). Em-
ployees in public education accounted for about 57 per cent of the stoppages, compared to 48
per cent in the nation as a whole. There were no state employee strikes in California, compared
to 32 in 16 different states. The greatest impact in terms of number of employees involved and
days of idleness is in the "all other" category of Table 5, which included strikes in the Southern
Californiia Rapid Transit District for 68 days, in the Alaimeda-Contra Costa Transit District for 61
days, aind in the City and County of San Francisco for nin)e days. '

'U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and U.S. Department of Labor, Labor-Management
Services Administration, Labo)r-tanagement Relations in State and/.local/Goerwnents. 1974, Series GSS No. 75
(Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofrice, 1976), 131 pp. , S2. 10.

2No data is provided showing the percentage of part-time employees who belonged to unions or associations.
The number of part-time employees in public service was significant -2.6 million out of a total work force of
11.75 million in 1974.

3Note: Tables 2 and 3 include information on hargaining units in state employment in California based on
data gathered for the LAIRSLG report. T'he state has not designated formnal bargaining units and has a policy of
meeting and conferring with all registered employee organizations on mnatters dealing with wages, hours, and
working conditions. Bargaining units are defined in LAIRSl.G. at p. 1 30. as a "group of employees recognized as
appropriate (or representation by an employce organization for the purpose of collective harpining and/or meet
and confer discussions. Units commonly include both memrbers and nonmembers of the employee organization."

4The number of bargaining units is in part a function of the number of jurisdictions in a state. As of 1974
California had 2,249 units for 3,820 jurisdictions; New York had 21,495 units for 3,307 jurisdictions; and Michi-
gan had 2.101 units for 8,650 jurisdictions. Ilowever, soine 7,248 of the jurisdictions in Michigan were sinall
townships, which collectively had just over three thousand full-time employees. See Labor-Alantqgemoet Relations
in State and Local Governments: 1974. op. cit., pp. 44, 49, 1215, 126.

5See "A Five-Year Study of California Public Employee Strikes" in CPF.R No. 25, pp. 2-5, for additional sta-
tistics on work stoppages in California. CPI.R 's statistics vary somewhat from those noted in this study, owing to
different data collection methods and definitions of strikes and days of idleness. Fbr example, CPE.R's records in-
dicate 19 California strikes from October 1971 to October 1972, and 47 from October 1973 to October 1974.

6"A Five Year Study of California Public Employee Strikes," op. cit.. p. 2.
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TABLE 1

California State and Local Government Organized Employees, by Function:
October 1972 and October 1974

Full-tme employees who belong to an employee organizatonaTowl fulltime employmentPecn
Type of government October 1972 October 1974 Pearcnt

October October Percent Oct. 1972
1972 1974 change Number Percent Number Percent Od. 1974

State Government .............. 180,603 193,362 7.1 112,714 62.4 112,382 58.1 -0.3
Education ............. 63,962 69,701 9.0 20,910 32.7 25,910 37.1 23.9

Teachers 2.... .......2,298 24,223 8.6 7,358 33.0 11,164 46.1 51.7
Other ................... 41,664 45,478 9.2 13,552 32.5 14,746 32.4 8.8

Highways .................. 18,162 16,318 -10.2 17,244 94.9 15,000 91.9 -13.0
Public Welfare ............... 1,594 1,373 -13.9 1,393 87.4 1,160 84.5 -16.7
Hospitals .................. 17,646 20,276 14.9 15,653 88.7 16,171 79.8 3.3
Police Protection ............. 8,642 9,910 14.7 8,635 99.9 8,145 82.2 -5.7
All other functions ............ 70,597 75,784 7.3 48,879 69.2 45,996 60.7 -5.9

Local Governments ............. 703,127 745,665 6.0 471,954 67.1 500,077 67.1 6.0
Education 331,876 351,408 5.9 230,547 69.5 261,289 74.4 13.3

Teachers ................ 227,457 240,110 5.6 168,166 73.9 192,055 80.0 14.2
Other ................ 104,419 111,298 6.6 62,381 59.7 69,234 62.2 11.0

Highways ............. 20,169 20,636 2.3 12,468 61.8 11,922 57.8 -4.4
Public Welfare ...... 36,939 35,724 -3.3 20,623 55.8 18,544 51.9 -10.1
Hospitals 51,141 52,321 2.3 28,479 55.7 24,569 47.0 -13.7
Police Protection ............. 46,630 50,377 8.0 34,551 74.1 37,015 73.5 7.1
Fire Protection .............. 23,030 23,755 3.1 18,145 78.8 19,026 80.1 4.9
Sanitation other than sewerage 5,562 5,738 3.2 3,985 71.6 4,156 72.4 4.3
All other functions 1............ 87,780 205,706 9.5 123,156 65.6 123,556 60.1 0.3

Totals ................. 883,730 939,027 6.3 584,668 66.2 612,459 65.2 4.8

'Employee organizations are defined as those which exist for the purpose, in whole or in part. of improving conditions of employment

Source U S Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, and U S Department of Labor. Labor-Management Services Administra-
tion Labor-Management Relations in State and Local Governments. 1974. Series GSS No 75 (Washington. D C. U S Government Printing
Office 1976) p 19

TABLE 2

Distribution of State and Local Government Bargaining Units by Represented Employee-Size Groups,
for CalfMornia: October 1974

-Number of Barpining units

Item moernt-sih By represented employee-size groups

bargaining Total I to 24 25 to 49 50 to 99 100 to 299 300 to 499 500 or more
units employees employees employees employees employees employees

State Government .... .... 1 14 8 - 2 3 - 1
Local Governments ... 771 2,235 452 440 492 536 138 177

Counties .. .. ... 50 308 43 42 53 66 34 70
Municipalities 218 740 183 190 153 151 23 40
School Districts ... 418 1,018 168 172 259 290 72 57
Special Districts 85 169 58 36 27 29 9 10

Source LMRSLG. p 122
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TABLE 3

State and Local Government Labor Relations Policies, Bargaining Unis, and Represented Employees
in California by Type of Government: October 1974

Total State Local governments

Item local gov- govern- Munici- Town- Special School
ernments iment Total Counties patis ships districts | districts

Number of governments, 1972 3,820 i 3,819 57 4017 2,223 1,132
Governments with labor relations

policies, total .. ......... 1,227 1 1,226 53 265 - 174 734
Collective negotiations onlya 33 - 33 6 5 - 17 5
Meet and confer discussions onlyb 1,090 - 1,090 39 234 - 129 688
Both collective negotiations and

meet and confer discussions ... 104 1 103 8 26 - 28 41

Total employment .......... 1,250,006,006 262,852 987,154 215,179 181,728 - 56,489 533,758
Full-time employees only .. 939,021 193,362 745,665 190,195 156,955 - 47,136 351,379

Average October earnings of
full-time employees ......... 1,120 1,138 1,115 1,042 1,168 - 961 1,152

Number of bargaining units ....... . 2,249 14 2,235 308 740 - 169 1,018
Employees represented by bargaining

units: Number, total ......... 489,940 3,031 486,909 157,703 111,578 - 25,855 191,773
In governments with collective

negotiations only 23,791 - 23,791 7,147 894 - 15,349 401
In governments with meet and

confer discussions only.353,695 - 353,695 63,221 98,006 - 7,138 185,330
In governments with both collect-

ive negotiations and meet and
confer discussions. 112,454 3,031 109,423 87,335 12,678 - 3,368 6,042

Percent of employees represented
by bargaining units .39.2 1.2 49.3 73.3 61.4 - 45.8 35.9

In governments with collective
negotiations only 1.9 - 2.4 3.3 0.5 - 27.2 0.1

In governments with meet and
confer discussions only 28.3 - 35.8 29.4 53.9 - 12.6 34.7

In governments with both collect-
ive negotiations and meet and
confer discussions 9.0 1.2 11.1 40.6 7.0 - 6.0 1.1

a Collective Negotiations is defined as -The method of determining conditions of employment through bilateral negotiations between
representatives of the employer and employee organizations An agreemenf reached is set forth in a mutually binding contract

b Meet and Confer Discussions is defined as The method of determining conditions of employment whereby fhe represelatives of the
employer and the employee organization hold periodic discussions to seek agreement on matters within the scope of representation Any
written agreemenf is in the form of a nonbinding memorandum of undersfanding.
Source LMRSLG, p 35
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As an update to the preceding statistics, the
June 1976 edition of the Department of Industrial
Relations' publication, Union Labor In CaZifornia
1975 reports a 17.2 percent growth in membership
in the state and local government division for the
period July 1973 to July 1975, while employment in
that sector rose by only 9.5 percent. This is in
sharp contrast to the decline in membership shown
for manufacturing, food and kindred products,
construction, and trades and services for the
same period.

The report indicates that 179,700 members
employed in state and local government belonged to
448 local unions throughout the state.

In this compilation, the DIR included:

(1) all AFL-CIO affiliates;
(2) unions not affiliated with the AFL-CIO that

have written collective bargaining agreements
with at least two employers in private indus-
try;

(3) unaffiliated unions that have a contract with
a single employer in private industry, if it
covers the employer's operation in more than
one location in California and if the union
has 1,000 or more members;

(4) unaffiliated unions of government workers that
do not execute written collective bargaining
agreements in private industry, provided they
have members in other states.

Note that independent pubZic empZoyee associa-
tions with an excZusiveZy intrastate membership
are excZuded from the survey.

For the state and local government division,
the area breakdown shows an increase for all regions
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except San Francisco-Oakland. San Jose was closest
to the statewide norm, showing a 17.3 percent gain.
Although the numbers are small (3800), the percent-
age increase was largest for the Anaheim-Santa Ana-
Garden Grove area (68.2 percent increase).

Another available update of the statistics on
which Staudohar based his work would be in the
field of education employees.

Since passage of state legislation providing
for the establishment of appropriate bargaining
units and exclusive recognition for employees in
those units effective January 1976, the school dis-
tricts have naturally been the scene of much collec-
tive bargaining activity.

Even prior to enactment of the Educational
Employment Relations Act (SB 160), participation
in employee organizations ran high in California's
school districts; (note the percentages shown for
1974: 80 percent membership for teachers and 62.2
percent for other school employees). As of 1974,
available data listed only 418 school districts
with bargaining units.

From the first Annual Report of the Educa-
tional Employment Relations Board, we learn that
as of January 1, 1977, there were 1,170 public
school employers, and approximately 450,000 school
employees.

During 1976, 789 school districts voluntarily
recognized one or more bargaining units, and 113
elections resulted in certification of as many
additional bargaining units. It will be interest-
ing to see if this increased activity and strengthen-
ing of bargaining rights bears out Staudohar's
premise that there is a relationship between the
level of negotiation rights granted by law and the
proportion of employees organized.
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If 1977 sees comprehensive collective bargaining
legislation enacted for all state employees, in-
cluding those in higher education, it will be possi-
ble to measure more accurately the desire for
collective bargaining of another segment of the
public work force and the degree of participation
of the employees involved.



CHAPTER V

WHAT ARE THE ORGANIZATIONS TO WHICH
CALIFORNIA'S PUBLIC EMPLOYEES BELONG?

In 1968, the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, and the California Department
of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Statis-
tics and Research, jointly conducted a survey of
independent state and local public employee associ-
ations in California. (Entire survey is reproduced
in Appendix F.)

They identified 260 such organizations, with
membership totalling 500,000 in that year. This
reflected a numerical growth of 96,000 since 1963,
the last time when such a survey had been conducted;
however, it represented only a 24 percent gain dur-
ing a period when employment in state and local
government in California had increased 34 percent,
to well over a million employees.

Seventy percent of that membership were in
professional, technical, and clerical classifica-
tions; 11 percent were classified as law enforcement
officers, firemen, and protective employees; 15
percent were in blue-collar or manual crafts occu-
pations, and 4 percent not assignable or reported.

While the AFL-CIO unions representing public
employees in California at that date had not been
included in the survey, the report estimates that
as of July, 1968, some 83,700 local government
employees belonged to AFL-CIO unions in California.
A portion of that number undoubtedly also held
membership in independent associations.

Among the major groups affiliated with AFL-CIO
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unions in the 1960s were craft employees, blue-
collar workers, hospital workers, and other more
professional classifications including social
workers, probation officers, and teachers.
Firefighters, of course, have for years main-
tained the highest level of organization of any
of the AFL-CIO unions.

In California, in addition to the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees,
the Service Employees International Union had be-
come heavily committed to public sector unionism.
The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
represented employees of utilities, both public
and private.

As is true in the private sector, there are
no firmly established lines of jurisdiction.
Individual groups of employees may seek affilia-
tion and representation with a union which has
high visibility in their community, or with one
whose leadership is known tb the spokesperson
for the group. Whether or not the title or the
traditional areas of representation coincide does
not seem as important as availability, and how the
employee group perceives an organization in terms
of reputation, interest, and expertise of staff or
officers. Thus, a community hospital's employees
are represented by the Communication Workers of
America, and a blue-white collar unit in a small
city by the Office and Professional Employees
International Union.

A comprehensive survey of employee organiza-
tions such as the ones conducted by the Department
of Labor and the State Department of Industrial
Relations in 1968 was not attempted as background
for this paper. However, a number of the state-
wide organizations (listed below) with whom
bargaining units are affiliated were contacted,
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and were asked to complete a questionnaire (see
Appendix F for sample).

American Federation of State,County and
Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO

Association of California Employees (ACE)
California Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO
California League of City Employee Associations,

SEIU, AFL-CIO
California Nurses Association
California Organization of Police and Sheriffs

(COPS)
California School Employees Association
California State Employees Association
California State Firemen's Association
California Teachers Association
California Teamsters Public, Professional &

Medical Employees Union, Local 911
Communications Workers of America, AFL-CIO
Federated Fire Fighters of California, AFL-CIO
International Brotherhood of Electrical Work-

ers, AFL-CIO
Office & Professional Employees International

Union, AFL-CIO
International Union of Operating Engineers,

AFL-CIO
Laborers' International Union of North

America, AFL-CIO
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association (MEBA)
Peace Officers Research Association of Califor-

nia (PORAC)
Public Employees Staff Organization
Service Employees' International Union,AFL-CIO
State Building Contractors Trade Council

Because the structure of the coordinating bodies
of the employee organizations differs widely, responses
often do not readily lend themselves to neat tabu-
lations, but some interesting trends are summarized below.
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Fifteen of the twenty-two organizations con-
tacted took the time and trouble to respond. Again,
because of the differing structures of the organiza-
tions, many encountered difficulty with the ques-
tionnaire itself; some found certain of the questions
not applicable, but wrote explanations covering what
they perceived to be the thrust of the questions.
The present authors extend their gratitude to the
following organizations for responding to the
questionnaire:

California Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO
California League of City Employee Associa-

tions, SEIU, AFL-CIO
California Organization of Police and

Sheriffs
California School Employees Association
California State Employees Association
California State Firemen's Association
California Teachers Association
California Teamsters Public, Professional

& Medical Employees Union, Local 911
Communications Workers of America, AFL-CIO
Federated Fire Fighters of California,

AFL-CIO
International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers, AFL-CIO
International Union of Operating Engineers,

AFL-CIO
Peace Officers Research Association of

California (PORAC)
Public Employees Staff Organization
Service Employees' International Union,

AFL-CIO

Two of the groups contacted, California State
Firemen's Association and Public Employees Staff
Organization, are not included in the tally of mem-
bers of units represented. Membership in the Calif-
ornia State Firemen's Association is at large,
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totalling 22,000 individuals, and while the Associa-
tion offers advice and assistance in collective
bargaining matters, no figures were readily avail-
able as to what portion of that membership was
exclusively represented by CSFA, in the formalized
sense available to city and county employee groups.

The Public Employee Staff Organization is
composed of individuals in charge of unions or
associations representing public employees, and
serves as a forum for the staff of 29 different
entities, most of whom would be included among the
organizations responding to the survey.

The remaining thirteen organizations represent
a total of 470,600 members who belong to 2,566
separate chapters or locals. In some cases, a
single bargaining unit comprises that chapter or
local; in other instances, one local will represent
a number of different bargaining units.

California State Employees Association, the
only one of the organizations surveyed which
represents state employees exclusively, does not,
of course, have access to a collective bargaining
procedure which results in signed agreements. Its
200 chapters are therefore not structured along what
necessarily will be bargaining unit parameters if
and when a true collective bargaining structure
is available to state employees.

Of those organizations representing city and
county employees, all report that 70 percent or
more of their bargaining units have completed con-
tracts or memoranda of understanding; the average
is 88 percent.

The three organizations exclusively involved
with employees of the educational system report
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that between 25 and 30 percent of their affiliates
have completed contracts since passage of the
Educational Employment Relations Act, which only
became effective in 1976. Since the first elec-
tion was conducted by the EERB in May of 1976 and
many are still pending, these statistics should
change significantly over the next year.

All of the AFL-CIO organizations reported
that affiliates also represented employees in the
private sector; none of the non-AFL-CIO groups so
indicated.

California Organization of Police and Sheriffs,
California League of City Employee Associations,
and California Teamsters report that final deci-
sion-making rests with their executive board, or
board of directors. All other respondents list
"convention" as the highest decision-making body.

With the exception of the fire and police
organizations, procedures for strike authorization
are established and involve as a first step bargain-
ing unit action, finalized by the parent body grant-
ing sanction.

The Teamsters Union Local 911 has established
a policy that sanction will not be granted unless,
as part of impasse procedures, a bona fide offer
is made to the employer for final and binding
interest arbitration, which the employer rejects.

In regard to the types of service offered
affiliates, eleven of the respondents indicated
they offer all listed in the questionnaire.

The distribution was as follows:

Educational material: research 13
publication 13
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Staff assistance: organizing 11
negotiation 11
legal 10

Legislative activity: information 12
lobbying 11

Of those organizations responding to the more
general questions, by far the majority indicated
binding arbitration of interest and rights matters
as the condition they would most like to see built
into public sector law. Also receiving support
were the concepts of more total and complete collec-
tive bargaining laws, the legal right to strike,
and expansion of scope of bargaining.

All organizations responding to questions
regarding attitudes of membership indicated they
would prefer to have a more involved, less apathetic
membership.

A significant indicator of the maturing of
public sector organizations is the fact that all
but two respondents reported an affiliation with a
national organization. Of course, this would
obviously be the case for the AFL-CIO affiliates,
but apparently a network of communication and
coordination is being structured among associa-
tions as well as unions.

As collective bargaining in the public sector
becomes more sophisticated, the employee organiza-
tions are developing staff as well as services to
respond to the needs and demands of their member-
ship.



CHAPTER VI

HOW UNION GOALS ARE DETERMINED AND ACHIEVED

Whatever procedures are followed to determine
and articulate the wishes of the bargaining unit,
it is vital to any employee organization that the
procedures result in proposals that accurately re-
flect the membership's goals.

If the lines of communication between bargain-
ing unit members and their leadership are open and
functioning well, failure to achieve all the goals
will be understood and forgiven if there are valid
reasons for that failure. But where spokespersons
for an organization are not truly speaking for
their constituency, they will not remain in that
role for long.

It is relatively easy to reach consensus on
goals for a small, closely knit bargaining unit
where the members have a true community of interest.
Even in such a setting there may be differences in
priorities between, for instance, the younger and
order members, or the "money now" versus the
"pension later" contingencies. But if a setting is
provided for discussion and exchange of information
and viewpoints,and for democratic resolution of any
differences, a bargaining unit composed of homo-
geneous classifications will generally have little
difficulty in arriving at goals or proposals they
can unanimously support.

The problem becomes increasingly complicated
as the group becomes larger and the membership
more diverse. If a group is large it is more dif-
ficult for each member to thoroughly know and
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understand the other's needs, or even the implica-
tions of items they themselves wish included in
the proposals.

Many employee organizations representing such
broad based units rely on written questionnaires.
They ask members to rate in order of importance a
number of items the person or persons preparing the
questionnaire judge to be key issues. While this
technique is certainly better than not asking for
the opinions of the members, it falls short of
personal contact or wide participation in meetings
as a technique for truly assessing "where the
members heads are."

The type of leadership a membership selects
to represent them says a great deal about what
they feel is important. However, it is also true,
particularly in a stable organization with fairly
permanent leadership, that the individuals holding
these leadership positions will in time impact on
the attitudes and positions of the bargaining unit.

In commenting on the role of leadership in
community-based grass roots organizations, Janice
Perlman poses some dilemmas common to employee
organizations as well:'

In all cases...leadership is one of the
most critical factors accounting for the
success or failure of the group. Certain
dilemmas arise with predictable consistency:
(1) the different qualities of leadership
associated with the founding of an organi-
zation as opposed to its institutionalization;
(2) the question of accountability and the
roles of organizer or staff as opposed to
local leaders and board members; (3) the
issues of concentration or dispersion of
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decision-making power in an organization,
and the importance of a strong single
leader versus the development of good
secondary leadership; and (4) the pros
and cons of indigenous versus outside
organizers and staff. Ultimately, to
understand all of these problematic as-
pects for leaders, one must raise the
question of what's in it for them. Let
us look at each of these points.

It has often been difficult for the same
individual(s) /who has organized the grouLT
to be effective in administering its every-
day functioning....

The question of accountability and the
need for role clarification between leaders
and organizers in direct-action groups or
between boards and staff in CDCs is not
unrelated. Organizers and staffs are paid
while local leaders and board members are
expected to donate their time. However,
the organizers and staff are theoretically
working for and accountable to their member-
ship as represented by the leaders and/or
board members. This distinction is fraught
with contradictions. In both direct-action
organizations and CDCs the organizers,
directors, and staff generally have greater
expertise than the rank and file and thus
tend to dominate when important decisions
are made....

Many groups have researchers developing
issues and staff members deciding on strat-
egies and tactics, but try (with varying
degrees of success) to work closely with
their burds and local leaders as they do
this. -
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Thus, in time, the staff of an organization,
whether elected or appointed, tends, even in the
most democratic of structures, to play a major
role not only in articulating, but in formulating,
policy and position. However, if that leadership
is too far behind or ahead of the membership, the
rumbles will be loud and clear, and the policy will
be revised to more accurately reflect the true
posture of the constituency.

In a collective bargaining setting, the con-
tract proposals are the most definitive statement
of an organization's immediate goals. In addition
to the specific demands for higher salaries or
upgrading of classifications there will often be
proposals that indirectly reflect the concerns or
frustrations of a bargaining unit. What the
employees see as overly strict enforcement of a
"no socializing at work" rule may be reflected in
a demand for longer breaks or extended clean-up
time. Delay or failure in satisfactorily resolving
grievances may result in a number of proposed
language changes, such as substituting "shall" for
"may" and eliminating "where possible." Strong
language prohibiting subcontracting may have been
occasioned, not by the belief that the employer is
considering subcontracting, but by a less specific
apprehension about job security.

Because proposals should and do reflect the
specific concerns and needs of a given bargaining
unit, they may vary in content and emphasis from
one group to another, even if they are associated
with the same employer and employee organization.

If employees are represented by an organiza-
tion with national affiliation, their proposals
may be conditioned by the philosophy and experience
of the national organization. These members are
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more likely to be aware of and impressed by what
has happened to other similar bargaining units in
other parts of the country; they are more likely
to have been exposed to articles and editorials in
national publications, stressing the importance of
certain language covering certain working conditions.
Many national organizations provide their locals
with model contract language, to be used as a guide
in framing proposals on various issues. While their
use is in no way mandatory, they are often used with
appropriate modifications to a specific situation,
and may tend to influence the form and scope of the
proposals.

Generally local proposals are formulated by
the local membership and/or its leadership. The
degree of interest or apathy of the membership
determines how vital a role they plan in the actual
shaping of their unit's demands. Apathy may reflect
either total satisfaction or total discouragement
over existing conditions within their organization
or at their place of employment.

Procedures for the ratification of proposals
vary widely.

Where geography and the size of the group
permit, there may be meetings and/or surveys con-
ducted to get the widest possible expression of
the membership's goals.

Sometimes a committee, other times staff, then
translate these desires into specific proposals.
Occasionally the desired language is developed at
this point. Some organizations prefer to prepare
the proposals in outline form and leave the lan-
guage to be developed at the bargaining table.

Normally a "ratification of proposal" meeting
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is then called. The proposals may be amended prior
to approval and new proposals added. Many organi-
zations also use this proposal meeting to elect or
approve the selection of the rank and file negoti-
ating committee who will serve along with the chief
spokesperson at the bargaining table. If such a
meeting is held, it will also provide an opportunity
for the chief negotiators to gain insight on which
issues are viewed as true priority items. Often
certain proposals are key issues, even though there
appear to be fewer cold, hard, reasons supporting
them than there may be for others.

Good negotiators need to know what compromises
will be most acceptable to the people for whom they
speak.

What happens at the bargaining table will de-
pend in part on the validity of the proposals, the
skill of the negotiators, the good faith of both
parties, and the perception of both sides as to
how determined the bargaining unit is. It is
easier for the union spokesperson to say with
credibility, "My members won't stand for this,"
if he or she is deeply convinced that this is so.

If good faith bargaining has taken place, and
if the bargaining unit has confidence in their
leadership, the membership's perception of the
negotiating process should be accurate and result
in the ratification of a recommended settlement.

If key issues have been unsatisfactorily
compromised, the membership will, if necessary,
accept these compromises temporarily but prepare
to achieve their original goals the following year.
Very few demands that reflect the legitimate con-
cerns of a membership simply "go away." They may
instead be articulated more firmly, or in a dif-
ferent manner, the following year. They may be
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pursued less directly during the life of the
agreement through use of the grievance procedure.
The membership may also attempt to gain support
for its position through legislative action.



CHAPTER VII

WHAT ARE THE UNIONS' GOALS?

Certain demands continue to be heard at nearly
every bargaining table in the public sector. In
addition to proposals for higher salaries and better
health and retirement benefits, the cry for final
and binding arbitration of rights issues seems con-
stant and determined. The arguments in behalf of
arbitration are familiar to every labor relations
specialist, as are the arguments raised in opposi-
tion. The demand for binding arbitration will
continue, and the employee organizations will very
likely take a firmer stand on this issue in the
future.

To the average union member, a demand for
rights arbitration seems reasonable as well as
essential. In our society, even if a citizen
commits a violent act which under our laws could
result in a long prison term, that citizen is
considered innocent until proven guilty. He is
entitled to a trial before a jury of his peers, or
in certain cases, before an impartial judge. It is
not left for the plaintiff to decide the guilt and
inflict the punishment.

Only in matters regarding employment is an
individual denied that which in other areas of life
is a basic right. Arguments of delegation of sov-
ereign power do not seem relevant to the public
employee. It does not seem logical that if a
citizen were to wantonly destroy public property,
that person would be entitled to a fair trial; but
if a public employee commits what he or she perceives
as even a minor rule infraction in connection with
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employment, the employee is not entitled to an
impartial hearing. The same sovereign power who
would have to go to court in the one instance to
establish guilt and seek remedy, can as an employer
make a unilateral decision that affects the employ-
ee's livelihood and reputation.

In responding to the questionnaire discussed
earlier, nearly all employee organizations stressed
final and binding rights arbitration as the change
which they felt would most benefit their membership.
A substantial majority also stressed the need for
interest arbitration in resolving impasses, absent
a clear and explicit right to strike.

Where American unions have over the years
generally accepted final and binding arbitration
of grievances during the life of an agreement in
exchange for giving up right to strike during the
term of the contract, certain unions in the public
sector are now considering interest arbitration at
time of impasse as an alternative to the right to
strike. Fire and police organizations have gener-
ally indicated a willingness to make this compromise.
Some other employee groups have not shown this will-
ingness. A resolution proposing endorsement of the
compromise was made at the last National AFL-CIO
Convention, and was resoundingly defeated.

In commenting on the current status of public
sector collective bargaining, in an address before
the Industrial Relations Research Association in
the spring of 1976, Benjamin Aaron again set forth
what he deems as minimum conditions:

Nothing I have to say on this subject is
new, but it all bears repetition. First,
collective bargaining in the public sector
requires a proper statutory framework.
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Executive orders or administrative
regulations are not an acceptable
substitute. An adequate statute or
ordinance must provide, at a minimum,
for the following rights: (1) the
absolute right of all government em-
ployees at state and local levels to
organize and to engage in collective
bargaining (as distinguished from
meet-and-confer procedures) over wages,
hours, and other terms and conditions
of employment; (2) the right to an
orderly procedure for dealing with all
questions of representation, including
determination of appropriate bargaining
units, conduct of elections, and related
matters; (3) the right to negotiate for
a provision in collective agreements for
the final and binding arbitration of
grievances by a neutral third party;
(4) the right, in the absence of a legal
right to strike, to an impasse procedure
leading to settlement of disputes over
interests; (5) the right of access to
an independent agency with the power and
the means adequately to administer all
provisions of the statute; and (6) the
right to judicial reviey/of any final
orders of that agency.-

While California has progressed further than
many other states in achieving these goals, the
rights stated in Aaron's points (3) and (4) are
still lacking for all public employees in the state.
The employee organizations are sure to continue the
fight to achieve these conditions, either at the
bargaining table or before the state legislature.

A second major policy demand which will con-
tinue until achieved is the negotiation of an
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agency or union shop clause. Often viewed by
public and private sector management as primarily
an organizational need, rather than an issue of
importance to the membership, NLRB history in this
respect may be worth noting. At one point, the
National Labor Relations Act contained a provision
that if a union wished to propose a union security
clause, a bargaining unit at the time it voted for
or against union representation should also vote
for or against an attempt for that union to
negotiate a union shop clause.

Statistics showed that nearly 100 percent of
those employees voting for union representation
also voted for the right to negotiate union shop
clauses. The election for a union shop clause was
discontinued within a year or so, as having been
an unnecessary procedure and a waste of government
funds.

Employees who opt for collective bargaining
recognize the need for a strong and viable organi-
zation. Aware that their organization -- and their
dues money -- is committed to representing each and
every member of a bargaining unit, the concept of
everyone paying his or her share is apparently one
with which employees are comfortable.

The California Federation of Teachers has not
uniformly made this a demand in negotiations.
Other organizations have given it varying degrees
of emphasis even under the Rodda Act, which spec-
ifies that it is a bargainable issue. It will
undoubtedly continue to be proposed in the public
sector, and will very likely become part of a
general pattern in time.

In the private sector many employers continue
to oppose a union shop clause, particularly in
first contracts. However, others show only token
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resistance. These employers may prefer dealing
with an organization which is more stable and
secure which does not feel the need to constantly
assume a militant, agitative posture in a search
for new members.

The third area of predictable demands is less
specific but perhaps even more significant: de-
mands which expand the areas encompassed in the
phrase "working conditions."

Public employees and their organizations are
not blind to the current economic situation. Com-
menting on the current national budget crunch in
the public sector, Aaron, in the address referred
to earlier said, "...responsible unions can and
will take 'no' for an answer to unacceptable
economic demands if, but only if, all other
options have been carefully explored and the
reasons for their rejection convincingly made.
To put the matter in another way, what is needed
now is not less collective bargaining, but more."

Where there is a logical need for lowering of
economic expectations, one of the ways in which
employee organizations will seek to "make collec-
tive bargaining work" will be to focus on goals
which can be met with factors other than money.

For instance, if in response to taxpayer
clamor, public sector management wishes to achieve
increased productivity, the unions are going to
insist on having a voice in determining how that
increased productivity is achieved.

John McCart, Executive Director of the AFL-CIO
Public Employee department, summarized the position
of the unions in this regard:
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Workers and unions generally are interested
in cooperating in productivity efforts. But
it has to be real, based on negotiations
with a quid pro quo for the worker. Produc-
tivity studies have become a scare word to
workers primarily because such studies are
so often used to disguise management inten-
tions.

Just as bargaining rights cut down on strikes
by removing one whole variety, recognition
strikes, so does the union contract go a long
way toward getting the ball rolling on produc-
tivity talks. Management willingness to
grant the seniority, job security and griev-
ance procedure protections of a bona fide
collective bargaining agreement have a leg
up in the employee trust that will be brough,
into productivity discussions by the union.-

Rudolph Oswald, discussing productivity bar-
gaining, says:

However, before one can move to productivity
bargaining, there must be a strong under-
pinning of true collective bargaining. With-
out that base, there is no foundation to
build on for future mutual trust. Job and
income maintenance guarantees are also pre-
requisites for achieving employee coopera-
tion to change work methods. Only then
can the worker approach the changes secure
in the knowledge that the productivity pV9
gram will not threaten his livelihood.

Given the appropriate setting for productivity
bargaining, employee organizations may reach out
toward new concepts of worker participation and
involvement in what have heretofore been considered
management policy decisions.
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There have been a number of success stories of
workers being given, or taking, responsibility for
traditional management policy decisions and improv-
ing the efficiency and fiscal welfare of the employ-
er. Most of these cases have occurred in Europe
but some have taken place in the United States.
The Kaiser plant in Fontana is the example best
known to Californians.

If public employees are to be asked to increase
productivity, they will want a voice in determining
how they are to achieve it. Which pieces of equip-
ment work best? What systems of sorting mail get
the mail to its destination soonest? What floor
wax goes on most quickly and lasts longest? The
public employee operating the machine or sorting
the mail or waxing the floor may have some valuable
insights, and may wish to have them considered in
a collective bargaining setting.

It has long been assumed that while profes-
sional employees had a legitimate concern with the
quality of their product, blue-collar workers did
not. Many union spokespersons dispute this assump-
tion, based on their contact with members of bar-
gaining units whose expressions of frustration are
often tied to a need for greater pride in their
work and the circumstances surrounding it. Just
how these frustrations will be expressed at the
bargaining table will depend in part on the cre-
ativity of the bargaining unit, and in part on
management's response to workers' desire to improve
the quality of their product.

The concern of professionals with being in-
volved in the policy decisions affecting their work
has long been recognized. Describing its impact
at the public sector bargaining table, Arvid
Anderson wrote:
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...Teachers, nurses, social workers, and
other employee organizations new to the
collective bargaining arena are not content
to bargain only over the traditional sub-
jects of wages, hours, and working condi-
tions. They want to bargain about a more
effective school program or all other
matters affecting educational policy, or
the number of duty stations which a nurse
must serve, or the level of benefits for
relief recipients. Some of these bargain-
ing requests involve what is called the
mission of the agency and would utilize
the collective bargaining rather than
the legislative process for effectuating
change in social and economic policy.
This development has frightened a number
of public employer representatives, but
I thin#,some of them are needlessly fear-
ful.

And the Columbia Law Review, February
1969, reported:

Inclusion of professionals in union activ-
ity has caused a new goal to be created for
union activity, namely, a say in nonlabor
policies for these reasons: the government
is the largest employer of salaried profes-
sionals; salaried professionals in the pri-
vate sector often have explicit policy roles;
and policy issues are more visible in the
public sector. The Supreme Court, in Town
and Country and in the Fibreboard decisions,
began the widening of the mandatory area of
bargaining, saying in effect that policies
that have a substantial impact on the gyions'
traditional concerns are bargainable.-
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Not only has society recognized as legitimate
the concerns of the professional in these areas,
but has demanded that professionals be vitally con-
cerned with the quality of their work. However,
expression of this concern has been perceived as a
problem when salaried professionals seek to formal-
ize their right to involvement through the collec-
tive bargaining process.

Archie Kleingartner, writing in 1972, summar-
ized the then-current situation in public sector
bargaining where large numbers of professionals
are employed and are striving to adapt the pattern
of union representation and negotiation to meet
their needs as employees:

A prominent complaint of professionals
and their organizations has been that
they are saddled with a lot of profes-
sional responsibility but without com-
mensurate professional authority. Sal-
aried professionals have made it clear
that they want real authority to make
decisions affecting not only their own
status and career aspirations but the
basic character, quality, and amount of
services provided to the recipients of
their professional services. We can
expect, for example, that increasingly
teachers will be involved in deciding
the content of the courses they teach,
the textbooks they use, all of the
learning activities within the class-
room, overall curricular planning,
recruiting of new colleagues and pro-
motion and tenure decisions. Parallel
kinds of decisions exist for such groups
as nurses, social workers, engineers,
architects, and district attorneys in
the public service.
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We are rapidly moving from an era of
unilateralism in public sector activity
to one of bilateralism. This trend will
undoubtedly continue at an accelerated
rate. Consultation, negotiation, and
bargaining which result in a genuine
redistribution of authority are becoming
part of everyday management in the public
sector. The groups on the cutting edge
of this revolution are the salaried
professions. The implications of this
revolution are a tall challenge to public
managemegv and employee organizations
alilke.

These concerns will continue to be articulated,
and it is hoped that the collective bargaining pro-
cess will continue to prove itself flexible and
dynamic enough to accommodate the relatively new
demands being placed on it.

The concept of collective bargaining has
proved flexible in the past. Within the frame-
work of our economic system it has been adapted
to fit the needs of different kinds of workers in
vastly differing employment settings, without
jeopardizing our form of government or free
enterprise system.

Some legislative solutions have been sought
over the years, and this course of action will
likely remain a traveled route. From early child
labor laws, through the Fair Labor Standards Act,
to pension reform (ERISA) and health and safety
(OSHA), the American labor movement has been in-
volved in seeking through changes in law solutions
to problems too vast in scope to be dealt with at
the level of the individual bargaining table.
Today's union legislative demands on a national
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level are for a higher minimum wage, a shorter work
week, and a comprehensive public employee bargaining
law. While striving in these areas for national
legislation, the unions will continue to push for
relief at local and state levels, and at the bargain-
ing table.

Samuel Gompers, President of the AFL from 1886
to 1927, who is often quoted as having responded to
the query as to what American unions wanted with
"More," expanded on this theme in a dialogue with
Morris Hillquit, the American socialist, who was
apparently chastising him for not having a more
clear-cut political philosophy:

GOMPERS. I say that the workers, as human
beings, will never stop in any effort, nor
stop at any point in the effort to secure
greater improvements in their condition, a
better life in all its phases. And wherever
that may lead, whatever that may be, so far
in my time and my age I decline to permit my
mind or my activities to be labeled by any
particularism.

HILLQUIT. Do not try to attach any ism to
me, please; but the question I ask is whether
you maintain -- whether the American Federa-
tion, and its authorized spokesmen have a
general social philosophy, or work blindly
from day to day?

GOMPERS. I think your question --

HILLQUIT. (interrupting) Inconvenient.

GOMPERS. No. It is an insult.

HILLQUIT. Why? Why, Mr. Gompers?
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GOMPERS. To insinuate that the men and
women in the American Federation of Labor
movement are acting blindly from day to day.

HILLQUIT. I am giving you an opportunity
to deny.

GOMPERS. If a man should ask me whether I
still beat my wife, any answer I could make
would incriminate me if I answered yes or no.
If I answered that I did not, the intimation
would be that I had stopped. If I answered
that I did, that I was continuing to beat her.

HILLQUIT. Then, inform me upon this matter:
In your political work of the labor movement
is the American Federation of Labor guided
by a general social philosophy, or is it not?

GOMPERS. It is guided by the history of the
past, drawing its lessons from history, to
know of the conditions by which the working
people are surrounded and confronted; to work
along the lines of least resistance; to
accomplish the best results in improving
the condition of the working people, men and
women and children, today and tomorrow --
and tomorrow's tomorrow; and each day making
it a better day than the one that had gone
before. That is the guiding principle and
philosophy and aim of the labor movement --
in order to secure a better life for all.

HILLQUIT. But in these efforts to improve
conditions from day to day you. must have an
underlying standard of what is better, don't
you?
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GOMPERS. No. Does it require much
discernment to know that a wage of $3.00
a day and a workday of 8 hours, a day in
sanitary workshops are all better than
$2.50 a day and 12 hours and under perilous
conditions of labor? It does not require
much conception of a social philosophy to
understand that.

HILLQUIT. Then, Mr. Gompers, by the same
reasoning, $4.00 a day and seven hours a
day of work and very attractive working
conditions are still better?

GOMPERS. Unquestionably.

HILLQUIT. Therefore --

GOMPERS. (interrupting) Just a moment.
I have not stipulated $4.00 a day or $8.00
a day or any number of dollars a day or
eight hours a day or seven hours a day or
any number of hours a day, but the best
possible conditions obtainable for the
workers is the aim.

HILLQUIT. Yes; and when these conditions
are obtained --

GOMPERS. (interrupting) Why, then, we want
better.

HILLQUIT. Now, my question is, Will this
effort on the part of organized labor ever
stop until it has the full reward for its
labor?

GOMPERS. It won't stop at all. Not when
any particular point is reached, whether
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it be that you have just declared or
anything else.

HILLQUIT. Then, the object of the labor
union is to obtain complete social justice
for themselves and for their wives and for
their children?

GOMPERS. It is the effort to obtain a
better life every day.

HILLQUIT. Until such time --

GOMPERS. Not until any time.

HILLQUIT. In other words --

GOMPERS. (interrupting) In other words,
we go further than you. (Laughter and
applause in th9/audience.) You have an end;
we have not. -

Just this spring, in accepting the 1977 Eugene
V. Debs Award of the Social Democrats, George Meany,
President of the AFL-CIO, commented on how Debs, for
many years leader of the Socialist Party in the
United States, would have viewed today's labor move-
ment:

...Nonetheless, there has been, overall, a
fundamental and, I believe, lasting shift
in the alignment of force as between labor
and capital. It is a shift that would have
pleased, though not of course satisfied,
Debs. In any case, it is a shift that has
had a profound impact on American society....

Big business still exercises more than its
fair share of influence over government
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policy, but we have a say, too -- and we
have more and more to say. And because
we have more to say, the American people
are better off.

So, the trade union movement has come a
long way since Debs. Sometimes, we forget
how far....

Take another example of the progress we
have made as a trade union movement.
Certainly, one of Debs' chief criticisms
of the old AFL was that it was not suffi-
ciently involved in politics. Of course,
Debs had in mind a specific political
program that would have tied the labor
movement to the Socialist Party or to
some kind of labor party. Neither has
proven viable in the United States, al-
though some diehards refuse to recognize
that reality.

Nonetheless,the American trade union move-
ment today is more deeply involved in
politics than its most politically-
oriented critics could have believed
possible a few decades ago....

And our legislative operation is truly a
people's lobby. It doesn't work only for
trade union objectives, in a narrow sense.
It works for consumers, for the unemployed,
for the elderly, for the handicapped. Our
trade union movement is involved in every
issue that affects the daily lives of working
people -- housing, education, health care,
energy, the environment -- you name it.
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I don't know whether this is "pure and
simple unionism" or "business unionism"
or "social unionism" or "political
unionism." None of these labels tells
the true story of what the trade union
movement is today. One thing is for
sure: It is a more sophisticated, ef-
fective, broad-based, democratic, and
involved movement today than it was ten,
twenty, or thirty years ago, Jt alone
in the days of Gene Debs....-

Joseph A. Beirne, past President of the Com-
munications Workers of America, wrote in his book,
New Horizons for Labor, of the worker of the 1960s,
"He is more concerned with the security of his em-
ployment, the recognition of himself as an individ-
ual, appreciation of work well done, health and so-
called fringe benefits, sympathetic help with
personal problems, participation." 9/ He saw tomor-
row's unionism being based "on a recognition of
social imperatives."

Those social imperatives may well involve
negotiations for more subtle forms of dignity and
involvement in regard to work. As the nature of
work has changed, so too have employees' proposals
at the bargaining table and before legislative
bodies.

And yet, perhaps employees' proposals have not
changed that drastically. More than 50 years ago,
Samuel Gompers said, "We want more schoolhouses and
less jails, more books and less arsenals, more
learning and less vice, more leisure and less greed,
more justice and less revenge -- in fact, more of
the opportunities to cultivate our better nature,
to make manhood more noble, womanhood more beauti-
ful and childhood more happy and bright." 10/
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While today's women trade unionists might
argue for opportunities to make personhood more
noble and beautiful, Gomper's statement might
otherwise stand today as an idealistic sunmation
of union goals.
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GLOSSARY
AGENCY SHOIP: A Iunlion .secuirity clau.se wvhereby all memilber.s
of a bargaining tinit mitst pay a service fee, the e(uttivalenit
of dues, whether or not they are uinion meml)ers.
AMEIRICAN Pl'AN: A post-World Watr I employer imiovemilent
svhich stressed freedomi of indtistry to mianage its buisiness
withouit union interference.
APPIRENTICE: An individuial in training for a skilled tradc.
AIRBITRATION: The referral of collective bargainimg or grievance
dispuites to an impartial third party. Usuially the arbitrator's
decision is fiuial and binding, aIthougil there is "atdvisory
arbitration" in which the decision of the arbitrator is taken
uinder adviseinent by the parties.
AUTrOMlATION: Self-correcting feedback and computer elec-
tronics. Also, dramatic technological innovation of any sort
at the workplace. Often regarded by utnions as a cauise of
unemployment, job alienation, and dislocation.
BARGAINING. UNIT: A specified grouip of employees empowered
to bargain collectively with their employer.
ILUE-COLLAII woRKERls: Tlhosc in private and Ipliblic (eImploy-
ineit wlvo engage in manual. labor or the skilled trades.
BnocoTT: The terimi originated in 1880 when an Irislh land-
owner, Captain Charles Boycott, vas denied all seivices. Today
the expression means collective pressiure on einployers by
refuisal to buiy their goods or services.
BREAD-AND-BUTTER UNIONISM: Also called "business uinionisim"
or "pure-and-simple uinionism." Adolph Strasser, president of
the Cigar Makers Union and one of the fouinders of the AFL,
once told a Congressional Comimlittee: "We hiave no tiltimate
ends. We are going from day to day. We fight only for
immediate objectives-objectives that will be realized in a
fewv years-we are all practical men."
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CENTRAI LABOR COUNCIL: A city or couinty federation of local
uinions which are affiliated with different national or inter-
national uinions.
CHECKOFF: A elause in uinion contract auithorizing the employer
to deduct duies or service fees from employees' paychecks and
remlit thenm to the uinion.
CLOSED SHIOIP: lhe lhiring and employment of union members
only. Illegal uinder the Taft-lhartley Act.
(COI.ECrIVE BAR;AININC: The determination(of wvages and otlher
conditiotns of employment by direct negotiations betweeln the
minion and einployer.
COMPANY STORE: A store operated by a compainy for its em-
ployees. Often prices were higher here than elsewhere. Oc-
casionally, workers were paid in script redeemable only at
the company store.
COMPANY UNION: An employee association organized, con-
trolled, and financed by the emiiployer. Ouitlawed by the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act.
CONC(ILIATION: An attempt by an iml)artial third party to
reconcile dillerenecs b)ctween labor anid iimaniagemtient.
CONSPIRACY CASES: The Philadelplhia cordwainers' case in 1806
and suibsequent decisions itnvolving labor dispuites declared
uinions to be unlawful conspiracies. In 18 12 the court decision
in Cowntnotnwealth v. IHltitt said that under certain circum-
stances unions were lawftul.
CONSULTATION: Clauises in uinion contracts or in some state
laws applicable to puiblic emiiployees stating that managemelnt
mullst consult the union before making any major personnel
changes.

CONTRACT LABOR: Workers signed a contract in Colonial timnes
making thenii indentuired servants for the life of the agree-
ment. The systenm was later utsed to import Orientals into
California and H1awvaii and Italians an(d Creeks for work on
the East Coast. It wvas bitterly foulght by organize(d labor for
the contract wnrker meant lowv vage comiipetition.
COOPERATIVE STORE: A nonprofit store that is collectively owned
and operated for the benefit of both the seller and( the slhopper.
COST-OF-LIVING INDEX: Tlhe Consuminer Price Index prepared(l
by the U.S. Butreaui of Labor Statistics. The Index measures
clhanges in the cost of living monotlh by nmontlh, year by year.
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CIIAFT UNIONS: Trade uinions organized along lines of their
skilled crafts. They formed the base of the American Federa-
tion of Labor.
CR15!INNAL SYNDICALISM: Syndicalisnli conmes fromll the Frencih
word for inion-"syndicat." Syndicalists believe uinions slIoill(i
rimn the econom-iiy. The termii is associated with the In(lustrial
Workers of the 'World. Half the states juist after Worl(l Watr I
passed criminal syndicalist lawvs. In California a person could
be convicted for halving once belonged to the IW\V. In Newv
Mlexico, an employer cotild be prosecuited for hiiring an "an-
arcliist."
DAYWOIIK: The wvorker is paid a fixed amount for the day
rather thian being paid a salary or being paid for the individual
piece prodticed.
DISCREIINATION: Une(liual treatment of wvorkers because of race,
sex, religion, nationality, or uinion mcmbershrip.
DUAL-UNIONISNI: The AFL expelled nmost C(IO uinions in 1937
for dual uinionisnm becauise induistrial uinions were encroaching
on the jurisdiction of craft uinions wvitlin factories.
ESCALATOR CLAUSE: A clauise in the uinioni contract which
provi(les for a cost-of-living increase in wvages by relatting
wages to changes in consuimiier prices. Usuially the Consuimer
Price Index is uised as the measuire of price chainges.
EXECUTIVE ORI)ER 10988: President Jolin F. Kenniedy issued this
Execiutive Order which recognized the righit of federal en-
ployees to bargain with managemilent.
FAIR LABOR STAND)ARDS ACT: Passed in 1938, this law set
mininutinm wages and overtinme rates and prohibited cihild labor
for induistry connected vith interstate comimnierce.
FALL RIVER SYSTEM: The factory systemil vhiiclh emiiployed imen,
wvomen, and children and niade no special provisions for their
housing.
FEATHIERBEDDING: Employing more workers than are acttially
necessary to complete a task.
FIEE RIDER: A wvorker in the bargaining uinit whlo refuises to
join the uinion but accepts all the benefits negotiated by the
union. Also called a "freeloader."
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES: Early labor grouips formed by workers
for social and philanthropic ptlrposes.
FRINGE BENEFITS: Negotiated gains otlier than w ages stichi as
vacations, liolidays, pensions, insuirance and suipplemiental
unemploymilent benefits.
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FULI. ENMPLOYMENT ACT: Passed in 19.16 by a Congress whlich
intenided to estalblish imiachieiey to maintain fidil eimploy)mnent.
A Counicil of Economic Advisers was created to sirnvey the
stattis of thlc Anerican ecofloily and to advise the President.
The Act, howvever, failed to solve the uinemiiploymilenit prol)lem.
GAG ORDER: President Tlieodore Roosevelt issuied an1 execuitive
order duibbed by uinions "the gag order" wvhicih forlbade federal
eniployees on pain of disimissal to seek legislation on their
belalf except throuiglh their owvi departmitent.
cooN: A person brought itn fromn the ouitside to break strikes
and uinion-organizing attempts.
GOVERNMENT BY INJUNcTION: The use of the injunction by
government to break strikes.
(;tEEI,NDAC:KISM: Reference to partisans of the Greenback Party
awn(1 the Greenback Lalbor Pa.rty of the 1870s. Greenbackers
adv)cated increased issiues of paper nioney to make casil illore
reaadily available to people. Tbey also demlanded shiorter
work lhoturs, alolition of convict labor, boards of labor statistics,
an(d restrictions on1 immliigra.nt lalbor.
CtIEVANCE coM\ttrr1TEE: A colmmtilittee wvithin the local uinion
vlliclh processes grievances arisitng froImi the violation of the
contract, state or federal law, or an abitse of a sshop's past
practice.
C;moo: r'vIIJ.C;E.S: The practice of allowing laborers to stop
wvork and have an afternoon drink.
JOANDI)CIMAir syYSriTIhi: A pre-indminstrial system1 where the skilled
artisani fouind i(lentity, pridle, and self-worth in his wvork.
H1Or CARGO: A clause in a unlion contract vhicihl says thtat
workers c(annot he cominpelled to handle goods from) an cimployer
involved in a strike.
NIMI'OESSNIENT: The act of forcing American scamen into the
service of the lBritishi Navy.
INWPIOVEMEN r FAC-OI: An aniinual wage increase negotiated
by the minion and management wh'lich recognizes that the rising
pr-oddtictivity of vorkers contributes to the comiipaniy's profit-
ahility.
NC(:ENTIVE IPAY: A system based on the aimount of produiction
tiurned otit by workers.
INI)ENTUROED) SNERVANT: A personi bounid throuigh a contract to
the service of another for a specified amouint of time.
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IMN)usTAlBA. I)DEMOCA(:Y: A phrase once uised to desen)be tinions
as a hlutmanizing force at the workplace. In the 1970s it is
comiiing to miean worker participation in management decision-
making.
ND)USTRIAL REVOiUTION: The great advances in technology
beginning in the late eighteenth centtury tiurned America from
a lhandicraft economy into onc of teelinological miass produic-
tion.
INDUSTIIAL UNION: A linion which incluides all the workers in
an indiustry regairdless of their craft. Indtustrial uinions formed
the base of the CIO.
INJUNCTION: A couirt order vhicil prohibits a party from taking
a particuilar couirse of action, suich as picketing in the case
of a uinion on strike.
IN1 EIINATIONAL. uNioNo: A uinion with imiemiibers in bothi the
United States and Canada.
JOURNEYMAN: A wvorker who has completed hiis apprenticeshlip
in a trade or craft and is thierefore considered a qutalified skilled
vorker.
JURUSDICTIONAL DIS'uTES: Argiumenits aniong uinions over wlhici
union represents workers at a job site.
LANDIUM-(;GRFFIN A(:T: The Labor-Management Reporting anld
Disclosutire Act of 1959. The lawv contains regila.ltions for
uinion election proceduires and suipervision of their financial
alfairs by the U. S. Departmlent of Labor.
ITITLE S EEl.I FORMULA: The Vo)rld Wk'.ar II War Labor Boar(d
introdueed the "Little Steel fonilula" which tied the cost of
living to wage increases "as a stabilization fatetor."
L.OCKoUr: WhIen an emiiployer closes dowvn the factory in order
to coerce workers into mieeting hlis demiailnds or miodifying
their demands.
LOWELL SYST-ENM: The systenm associated with Lowell, Massa-
chusetts, w hereby workers, nmainiv youing women, lived in
boarding houises owned and run by the comiipaniy.
MAINTENANCE OF M1EMBEIISI1P: A provision in tle union con-
tract vhiiel says that a wvorker who voluintarily joins the uinion
must remain a meimlber for the duration of the agreement.

MASSACRE: Union descriptions of tragic events in labor hiistory.
Examples inclide Clhicago's Memorial Day Massacre wZhere
ten steelwvork-ers were shot dead and over eiglhty wvere wounded
by police on NMay 30, 1937. There vas the Ililo, Hlawv.ii. Massa-
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cre of 1938 where nearly fifty uinionists were shot or bayonetted
by police while sitting on a government pier protesting the
unloading of a struck ship. Also, the Liidlowv Nassacre of
1914 which incluided the killing of eleven children and two
women by the state militia.
MAY DAY: In 1889 the International Socialist Congress miieeting
in Paris fixed May 1 as the day to publicize the eight-lhouir day
because America's AFL wvas going to hold an eight-lhouir-day
demonstration on Mlay 1, 1890. Since that time Mlay Day hias
become a major celebration in comiiniiunist couintries. President
Eisenhower in 1955 proclaimed May 1 as "Loyalty Day."
MfECHANICS INSTITUTES: A vorkers' eduication movement for
self-improvement in the 1830s and '40s.
M.EDIATION: Attempts by an impartial tlhird party to get labor
and management to find agreement during a dispuite.
MERIT SYSTEM: The major grievance of puiblic employees was
the indignity and insecturity fostered by the political patronage
system whichi ruiled government employnment. Tlhey wanted a
system wlhere they wvould be hired and prornoted on their
merit. The merit system was introduiced by passage of the
Civil Service Act of 1883.
MININMUM WAGE: The lowest rate of pay an employer is allowved
to pay under the law or a uinion contract.
MODIFIED UNION SHOP: A provision in the uniiion contract
requiiring all new em)ployees to join the uinion and re(lquiring
all workers already in the uinion to remain as tunion members.
MOHAWK VALLEY FORNMULA: Developed by James Rand, presi-
dent of Remington Rand, in 1936 to break strikes. The forntula
included discrediting uinion leaders by calling them "agitators,"
threatening to move the plant, raising the banner of "lawv and
order" to mobilize the commtunity against the tunion, and
actively engaging police in strike-breaking activity, then orga-
nizing a back-to-work movement of pro-comiipany enmployees.
While the National Association of Manuifactuirers enthlu.si-
astically published the plan, the National Labor Relations
Board called it a battle plan for induistrial war.

MOLLY MAGUIRES: A grotup of Irish miners whio in the 18630s
and '70s vandalized the mines and terrorized the bosses. Ten
were hanged as the leaders of the conspiracy after Pinkerton
agent, James McParland, exposed tlhem in 1877.
MOONLICHTINC: Working more than one job.
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NATIONAL LABOIR RELATIONS ACT OF 1935: Also knowvn as
the "Wagner Act" after the law's clhief sponsor, Senator Robert
Wagner of New York. It represented a fuindamental ttrnarouind
in govemment's attitudes toward labor relations. The lasv
created a National Labor Relations Board to carry ouit its
goals of guiaranteeing the riglht of workers to form uinions of
their own choosing and to bargain collectively witlh emlployers.
ONE BiG, UNio'N': The slogan of thc IWW wvhicih stressed
the inclusion of ev'eryone, regardless of trade, into an all-
encompassing utnion. This was also the rationale for the
general strike wlhere workers in all type of emiploymenit wouild
strike at the same time.
OPEN sHop: A business that emilploys w orkers wvithout regard
to tinion menmbershlip. In thie. 1920s the "open shIop" employed
an ill-disgiuised attempt to get ride of bona fide tinions. States
with "Right to Work" laws have decreed the open shiop.

PACE-SETTER: A m)ethod of speeding uip work. The pace-setter
is a person who sets the wvork pace, uisuially at an ever hiighier
rate, by leading the work gang and necessitating its catchiing
up wvith him.
PALMEIS RAII)D: In 1919-20. tT..S. Attorney Ceneral A. Mitcelll
Palmer colndeted( raids on the headq( arters of alleged radicals.
Til,ioni.sts, lil )CJ alis, radicals, and1aliens were incliserinminately
arrested andi a.rouiin( fouir thousand were tried for th(eir dissent
froim the statius (iiio with little regard for tiheir civil righits.
I'ATEIINAI.SMN: I'lc comilpan)y considered itself the father of
its employees and as sutch had the responsibility of regillating
their lives throuigih comupany hlioses, stores, hiospitals, theaters,
sports programs, chllr(hes(, piublications, and codes of be-
havior on atid ofl the jol). Paternalism vwas also prevalent in
pilblic emplom-ment. Teachers in 1915 wer(e not permitted to
marry, keep comlany with mcn, travel beyond the city lim,lits,
smoke, (Irt ss in briglt colors, or wear skirts shorter than two
inches above the ankles.
imF.im: The alb))reviation of state pIIb)lic emuployment relations
boards.

PEWLCBI'IlES5: In a(l(litionl to Pavnetit of wages, tlhe- company
provided employees with room, boatrd, and nl(elical caire.
PICKETING;: T'he stationing of persons outtside a place of eill-
ploymnent to ptublically protest t ie employer and to (liscotrraige
entry of nonstrik-ing workers or citstonwiers. Most picketing tatkes
place (iirinig strikes althoigh thire is ailso information,al picket-
ing conducted against nioniuin)ioni buisiness establishments.
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rPiE(cEonK: The incentive wage system l)y wslhich \(or;kcrs are
paid by the individual piece Workedo;(n or compleited.
PINKEIITONS: Agenits of the Allan Pinikerton l)etective Agencv
of Chicalgo who were liired l)y employers to l)reak strikes or
act as company spies within uinions. Som]e believe the e^xpres-
sion "Fink," a p(jorative termn for a wvorker not loyal to the
unioIn, originated by comI)ining a comimiion expletive witlh the
word "Pinkertotn."
POTLITICAL ACTION: Unions engaged in political action at l('ast
as far back as the 1820s, wh(en they demanded universal free
public ediucation alnd abolition of imiiprisonimlenit for debt as
their ilaijor sociall reform issiues. Today, AFL-CIO and inde-
pendlent uinionis expend a siubstanitial amioutint of nI)oney and
effort in the proimotion of their political causes. Their rationale
is tlhat what is gaiined at the bargaining table can be taike;n
away froml uinions thrmogh legislation. AFL-CIO's formal
political organization which fiunctions at the nationa.ll, staite,
comimiunity and local union level is the Committee on Political
Eduicattion (COPE).
PREVAILING WA(.E: In 1861, Congsess passed a prevailing wage
rate law which said in pairt: "ITlhat thie hiouirs of labor and the
rates of wages of the employees in the nlaivy yards shall con-
formias nearly as possilble with those of private establishments
in the immediate vicinity of the respective yards."
PRODUCTIVITY: The imeasuire of efficicency in prodtuction. The
comiiparison of resouirces uised in creating gioods and service(s.
If the samile resoutrecs thia.t were tused in the past produce
more goods and services, produietivity hals ineir(ased.
P1101oit1TlD) PRA(CTI(ES: Generally u.sed in public employment
to describe uinfair laibor practices on the part of cemployer and
(employee organizations.

uEAD)ING F01MNIULA: The proce(iure with which untlionl recog-
nition was aehie'ved in factories diuring the 1930s. Rather than
being cminpelled to strike for uinioni recognition, the new WiV'g-
ner Act provided a i(ctlho(d of iniioni re-presentation elections
wvliel wvere conduicted by the National Laboor Relations Board.
IHEAL, I-VAGES: \Wa9ges expressed in terms of what todav's dollar
will buiy. A commoni metlhod of detennining buy)-ing poser is
thlrouigil the Consumiier Pirice Index.
IIED)EMPTIONER: A white emlligrantit from Europe svho paid for
lhis or hler voyage to the New WVorld by serving as a servant
for a specific period of time. Also knowvn as a freeviller.
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RIGHT TO W'ORK LAWS: The tenn uised by opponents of uinions
to instituate open-shop lawos in the state. The exprCssion has
nothing to do with gutaranteeing anyone the right to a job.
SAIIOTAGE: From the French vord "sabot" or vooden sloe
whiich workers tlrewv into the machiines to keep them from
working. Workers have been perpetuially fearftul that new
machines wotild take their jobs away from them and sabotage
was one of their early answers to the Indtustrial Revoliution. It
was also a part of strike violence where strikers incapacitated
macihines or btuildings in order to shuit down prodtiction.
scAn: A work-er wvho refiuses to join the tnion or mdiho vorks
while others are striking. Also known as a "strikebreaker."
SECONDARY inoYCOT: An effort to disript the business of an
employer throuigh boycott techniquies, even thouigh his own
vorkers are not directly involved in the labor dispuite.
SENIORXITY: A worker's length of service vith an employer.
In inion contracts, seniority often determines layoffs from
work and recalls back to wvork.
SEPARATION PAY: Payment to a worker who is pennanently
laid off his job through no fault of his own.

SERVICE FEE: Money, uistially the equivalent of uinion duies,
vhich members of an agency shop bargaining unit pay the
uinion for negotiating and administering the collective bargain-
ing agreement.
SHOP UNION: Established by the Knights of Labor in the 1880s.
Shop tinions in the factory carried alit the rile enforcements
of the local asseinblies.
SIT-IX)WN STIRIKE: In Juine, 1934, Rex Mulrray, president of
the General Tire local in Akron, Ohlio, discuissed a pending
strike with fellow uinionists. If they hiit the bricks, the police
wolild beat thern uip. Buit if they sat down inside thle plant
and htigged the machines, the police wouldn't uise violence.
They might huirt the machinesl So began the era of the sit-
down strikes effectively used by unions like the Rubber Workers
and Auto Workers to build the CIO. The sit-down period
lasted only throtigh 1937, btit it provided labor lhistory wvith
one of its most colorfuil chapters.
sLoWDowNs: A fonn of protest wvhere workers deliberately lessen
the amouint of work for a particuilar ptirpose.
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SOCIAL UNIONISIM: Unions wihich look beyond immediate objec-
tives to try to reform social conditions and wvlichi also consider
uinionism as a means of appealing to needs of members whlich
are not strictly economic. In addition to figlhting for economic
gains, social unions have education, healthi, welfare, artistic,
recreation, and citizenship programs to attempt to satisfy
needs of members' whole personalities. Labor, social unionists
believe, has an obligation to better the general society.
SPEED up: A word used by vorkers to describe employer
attempts to increase their output vithouit increasing their
wages.
STATE SOVEREIGNTY: The idea that the state is king and puiblic
employees had no right to make demands on it. In 1949 a
Newv York coturt said: "To tolerate or recognize any com-
bination of civil service employees of the government as a
labor organization or tunion is not only incompatible with the
spirit of democracy buit inconsistent with every principle upon
wlliclh ouir government is fouinded."
STOOLPIGEON: A person hired by an employer to infiltrate the
union and report on its activities.
STRETCHOUT: A wvorkload increase that does not grant a com-
mensuirate pay increase.

STRIKE: A temporary work stoppage by workers to support
their demands on an employer. Also called a "tum out" early
in the nineteenth century.

SUBCONT1RACTINIG: The practice of employers getting wvork done
by an outside contractor and not by workers in the bargaining
init. Also called "contracting out."
SUPPLENMENTAL UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS: A provision in the
uinion contract wvhichl provides laid-off Xworkers with benefits
in addition to uinemployment compensation.
SYMIPAThIY SI'RIKE: A strike by persons not directly involved
in a labor (lispuite in order to showv solidarity with the original
strikers an(I increase pressuire on the employer.
TAFT-IIAIRTLEY: In 1947, Congress passed the Taft-Hartley
Act wlhich outlawed the closed slhop, julrisdictional strikes,
and secondary boycotts. It set uip maclhinery for decertifying
uinions and allowed the states to pass more stringent legisla-
tion against uinions suich as right-to-work laws. Employers and
uinions mvere forbidden to contribuite fuinds ouit of their treasuiries
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to candidates for federal office, suipervision was denied tinion
protection, and the nnions seekinig the services of the National
Labor Relations Board had to file their constituitions, by-laws,
and financial statenments with the U.S. Department of Labor.
Their officers also had to sign a non-commuinist affidavit.
TAYLOItISM: Associated vith the principles of "scientific
management" advocated l)y Frederick WV. Taylor at the begin-
ning of the twentieth centuiry. Tayor proposed time and motion
studies of jobs to enable managers to set standards for more
efficient produiction. Unions arguied that Taylorism was the old
speed tip in modern dress.
TENANTr FARnMERl: 'When souithiern plantations were broken uip
after the Civil War, blacks and poor whiites were controlled
by landowners tlhrouigih shiarecropping. TIhe tenant farmer
paid rouighly a third of his crop to the landlord, a third for
provisionis, tools, and other necessities, and he kept whatever
wvas left. Unsticcessfuil efforts wvere made in the 1930s to orga-
nize tenant farmers by the Sotithern Tenant Farmers Union.
More suistained attempts at fann wvorker organization are
being made today.
UND)ERGRBOUND) RAIL.ROAD: A system of clandestine routes to-
ward Canalda whiereby abolitionists hielped fugitive slaves
escape to freedoin.
UNFAIIR LABOR PRtACTICES: Defined by the National Labor
Rlelation.s Act and by the 'Taft-Ifartley Act as practices of dis-
crimiiniation, coercion, and intimidation prolhibited to labor
and miianagemiient. Management cannot fornm comiipany uinions
or uise coercive tactics to discourage union organiization. Unions
cannot force workers to join organizations not of their own
choosing.
UNION LABEL: A stamp or a tag on products to show that
the work was done by tinion labor.
UNION SECUIRITY: A clause in the contract providing for the
tinion shop, maintenance of membership or the agency shop.
UNION snior: A shop where every meniber of the bargaining
uinit miust become a member of the uinion after a specified
amilouint of time.
WALKING DELE(;ATE: A uinionist whio policed jobs to see that
workers were getting fair treatment.
w'ITrE-COLLAR WOItKEIRS: Workers who have office jobs rather
than factory, farml, or construietion work.
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WOIIILIES: A nickname for membl)ers of the Indutstrial Workers
of the World. The origin of the word is unknown.
VORKIES: A nickname for members of the workingmen's associ-
ations in the 1820s and '30s.
YELLOW-DOG CONTRACT: A contract a worker was compelled
to sign stating that hle or she would not join a union. The
practice was outlawed in 1932 by the passage of the Norris-
LaGuardia Act.
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LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE 95TH CONGRESS

ISSUED BY THE

AFL-CIO PUBLIC EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

ON FEBRUARY 19. 1977

The Executive Board of the AFL-CIO Public Employee
Department notes with expectation the change of national
political leadership. A new Congress, new Congressional
leadership and a new Administration pose the promise of an
activist federal government reacting with vigor to solve the
problems confronting our nation.
After eight years of the Nixon-Ford Administrations, we

are hopeful future historians will point to America's
Bicentennial Celebration as the watermark where a decade
of benign neglect ended and a decade of achievement began.
A measure of that achievement is presented in the
Department's Legislative Program for the 95th Congress.
Although specifically designed to fulfill the needs of public

employees at the federal, state and local levels, these
legislative recommendations also encompass benefits for all
Americans. Two examples are the needs to develop a federal
urban policy, and improve the United States Postal Service.
Many of our legislative proposals already are included in

the 1976 Democratic Platform. President Carter, Vice
President Mondale and the leadership of the 95th Congress
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are committed to the goals and ideals outlined in their Par-
ty's platform statement to the American people.
With this support, we reaffirm our resolve to win

Congressional acceptance of this legislative package which
represents the consolidated viewpoints of the 29 unions af-
filiated with the AFL-CIO Public Employee Department.
The PED Executive Board, therefore, instructs the Presi-

dent of the Department to forward this Legislative Program
and supplementary materials to the AFL-CIO Executive
Council, and urges Federation endorsement of it. To further
emphasize our intent, the Executive Board directs the
Department to convene a national legislative conference,
March 29-30 in Washington, D.C., and calls upon all public
employee union leaders to attend.

FEDERAL URBAN POLICY
State and local governments have been financially hard hit

by unemployment, inflation and recession. Excessive un-
employment causes sharp declines in tax revenues, and in-
creased demands on public assistance programs. At the
same time, this urban crisis has been compounded by soar-
ing interest rates and the tight monetary policies of previous
Republican Administrations.
Faced with this situation, states and cities have reacted by

cutting back on such essential services as health, education,
sanitation and public safety. Government workers, unfor-
tunately, have been used consistently as the first targets In
budget retrenchments. As a result, the quality of life has
been lowered drastically in the urban centers of the world's
richest nation.
These economic Ills are national in scope, and require the

attention of the national government. Left to themselves,
states and cities cannot possibly expect to cope with such
problems. The federal government must formulize a unified
national urban program to help local governments through
the current crisis period, and insure the financial stability of
state and local government during future economic down-
turns.
The beginnings of a federal urban policy were incor-

porated into the 1976 Public Works Act, which provided
needed construction, employment and anti-recession funds
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to local governments. The PED Executive Board strongly
supported this measure, and urges an immediate expansion
of these programs. The Executive Board, however, believes
long-range policies must also be developed which will sub-
stantially reduce the costs of operating state and local
governments.
The Executive Board, therefore, calls upon Congress to

enact legislation which will establish a permanent program
of federal action to meet the needs of state and local
governments. Such a federal urban policy should include the
following important elements.

11) Reform of Welfare Programs - The federal govern-
ment should assume the total costs of public assistance
programs. In addition, national eligibility and payments
standards should be developed;

2) Aid to Education - The federal government should
provide at least one-third of the costs of education to local
governments;

3) Fare-free Mass Transit - Once a novel idea, fare-fre
urban mass transportation is a viable method to reduce gas-
oline consumption and pollution in urban centers. The
federal government should immediately fund a series of ex-
perimental programs to fully test this concept.

4) Government Finances - The ability of government to
borrow funds should not be subjected to the fluctuations of
the private investment market. The federal goverunent
should insure low-interest rate loans to state and local
governments through the establishment of a municipal
assistance corporation.

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE PENSION PROTECTION

A long-standing myth of public employment is the "overly
generous" pension benefits enjoyed by government workers,
particularly at the state and local level. Because of the wide
publicity given a few, isolated examples, the general public
has come to believe all state and local government workers
receive pension benefits much higher thn provided in
private industry.
Available data on state and local gov rnent pion plans

graphically disprove this myth. According to-the U.S. Census
Bureau, the average yearly pension benefit for public
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employees was a mere $3,792 in fiscal years 1974-75. At the
same time, the U.S. Government determined a family of
two, with a head of household 65 years or older, required
$4,228 a year just to maintain a lower level budget in Oc-
tober, 1974.

In addition, the Council of State Governments reports that
94 percent of state retirement systems required employee
contributions, while only 10 percent of private sector plans
demanded worker payments.
Vesting periods in the public sector also stand in sharp

contrast to the improved vesting requirements contained in
the 1974 federal pension reform law for private workers. Ex-
amples of vesting periods vary greatly among state plans,
with more than half of the state-administered plans requir-
ing 10 or more years for vesting.
The need for legislation regulating public employee pen-

sions is clearly seen by Congress. The 1974 Employee
Retirement Income Security Act required a congressional
study of pension plans for state and local workers, and
protective pension legislation has been introduced in the
past.
The Executive Board of the AFL-CIO Public Employee

Department calls upon Congress to adopt pension reform
legislation for public employees. A law to regulate public
employee pensions is both feasible and necessary, and should
incorporate the basic elements of the 1974 Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act.

SOCIAL SECURITY COVERAGE OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
The Social Security system has developed into America's

central piece of social legislation. Millions of Americans to-
day enjoy modest, but guaranteed income protection through
the retirement, disability, medical and survivor benefits
provided by Social Security.
For many state and local public employees, Social Securi-

ty is an important supplement to existing benefits. But
within the next two years, some 454,000 workers in 232 state
and local jurisdictions will have their Social Security
coverage unilaterally terminated by their employees.
The Senate Special Committee on Aging recently issued a

report pointing out the adverse effects of terminating Social
Security coverage for state and local workers. Committee
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Chairman Frank Church added the decision to terminate "is
frequently based upon incomplete, inaccurate or
questionable information."

State and local governments have entered into the Social
Security system with the consent of employees. But state
and local governments have the option of terminating
coverage without the approval of affected workers. Once ter-
minated, Social Security benefits never can be reinstituted
for present or future employees of the government unit.
The PED Executive Board urges the 95th Congress to

protect the Social Security coverage of state and local
government workers. State and local jurisdictions, which
have entered the Social Security program, must be required
to maintain this coverage for their employees. Because of
the existing Civil Service retirement system which requires
a seven percent annual employee contribution, the Board
also reiterates its previous opposition to mandatory cover-
age of federal and Postal Service workers under Social
Security.

THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Congress is expected this year to consider legislation aim-
ed at improving operation of the United States Postal Ser-
vice. The financial squeeze, resulting in increased rates and
service cutbacks, experienced by the Postal Service has
been widely debated. Management's role in creating many of
these problems, meanwhile, has been accurately described
by President Carter as "classic illustration of wasteful, im-
prudent and inefficient management."
With the support of the labor movement, the 94th Congress

adopted legislation providing some $1 billion in emergency
funds to the USPS. This legislation also created a Postal
Study Commission to review the operations of the Postal
Service, and issue recommendations to Congress and the
President by March 15.
A central question which must be answered in the develop-

ment of postal reform legislation is: Should the Postal Ser-
vice be operated on a "break even," or "profit-making"
basis as outlined in the 1970 Postal Reorganization Act; or
should the nation's mail delivery system be a public service,
available and affordable to all Americans?
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The Executive Board points out that mail delivery was
America's first government service established under the
United States Constitution nearly 200 years ago, and that the
basic principle of universal postal service at reasonable
rates must be insured.
The PED Executive Board calls upon Congress to include

the following specific proposals in the development of
legislation affecting the USPS:

1. The United States Postal Service must be operated as a
public service for all Americans. An annual, federal subsidy
should be appropriated to the Postal Service in the amounts
necessary to maintain its public service functions;

2. The USPS must become more responsive to Congress
and the American people. The Postmaster General should be
appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. In
order to protect the USPS from partisan political concerns,
the office of Postmaster General should not be a
cabinet-level position;

3. The Postal Rate Commission should be abolished. This
body has become a procedural hurdle to efficient operation
of the Postal Service. Management decisions regarding
rates and service levels should be reviewed by Congress;

4. The Postal Board of Governors should be abolished.
Under its present charter, the Board of Governors cannot
properly oversee the operation of the USPS, nor is it truly
representative of the American people;

5. We strongly oppose any attempt to amend or dilute the
Private Express Statutes. The Private Express Statutes
guarantee delivery of first-class mail to all Americans. Per-
mitting private enterprise to infringe on this monopoly
held by the USPS will result in a lower level of service to
those who live in areas where first-class mail delivery is un-
profitable;

6. The collective bargaining provisions of the 1970 Postal
Reorganization Act are an essential protection for postal
employees. For years, postal operations were subsidized by
low wages paid postal workers. Therefore, we will seek to
strengthen collective bargaining in the USPS, and will
vigorously oppose any attempt to alterthis process.
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE FEDERAL-GOVERN-
MENT

As an employer, the federal government has attempted to
set standards of leadership management for other
employers in this country. In the past, the federal govern-
ment, particularly the Executive Branch, has been quite
patriotic in using its blue- and white-collar workforce as the
shocktroops in emergency situations. Wage freezes, lower
temperatures in buildings, and hiring ceilings are federal
personnel actions eagerly followed by state and local
governments and, wherever possible, by private industry.
But in areas requiring positive policies for workers, the
federal government has set an example of neglect and delay.
Labor relations in the federal government is no exception.

Established under an executive order in 1962, replaced in
1970 and amended three times since then, federal labor
relations is a system developed and operated almost solely
by management. The twists and turns of federal personnel
policies are barred in the private sector by the National
Labor Relations Act, and virtually unknown in the Postal
Service and many state and local governments.
The failures of federal service labor relations are self evi-

dent. Federal employees may not bargain on wages, fringe
benefits or conditions of employment. Federal employee un-
ions may not bargain on union security arrangements. Con-
tract administration is ultimately a management respon-
sibility. Based on executive orders in the absence of
statutory authority, federal labor relations can be changed
on the whim of any President.

Legislation establishing a system of labor-management
relations for federal blue- and white-collar workers has been
introduced into Congress by Rep. William Clay (D-Mo.). This
bill, H.R. 13, incorporates most of the collective bargaining
principles proven in private enterprise, and many instituted
by executive orders.
Like most American workers, federal employees perform

jobs essential to the operation of a civilized society. Unlike
most Americans, however, federal workers serve under the
direction of the Chief Executive and Congress. As a result,
they must contend with regular changes in elected
leadership and the weathervane politics of legislative bodies.
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The PED Executive Board urges Congress to protect

federal service workers from the effects of politics in
decision-making on the terms and conditions of their
employment. The Executive Board directs the Department
to commit its full resources to the enactment of a labor-
management relations statute for federal service
employees, incorporating the principles enunciated in H.R.
13.

FEDERAL EMPLOYEE PAY

On August 11, 1976, the AFL-CIO Public Employee
Department resigned from the Federal Employees Pay
Council in a protest action taken in conjunction with the
American Federal of Government Employees. The AFL-CIO
representatives to the Pay Council took this dire step after
five years of frustrating experience under the current
system of white-collar pay setting.
Since the enactment of the 1970 Federal Pay Comparabili-

ty Act, federal classified workers have been subjected to
wage freezes, postponements in effective dates of pay in-
creases and reduction in the proper amount of pay raises.
Last year, for example, President Ford's pay recommenda-
tion averaged a paltry 4.83 percent for 1.5 million federal
white-collar workers.
The 1970 federal pay law specifically requires federal

employees be paid rates "comparable" to workers perform-
ing similar jobs in private industry. The law permits the
President to ignore comparability pay raises only "because
of national emergency or economic conditions affecting the
general welfare."
Successive Republican Administrations have used this

loophole effectively to deny proper wage compensation to
federal workers. Presidents Nixon and Ford acted contrary
to the basic intent of the pay law, and seriously distorted
statistical methods used to determine appropriate salary
adjustments.
Federal blue-collar workers also have not been immune

from attacks on their wage-setting mechanism. Pay scales
for these workers, fortunately, are established by legislation
through the prevailing wage act. The AFL-CIO Public
Employee Department will continue to resist any attempt to
alter the prescribed wage-setting system created for federal
blue-collar workers.
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The Executive Board, therefore, calls upon President
Carter to issue an executive order which will protect the pay
of federal classified employees from administrative
manipulations by the Chief Executive. This executive order
should reaffirm the purpose of the 1970 Federal Pay Com-
parability Act, and insure the law will function as was
originally conceived.
An executive order, however, is only a short-term solution.

The law itself requires changes which will prevent future
presidents from diluting the intent of the comparability act.
An important element in restructuring the law would be an
amendment permitting the president to issue an alternate
pay plan only when economic conditions affecting the
general welfare are serious enough to require equivalent
economic controls in the private sector.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING

For more than 40 years, the right of workers to engage
in collective bargaining has been the stated policy of the
United States. But the more than 12 million employees of
state and local government are excluded from the national
statute. Today, only 18 states provide comprehensive labor
rights for government employees.
The hodgepodge of different rights and regulations per-

mitted public employees has been cited by this Board in the
past: some kind of labor relations policy exists in 42 states
and 11,594 local governments. labor relations in the public
sector literally are governed by a crazy-quilt patchwork of
state laws, local ordinances, executive orders, and, all too
often, the individual whims of public officials.
Such a system of labor-management relations would not be

tolerated in the private sector.
But in seeking equal treatment under the law, state and

local government workers are seeing the same reaction
against them felt by unions in the pre-National Labor
Relations Act world of private industry: staunch manage-
ment resistance to the basic principles of worker
organizations and collective bargaining; no uniform system
of unfair labor practices or representation procedures;
proliferation of recognition strikes; the use of oppressive
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laws, court injunctions, legal actions and punitive fines
against dissenting workers.
The need for a national collective bargaining law for state

and local government workers is evident. Rep. Frank
Thompson has introduced legislation, H.R. 777, in the 95th
Congress which would accomplish this objective by extend-
ing coverage of the National Labor Relations Act to public
employees.
The Executive Board, however, notes the constitutional

objections raised against such a law by anti-union forces.
After careful study of this issue, the Executive Board
believes sound, constitutional grounds exist for the enact-
ment of H.R. 777 by Congress, particularly in the absence of
a Supreme Court decision regarding the right of public
employees to engage in collective bargaining.
The Executive Board of the AFL-CIO Public Employee

Department, therefore, supports the principles of H.R. 777
in eliminating the exclusion of state and local government
workers under the National Labor Relations Act. The Board
further calls upon the AFL-CIO to mobilize the resources of
the entire labor movement to ensure passage of this legisla-
tion.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH PROTECTION FOR
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

The Public Employee Department recently released a
comprehensive study of occupational safety and health prac-
tices in federal, state and local government, and the United
States Postal Service. The results of this study conclusively
point out the critical need for safety and health protection
for public employees.
High death and injury rates suffered by public workers

have been well documented by the Bureau of Labor statistics
and the National Safety Council. Statistical data indicate
that public employees face far more hazardous conditions
than their counterparts in private industry.
But public workers - federal, state and local government

and the United States Postal Service - are denied protection
from unsafe workplaces, just as they are excluded from
other protective legislation. The 1970 Occupational Safety
and Health Act's mandatory inspection, enforcement and
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penalty requirements for private industry are not applied in
the same forceful manner to the public sector.
As the PED report indicates, public employees have lost

the right, guaranteed all other Americans, of a truly safe and
healthful workplace. Deaths and injuries among fire
fighters, policemen, sanitation, maintenance and other
public workers-are, and continue to be, extraordinarily high.
The Department's study concludes: "Workers are the

backbone of effective government. When public employees
are exposed to the unsafe job conditions described in this
report, the American people cannot expect efficient delivery
of public services. These working conditions represent an in-
tolerable violation of basic human rights, and demonstrate
the need.for immediate national attention and action."
The Department's Executive Board advocates complete

coverage of federal, state and local government and Postal
Service workers should be included under the mandatory
provisions of OSHA.

HATCH ACT REFORM
Since 1939, federal and Postal Service employees have

been denied the right to fully participate in the political ac-
tivities of this nation. This right, a fundamental cornerstone
of democracy, is guaranteed all other Americans as a
matter of national policy. At the same time, the PED Ex-
ecutive Board recognizes the integrity of government must
be preserved, and government workers protected from un-
due political influence by their supervisors.
The 94th Congress realized the unnecessary limitations

and restrictions placed on career federal service workers by
the Hatch Act. Both houses of congress approved legislation
liberalizing and strengthening the Hatch Act. This legisla-
tion, however, was vetoed by President Ford, and the veto
override attempt failed.
Similar legislation has been introduced by Rep. William

Clay (D-Mo.) in the House, H.R. 10, and by Senator Quentin
Burdick (D-N.Dak.) in the Senate, S. 80. These bills shield
government employees from political coercion by es-
tablishing an independent board to investigate alleged
violations. Shortcomings of the Civil Service Commission in
protecting federal employees during the 1976 elections have
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been graphically demonstrated during recent Congressional
hearings. Creation of a separate entity to investigate
employee complaints is an important aspect of these bills,
and should prevent future occurrences of this nature.

Ultimately, though, this legislation will restore the full
rights of political participation to federal and Postal Service
workers. Federal employees will be permitted to endorse
political candidates, serve as delegates to political conven-
tions and seek political office, in addition to a range of other
political rights accorded all American citizens.
The Executive Board of the AFL-CIO Public Employee

Department calls upon the labor movement to support the
passage of H.R. 10 and S. 80, and urges Congress to quickly
enact this legislation which will bring the benefits of full
political franchise to all federal and Postal Service workers.
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POLITICAL HISTORY
1617

1676

1765

1770

1773

1776

1783

1785

1786

The Declaration of Independence from Great Britain
is adopted by Congress.
American independence is recognized by the Treaty
of Paris.

1787 The Constitutional Convention is held in Philadelphia.
The Northwest Ordinance, which sets up a method
whereby people in the Northwest Territory can create
states, is passed.

1788 The States ratify the Constitution.

1789 George Washington is elected President.
The first Congress meets in New York.
The Federal Judiciary Act organizes a Supreme Court,
thirteen district courts and three circuit courts. John
Jay becomes the first Chief Justice.

1790 The first census shows a population of 3,929,214.

1791 The Bill of Rights is added to the Constitution.
1793
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION LABOR CHRONOLOGY

The wooden plouigh enters Virginia. Its invention is
ascribed to an tinknown Egyptian who lived around
2500 B.C.

Settlers and indentured servants led by Nathaniel
Bacon revolt against the aristocratic rule of Vir-
ginia's governor, William Berkleley. After initial suc-
cesses they are destroyed by British troops.
The Sons of Liberty and Sons of Neptune, composed
mainly of workers, protest the Stamp Act and other
unpoptilar British actions.
Duiring a setffle betwveen colonists, nany of whomii
are workers, British troops fire into a crowd killing
five peoaple. Pattriots use "The Boston Massacre" to
whip uip opposition to Britaini's policies.
The Boston Tea Party sees miiechanics and other
citizens board ships and toss their tea cargo over-
board in protest of the granting of a monopoly of
tea imilports to the East India Tea Company.
The colonies declare independence fromim Britain.

Oliver Evans invents the autonmatic flotir mill. Tvo
years later, he patents the high-pressure steamil engine.

Worsening economiiic conditions aifter the Revolution
bring on a fanners' revolt tinder Daniiel Shays in
wvesterni Massacliosetts. Philaidelphiia printers strike
to protest a vaige etit.
The Northsvest Ordinance oittlass slavery in the
Northwest Territories. It also provides for ptublic
edtication, freedom of religion, anld a imiethod for
establishing news states.
The Constittition is ratified. In addition to providing
for a strong central governmient it conitains a clause
decla;ring five slaves are the eqituivalenlt of three
people. Slaves caninot vote but their existence gives
southern states moiore puosver in Conigress.

Samuel Slater opens the first American factory at
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

rhe Bill of Rights is added to the Constituition.
Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin. The original Ftugitive Slave Act is passed. It is nowy

illegal to give aid or comuufort to runaway slatves.
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1797

1798 The Alien and Sedition Acts are passed by the Fed-
eralists to try to silence Jeffersonian liberals. In
response, Jefferson and Madison draft the Kentucky
and Virginia resolutions whicl) argtue states could
defy laws they deem unconstittitional.
Amiierica fights an tindeclared naval war with France.
Relations with revolutionary France become strained,
particularly after the XYZ affair when French Cuo'-
emnient officials tried to wring bribes froiii Aniieri-
can commilissioners.

1800 Washington, D.C., beconmes the nation's capital. Jeffer-
son is the first president to be inauguirated here.

1803 The United States puirchases Lotuisiana fromil France,
dotibling the new country's area.
In Marbury v. Madison, the Suipremiie Coturt estab-
lishes the principle of jtidicial review.

1806

1807
1811 Cerier,ld Williaimi lienry Hatrrison defeaits Tectimseh

at Tippecatnoe.
1812 Tlhe United Staltes deelaires war on Britain. In 1814

the treatty of Client cnids the conilict, lavinig things
albot tle saini ats they were before die wa;r. low-
ever, the youniig niation shows tie British tlhat they can
no lonige r inilpress its steamilen) anld othiei-wise violaite
its na.ltionall injtegi-ity with iiiiptngniity.

1814

1819 Spain cedes Florid,i to the Uniited Staites.
1820 Thke Missotiri Coiiuproiniise atdimiits Mv1issotiii as a slave

state; Matine aks at free state.
1822

1823 The Monroe D)octrine watrins Etiropeanis to halt ftirther
colonizution if Latin Aiiiericai and to cease initer-
fering in its affairs.

1825

1827

1828
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Charles Newbold patents the first Amnericain cast
iron plow, buit lie is tinable to coivince farnmers to
accept it for they say ironi poisonis the soil.

Unions are jtidged criminal conspiracies at the trial
of Philadelphia cordwainers.

Rolbert Fuiltoni insents the steamblsoat.

Dutrinig the War of 1812, Eli Whitney develops the
systeimi of interchangeable parts at hIis giiii factory.

In Wallthamiii, Ma;ssachluitsetts, at imill openis that, for the
first tinlt, coiiitpletes ini ont loc(tion alMl the stages of
cottoi nmantifacture.

Denimiark Vesey organizes a slave revolt in Charles-
ton, Souith Carolina. The slaves are betrayed by an-
infomier. Thirty-seven are execuited.

Openinig of the Erie Canal. The developmeuit of
iiiland waterways, along vitlh the buiildiiig of roads,
stimiulates the nioveiietit of settlers and the opeiiing
of miiarkets.

Constriuetion beginis oii the Baltimore aiid Ohio Rail-
road, the first railroad to carry passengers over rails.

The Anierican labor movement is born when Phiila-
delphsia unions band together to promilote the ten-
hotir day.
The Workingman's Party is organized in Philadelphia.
Similar parties soon spread to other states. They
advocate free public education and abolition of im-
prisonmnent for debt.
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Poltieal Hi , cont'd

1831

1832 Sotith Carolina nullifies the federal tariff. President
Jackson considers it an act of rebellion but the issue
is soon laid to rest.
The Black Hawk War, precipitated when whites
occupied the homes and lead insines of the Saiik and
Fox, ends with the massacre of men, women, and
children at Bad Axe by the U.S. Amiy.
Chief Justice Marshall affirimis the right of the Chero-
kees to their land, buit President Andrew Jackson
ignores the Stiprenise Court and sends soldiers to
forcibly remtiove tie Cherokee along the "Trail of
Tears" to Oklahoma.

1834 The formation of the Whig Party under Henry Clay.
1835 Semilinoles resist being forced otit of Florida. The

war lasts until 1842.
1836 Mexicans capttire the Alaniso btit are later defeated

by Amilericans at San Jacinto. Texas declares its in-
dependence and Sanis Hotiston becomes president of
the Republic.

1837

1839

1840

1842 The Webster-Ashlburn Treaty with Great Britain
fixes the northeastem boundaries between the U.S.
and Canada.

1844

1845 Texas joins the Union.
1846 The Mexican War starts when Mexican soldiers cross

the Rio Crande.
Britain and the U.S. agree on the Oregon botindary.

1848 The Treaty of Cuadalupe Hidalgo ends the Mexican
War and recognizes the Rio Crande as the boundary
betveen the two couintries. Mexico cedes Califomia
and New Mexico to the U.S. for fifteen million dollars.

1849
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The Technological Revolution, conld

Samuiiiel Colt inveusts ttI revolver.
Cyrtis Mc(;)ormiek invents the reaper.

Labor Chronologv, contd

Nat Tuirner leads a slave revolt which kills fifty-
seven wvhites before the slaves are cut down by an
overwhelimiing force.
Abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison begins pub-
lishing The Liberator as antislavery agitation in the
North increases.

Thomilas Dl)vtenport inivents the electric mitotor.

The Panii of 1837 virttially destroys the burgeoning
labor niovemilent.

Chalrles Gosodyear invents the v'ulcanization process
for rubber.

President Martin Van Buren establishes the ten-
lotir day for certain federal employees to renmove
m.iluch inconvenience and dissatisfaction." Washing-
ton, D.C., and Philadelphiia shipyard sworkers have
earlier struck for the ten-houir day. The Philadelphia
workers won.
A Massachusetts court backs tinions for certain
activities in Comnio1wecalt/i v. Hunit.

The first tt eI:le-gir, ins ented by Samtuel 2Morse in
1832, is suieeessfilily transnitted between Washington
an,id Baltimore.

Walter Haunt inivents the safety pinl.
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1850 California is adimitted to the Uniion as a free state.

The remainder of formerly Mexican land is divided
into Utah and New Mexico.

1850s

1851
1852

1853 The Cadsdeni Ptirchaseb restilts in imiore Mexican land
being inclided in the United States.

1854 The Kansas-Nebraskai Act, which declares that citizens
of the states will decide the slavery quiestion, repeals
the Missoutri Comprouise. Settlers in Kansas battle
one another as the slavery isstue heats tip.

1856 The Republican Party holds its first convention.

1857 The U.S. Stipremile Couirt's Dred S-ott decision rtiles
the Missotiri Comilpromilise uinconstituitional. The Couirt
holds that a fonner slave has no liberty even in a
free state.

1858

1859 John Brown raids Harper's Ferry, Virginia, to obtain
arms for slaves to help thein figlst for their freedonm.
He is hanged for treason.

1860 Lincoln is elected President and South Carolina
secedes fronm the Union.

1861 The Confederacy of Southem States is fonired with
Jefferson Davis as its president.
West Virginia severs ties with Virginia.
The nation is thrown into a traumiatic Civil War.

1862

1865 Lee surrenders to Grant, ending the Civil War.
Lincoln is assassinated.

1866

1867 The Reconstruction Acts are passed in an effort to
insure liberty for former slaves. The South is divided
into military districts.
The U.S. purchases Alaska from Russia.
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Cornt'litis N'ainderbilt has control of most of the
shipping industry.
More than ninety percent of the nation's energy is
stipplied by w(X)d.

Elisha G. Otis inivents the passenger elevator.

The first riilroaid bridge over the Mississippi is cois-
structed ait Dasenport, Iowa. The Wabash and Erie
canals are comiipleted this year.

First stagecoacih from St. Lotuis west milakes coast-to-
coast trips possible on ptiblic transportation.
Oil found at Drake's well in Titusville, Pa.

Telegraplh lines liiik East to West for the first tihiue.

The battle between two arniored warships, the
Northi's "Monitor" and the South's "Merrinsac," ushers
in the era of steamii-powered, iron-plated naval ships.
Richard Catling invents the milachine gun.
The first oil pipeline is in operation.

Cyruis Field is responsible for laying the first suc-
cessful trans-Atlantic cable.

Slave trade is abolished in Washington, D.C.
A stronger Fugitive Slave Act is passed.

Aided by the westward movement in general and
the California gold rush in particular, skilled labor
becomes scarce and tinions begin to organize. In
1850, in large cities, they win the ten-hour day
and wage increases. By the end of the decade several
national unions have been founded.

Harriet Beecher Stowe ptiblishes Uncle Toni's Cabin,
providing momenttim to abolitionism.

The Kansas-Nebraska Act, which gives the states
the right to decide the slavery question, leads to
violent clashes partictilarly in Kansas.

In the Dred Scott case, the Stipremiie Cotirt states
that a black is not entitled to citizenship righits.

John Brown raids the Harper's Ferry Arsenal. He
has planned to arm slaves and precipitate a revolt.
Brown is capttired and hanged for treason.

The Civil War begins. While there are other issues,
a major catise is the southern labor problenm of slavery.

President Abrahamii Lincoln issues the Eniancipation
Proclanmation freeing slaves as of January 1, 1863.

The Civil War ends in victory for the North.
The 13th amendment abolishing slavery is ratified.

The National Labor Union is organized by labor
and reform groups to advance the cause of labor,
social, economic, and political reform.
The Crange is founded to ease the drabness of rural
life. It soon becomes a powerful spokesman for
farmers who feel victimized by corporations.
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Political Hitory, cont'd

1868 President Auidrewv Joliiison is impeacheld by HoLusem)I11
escapes coniviction by one vote in the Senatte.

1869 The fifteeiitit amimendiument, which gives blacks tlme right
to vote, is passed.

1870
1871 The exposte of corrtiptioti at Taiiiiaimiiy I lial eventually

sends Boss Tveed to prison.
The first Civil Service Comminissioni is created.

1873

1874

1875

1876 'I Siouix, mider Sittinig l3,,ll, de(ftats tiioops
Ceneral George Ctst-i ait Littlt Blig I)loi ii.
The United States celebrates its ItM)tlh lbirtltdal).

1877 The lBecoiistrtictioui of tle Soitlh enids.

1879
1881 Piresidlenst Jaties A. Garfield is assasiimilatd b it

disappointed ofice seeker. Tlht ineidtiit le.ids to the
C(ivil Ser ict R-eforimi Act of 1883.

1882 Whliite opposition to Clhimiese labor cmmidmiinates tiet
Chiumse Exelimsioii Act.

1883

1884

1886
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The Technological Revolution, cont'd Labor Chronology, cont'd

(ltlisiislpher Slioales pattlits tte tyleswriter. The fourteenth amendment is ratified. It prohibits the
states from denying any person within their juris-
diction "equal protection of the laws.'

'rle trairisconitiiiental i-iilroad is coiiipleted. Uriah S. Stephens founds the Noble Order of the
Knights of Labor. Men and women of "every craft,
creed and color" are accepted for membership.

john D). RKokefeller oirganize's Standard Oil.

'rite lith)or mlovemlen)t loses> 1iiiii.1 of its> 1lzinomeitm
hliei it severe dtpression cil.ise's widespreiad tuiie'iii-

I'lu' first electric tiolley is in operation.
B;irbei'd wuiri is marketed.

III tlte Pi'imssy aiiai aiiithiracite r(giiiii, Jalmiiiis MI-
Parialll, it I>iliker'toii i ge1it, esptsses tlht Ios,1 M\tgiiires
oin liave terrorized emIiploiyiers. A miiiiiii, ()i Moiillies

til' liMinged.
AI(Aillider Graham BvII pawnts tlit- Ideph.,. 11;ic.whic1\hesiiidei ( 1l;rhii 13(11 tii.teiits the teleplioia& liicli

is showin it tilt Centeniiald E\liibitioii.

Hiits spark thie Ilt slifiilei alir is i,ailioaid workers
strike toi protest wagLie ctits. CIass wii; blriaks
old ill 1iioiiier ohf cities. F'edera,i tiii)iis pli (hi)s,i
whit is Idlloing oil tIlt' aspects oif ai goeilral ilisiiri*e-
t iol 1.

Edison piltetzs the Ilust pradctical ineandesceiitiuill).

0II Septemblii 5, the fiist L;ih)I Di\ p;riadetIdLe<(s
plac in New Yiirk City.
White nuiots dind otlie disti-rlhimces i;giiist (Chiinese
iliirers in Cailiforniii force paissage oif the Chliiiese
E\chiisioii Act.
'IThe Pendletoii Act replices politieal ptiitiiiiige ill
civil sirvice with the principle of mierit systemii fli
llii-ifig .loid promlotion*s.
'I'lte ltiretuilof Laoii is establishied. It ,iti i gnuXs\
iiitii tIe L'.S. Departiient oi Laiioi.
Poulie iiiiichi oi a1 picitil rall hei ho .iiiuliiseiist.
it Chicigois I tiyllial kt S(itillue. plliggilg tli i'ughit-
lioiir d.is and protesting piulice ioleence aiga,iist SMe-
Cormiik- strikers. A liiiiiibi exploudes kilhiiig aiuid swsmiid-
inig police \'iho open firt oun thu ciiind. N\io oie knioiws
wehuiu thurew the b)iinhi) oin hows main wern killed hult
thle incidt-eut is used to whip tip luystei-iii .ugiuiiust ill
iiiiions. While soie if tlit iiiiiebist leuldens ilre
halnged, itlii'rs aire pridoned by Cuovernor Joitiii Ptter
AItgeld sh1o satys thit ease 'ugainst them his never
been estaublishled. Chief lhusers aire thue Knighits of
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1889 The Oklahoma land rush opens the Oklahoma Terri-
tory for settlement.
A conference between the United States anid Latin
American nations sets up the Pan-American Union.

1890 Congress passes the Shennan Antitriust Act anid a
high protective tariff.

1891 The Populist Party is fonoed to advanee the ciauise
of the fanners.

1892

1893 American buisiniess and professional miien, backed by
U.S. troops, overthrow the Hawaiiani Kingdomii.
Samutel Dole becomes first president of the Republic.

1894

1895 Sotitheni states pass ".grandfather clauses," literaicy
tests, and poll taxes, to deny blacks the vote.

1896 In PLessy v. Fergimsoma, the Sutpremile Court declares its
"separate but equal" doctrine.

1897
1898 The Spanish Amilerican War begins after the Maine

explodes in Havana harbor. In the Treaty of Paris,
Spain cedes the Philippines, Ptuerto Rico, and Ctiam
to the U.S. It grants Cuba independence.
Thle war between U.S. troops and Filipinos begins.
It ends when American soldiers use a heavy hand to
crush all resistance.

1899 The U.S. participates in the Hague Conference which
sets up a pennanent center for arbitration of dis-
putes between the nations.
Germany and the United States divide up Samoa.
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ILalmr whose iutulx-rsluii) 1-lak.s at 71H),(AX) ts11 s'
The Knights soonx plottmiet otit of existelce.

On December 8, the Americain Federation of Labor
is fotinded in Columbtis, Ohio. Cigar ma;lker Samuel
Gonmpers becomoes its first presidenit. The Federation
is organized along craft litnes and it takes on al con-
servative coloration, believing that anly hint of
radicalisnm will tirn the puiblic against uinions.

Steelworkers ait Carnegie's Homiiestead plant near
Pittsbtirgih strike agalinst a wage cuit. The disptite is
miarked by ai pitched battle betveen strikers and
Pinkerton strikebreakers ensconced in bairges. The
strikers wvin the battle silt lose the war %s'heu the
Governor sends in the imiilitia to break the strike.

Protesting a wage cit wvhile the companiiy registers
twenty-six mlillion dollars in, profits, Puillmlan car
workers near Chicago alsk Etigene '. Debs to lead
their strike. The strike becomes so effective that not
a train with a Pillman car on it miioves ainywhere
in the cotintry. The federal govemment breaks the
strike with troops. It also issues an] injiunction and
Delss and other leaders are jailed for reftisal to
obeby it.
Jacob S. Coxey, an Ohio businessimiani, rallies the
uinemilployed to isiarch on Watshington to persuiade the
government to set tip a public works program. The
nmarchers dwvindle to several huindred when they reach
the capital. They are easily dispersed by the police.

Dtiryea produces the first gats-powered automiiobile.

First of the ntation's subways opens in Boston.
Erdimian Act authorizes governimenit miiediation in labor
disputes involving interstate commerce.
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Polita Hihiory, cont'd

1900 Hawaii is annexed to the United States.
The Socialist Party is founded under the leadership
of Eugene V. Debs.
The United States intervenes in the Chinese Boxer
rebellion. The U.S. warns European powers not to
dismember China.

1901 President McKinley is assassinated. He is suieceeded
by Theodore Roosevelt.

1902

1903 Panamila revolts aigainst Coluimiibia. Aimiericamii ships
help insuire the Revoluition's stuccess. A treatty between
the new nation and the United States gives Amoterica
the canial zone.

1904 President Roosevelt declares the U.S. has an obliga-
tion to iiimiaiitaiin order in Latin Amiierica.

1905 Roosevelt wins the Nobel Peace Prize for imiediatitng
the war between Japan and Russial. Their treaty is
signed in Portsnaiotith, Newv Hamipshiire.

1906 A devastating fire, restilting fromo an eartlh(Iuatke,
destroys Siani Franclaisco.

1907 Hostility to and discrimiiinationi againist Japanese I))
whites in San Franricis-o lead to a "Gentlemen's
Agreemenit" between the U.S. and Japan whereby ito
more Japainese wsould enter the United States.

1909 Robert E. Peary discovers the North Pole.

1910
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The Technological Revoltion, coned

Coal replaces wood as the chief source of energy.

Elbert Gary, backed by J. P. Morgan noney, buys
out Carnegie interests and combines other fimis to
create U.S. Steel.

Wilbtir and Orville Wriglit istake their first sUCCess-
fil airplane flight at Kittyhawk, North Carolina.

hMotion piettires ma.lkke their first comnurle-cial appeair-
aicee in MeKeesport, Peninsylvanial.

Ford legins inass-pro(luctimon attomolile iinduistry.

Labor Chronowg, cont'd

Hatters of Danbury, Connecticut, declare a boycott
agtainst the Loewe Company for refusal to negotiate.
The Suipreme Cotirt says the boycott restrains com-
miierce tinder the Sherman Antitrust Act. The homes
and bank accounts of the Danbtury Hatters are at-
tached to paty the $252,130 fine.
Ninety perenit of Peninsylvaniia's anthracite miiiners
strike against a wvage ctit and for the alolition of
company doctors and company stores. The impor-
tation of Etiropeani) immniigrants and the ocetipaltion
of the area by soldiers fails to break the strike. An
arbitration commission finially awards strikers the
nine-houir day and a modest wage increase but it
fails to recognize the union.

Birth of the Iniduistrial Workers of the World wvhich
advocates uinions ruinning economic instittutionis. The
IWW faisors direct action, indiustrial tiniomiism, anid
the genteral strike. The tiunioni winis the Lakwrenee
textile strike of 1912. It fades after losinig the Seuttle
Ceneral Strike of 1919. Mlost IWW leadership) is
jailed in the 1919-2(0 Palimer Raids.

The 'Gentlemen's Agreement" with Jiapaus is the
restilt of racial outbursts atgainist jitpatnese in San
Franiicisco, primsarily teauise of jol) comipetitio)n
between whites anid Japanese. Jakpan is forced to
restrain its citizens from coining to malitinlanid LI.S.A.,
an instilt it never forgets.
Birthi of the Naktionial Ass(oiation for the Advance-
minent of Colored People led by W.E.B. DtuBois to
advance jol) and other rights of blacks.
A lalor p.trty in Milwauikee cleantis sip) corrtiptioni,
imistittites planning and efficient ser ice in a "City
Beasitiftil" that becomies a national niod4el for ex-
cellence in governmnent. Unforttinately, aiiothier kiiid
of labor party in San Francisco is so blatantly corrtipt
that it sotirs voters on tinioni politicians.
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1911

1912 U.S. Marines land in Nicaragua to protect American
interests during a rebellion.

1913 The sixteenth amendment, the income tax, is rati-
fied. The Federal Reserve System is established.
The U.S. intervenes against Mexican revolutionaries.

1914 The Federal Trade Commission is established.
The Clayton Antitrust Act supplements the Sherman
Act.
U.S. Naval forces occupy Vera Cruz, Mexico, after
shelling it.
The Panama Canal is opened.

1915

1916

1917 Congress declares war on Cermany.
Congress passes the Espionage Act, the Trading with
the Enemy Act, and Selective Service.

1918 Cermany surrenders.
The Sedition Act, resulting in mass arrests for those
opposing the war, is passed by Congress.

1919

1920 The 19th amendment gives women the right to vote.
Eugene V. Debs, running for President from prison,
polls nearly a million votes.

1922 The big powers agree to limit their naval forces.
1923 The Teapot Dome scandals reveal widespread cor-

ruption in the Harding Adminstration.
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The combine is invented by Benjamin Holt.

Radio is first used on American ships.

The Panama Canal is completed.

Expansion of state highways throughout the nation
begins with the passage of the Federal Aid Road Act.
The first radio station, WHA, University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, is established. KDKA, Pittsburgh, begins
commercial programming in 1920.

One hundred fifty-four workers, mostly young women,
die in a fire at the Triangle Waist Company, New
York City. Fire escapes end in mid-air, doors are
locked. The factory conmmission which sprang from
the tragedy's ashes presses the Legislature into pass-
ing the first serious safety laws for working people.
The Lloyd-LaFollette Act abolishes presidential gag
orders on federal employees which deny them the
right to lobby on their own behalf. It also recognizes
their right to organize.
U.S. Department of Labor is established.

Colorado militia sweeps a strikers' tent colony near
Ltudlow with machine gun fire and then proceeds
to bum tents with people inside them. Thirty-nine
men, women, and children are killed. This is the
culmination of a twenty-year class war in the
Rockies. Following the Ludlow Massacre, miners,
wearing red bandanas, rout the militia but President
Wilson sends in federal troops to end the war. All
those who participate in the massacre are absolved
from wrongdoing.
The LaFollette Seamen's Act establishes much-
improved working conditions, food and living allow-
ances for sailors. It also protects them from human
sharks who exploit them while in port.
Congress passes the Adamson Act which establishes
the eight-hour day on interstate railroads.

The Boston Police strike is snuffed out by the
National Cuard. Calvin Coolidge takes credit for
breaking it and becomes an instant national celebrity.
Congress passes a law making it a misdemeanor for
police or firefighters to affiliate with unions.
A bitter and massive strike by steelworkers ends in
the union being crushed.
Employers launch the American plan to combat unions.
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Political Hirtoey, cont'd

1925 johin Scopes, it Tennessee schoolteacher, is consviettd
for teaching evoliution.

1926

1927
1928

1929

1930

1932

The Kellogg-Briand Pact otitlawing war is ratified by
the Senate.
The stock imiarket craish throws the nation into a
sesere depression.
The Hawley-Smnoot Tariff Act brings tariffs to their
highiest level in history.

1933 The first hliundred days of Franklini D. Roosevelt's
andimiinistrationi brings forth a host of econoiic re-
covery legislation.

1934

1935 Newv Deal laws enaceted inclide the Wagner Act, the
Works Progress Adiniiiistration, the Resettlemilent Ad-
ministration, and the Social Security Act. The Sui-
premile Coturt, threatened with al "pateking" by
Roosevelt, responds by okaying the New Deal.

1936

1937
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The Technological Revolution, cont'd Labot Chronology, cont'd

C)ngress passes the Railwaiy Labor Act which estab-
lishing bargaining in the indtistry.

Lindbergh miakes first solo across the Atlantic.

The Norris-LaGuardia Act restricts inijtinctions agakinst
strikers and outlaws yellowv-dog contracts.
Wisconsin passes the inattioti's first uinemiploymiienit
insurance law.

A violence-laden strike il Minneapolis, the killing and
wouinding of nearly seventy people, leaids to a dra-
iaiiktic teanister victory for over-the-road drivers.
In San Francisco, longshoremen battle police on Rits-
con Hill and on "Bloody Thursday." Three pro-
unionists are killed aind 115 strikers and police are
votinded. A general strike aids the uinion catise. The
dispiute finally goes to arbitration wvhere the uinion
wins benefits and recognition.
The sit-dowvn strike is bm)ri att tiet Ceneral Tire plant
in Akron, Ohio.
Congress passes the Watgner Act sswhiclh establishes
the first national lalbor policy of protecting the right
of workers to orgainize and to elect their representa-
tives for collective bargaining.
The Committee for Iiidinstrial Organiiizattion, headed
by Jolsn L. Lewis, is formied within the AFL to
atdvance the cauise of iandiustriall tunionism.
The first CIO strike, which ineltides ak nile-long picket
line, ends in a victory for Akron Goodyear workers.
The Puablic CA)ntracts Act sets lahbo) standards for
government contracts.

Ten CIO tinions atre expelled fronit the AFL for
'duial tinionisis.
Auto workers win bargaining rights after a historic
sit-down strike at the Flint, Michigan, Ceneral
Motors plant.
On ?seineorial Day, Chicago police fire on uinanied
steelworkers, killing ten and wounding over a hun-
dred. It is a Pyrrhic victory for emilployers. By 1941
the tiunion has nearly swept the iisdustry.
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1938 The Fair Labor Standards Act, which abolished child
labor and set a twenty-five-cents-an-hour minimumwtage, is passed.

1939 The United States pledges its neutrality after war
breaks out in Europe.

1940 Congress passes the Smith Act making it unlawful for
anyone to advocate the overthrow of the govemnment
or to be a mnember of any organization advocating
such a goal.

1941 The Japanese attack Pearl Harbor. Congress declares
war on Japan. Germany and Italy declare war on the
United States.

1942 President Roosevelt issues the Japanese Relocation
Order which uproots over 100,000 Japanese-Americans
and herds theni into relocation camps.

1943 Italy surrenders to the United States.

1945 Cenrmany unconditionally suirrenders. The United
States forces Japan into submiiission by dropping the
atomic bomnb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The Potsdam Conference plans the division of Europe
amiiong the allied powers.
The United Nations is fonned.

1946 The Atomic Energy Commission is established under
the principle of civilian control.
The Philippines gains independence from the U.S.
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TV is densonstrated at the Newv York World's Fair.

First tests of jet plaises in the United States.

The first self-suistaining nuclear reaction takes place
at the University of Chicago.

Theatomioi bonib is exploded in Japan.

Presper Eckert and Johin Muchly invent tlse elec-

tronic computer.

Indiustrial tinions found the Congress of Indtistrial
Organizations (CIO).
The Fair Labor Standards Act is passed. It sets a
miiinimwiii wage of twenty-five cents an hour and it
otitlaws child labor in business tinder its jurisdiction.
More than forty Hilo, Hawaii, unionists are shot and
bayonetted by police as they assemble on a public
pier as ais act of protest during a ship strike.

The Office of Prodtuction Maniagenment, National De-
fense Mediation Board, anid the Office of Price
Adimiinistration are set uip to try to milaintain stability
in wages and prices.
After the attack on Pearl Harbor, the AFL and the
CIO sign a no-strike pledge for the war's dtiration.
The National War Labor Board is established. It
issuies the "Little Steel Fonila" whuich pegs wage
increases to rises in the c-ost of living.
A Fair Employnment Practices Coininittee is estab-
lished by the govemiment to try toi elimiinate dis-
crimination in wvar indtistries based on race, creed,
or national origin. Women hIave alsso entered war
indutstries in droves, and syinbols like "Rosie the
Riveter" assert they can do the jobs of men in the
%sorld of work.
The Smiiith-Connalily Act is passed wlichl auithorizes
the President to seize plants if necessa.ry to imaintatin
the fuill war effort. When miiine vorkers strike, the
President seizes the imiines.

Upon the end of the war, a wave of strikes puits
four and a half million workers on picket lines.
Walter Reuther rises to national prominence when
lie asks Getieral Motors to open its books to prove
it cannot grant the wage increases the UAW de-
milands. CM refuses and 200,000 auto worklers hit
the bricks. Meanwhile, Steelworkers settles for eiglit-
een and a half cents after a thirty-day strike. After
striking GM for 113 days, the UAW vins also.
Sugar workers strike in Hawaii to establish their
uinion and a lot more besides. Led by the ILWU,
the strike is the ctilmination of a forty-six-year effort
to bring social, industrial, and political democracy to
the territory outside of Honolulu,
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1947 General Ceorge C. Marshall proposes a plan for thi
recovery of Europe.
The Truman Doctrine attempts to stop the spread of
communism by aid to Creece and Turkey.

1948 President Truman's executive order ends discrimina-
tion in the armed forces.
The U.S. airlift counters a Soviet move to blockade
West Berlin.

1949 The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is formed.
President Truman's Point Four Progranm stresses
technical assistance to developing nations.

1950 North Korea invades South Korea. The United
Nations takes action. The U.S. contributes the lion's
share of military support.

1952

1953 The Korean War ends.

1954 The U.S. Supreimie Court in Brown v. Board of Edu-
cation, Topeka, Kansas, otutlaws segregation in the
schools. U.S. involvenment in Solstieast Asia begins
with the fonnation of SEATO and aid to govern-
ments in Indo-China.

1955

1957 Congress passes the Civil Riglhts Act in order to secure
voting rights for blacks.
Governor Orval Fatubus calls ouit the Nationial Cuard
in an effort to stop school initegration at Little Rock,
Arkansas. President Eisenhowver sends in federal
troops to see that the law is obeyed.

1958 The U.S. launches an earth satellite.

1959

1960
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The Technological Reolution, cont'd

The transistor is invented by J. Bardeen, W. H.
Bratain, and W. Shockley.

The first microwave facilities for transcontinental
television are completed.

The first U.S. earth satellite is lauinched.

Oil overcomes coal as leading source of energy.

Labor Chonologv, cont'd

The Taft-Ilairtley Act is passed over President Tru-
man's veto. It outlaws the closed shop, jurisdictional
strikes, and forms of secondary boycotts. It opens the
door to state open-shop laws.
New York and Michigan pass laws prohibiting public
employees from striking.
The CIO starts expelling unions accused of following
the communist line.

The Suprenie Court declares President Trumiiani's
seizure of steel mills during a strike unconstitutional.
The AFL expels the International Longshoremen's
Association for corruption.

The AFL and the CIO merge. George Mleany is
elected president.
The AFL-CIO expels three uinions for niot moeeting its
code of ethical practices.

One thousand workers strike the Harriet-Henderson,
North Carolina, textile mills. Governor Ltither Hodges
calls otit the National Guard. Textile Workers Re-
gional Director Boyd Payton and otlser tinion leaders
are found guilty of conspiracy to bomitb a nill on
the testimiiony of a single m)an. The defendants are
given prison sentences according to their union rank.
The case beconmes a national cause cilibre and finally
Payton is pardoned by the new governor in 1960.
The Landrumi-Criffin Act is passed after the Mc-
Clellan Committee exposes corrtiption in several
onions. The law issues a bill of rights for union
imiembers assuring them freedom of speech and
assenmbly. It requires unions to file financial state-
isents and officers and staff to be bonded.
A landmark strike is conducted by the United Feder-
ation of Teachers in New York City for a unisin
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1961 An invasion attempt of Cuba falls at the Bay of Pigs.
1962 President Kennedy convinces the Soviets to dismantle

their weapons in Cuba.

1963 President Kennedy is assassinated.

1964 Congress passes the Civil Rights Act which prohibits
segregation in public facilities and accommodations.

1966 The Medicare Plan is established.
The War on Poverty gains momentum.

1968 Assassinations of Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy.

1969 Americans land on the moon.

1970

1971 The twenty-sixth amendment granting voting rights
for eighteen-year-olds is ratified.

1972 President Nixon visits China and the Soviet Union.
Watergate burglars are discovered in the Democratic
Party's national headquarters.

1973 The Watergate affair captures the political scene.
Vice-President Spiro Agnew resigns under charges of
corruption. Gerald R. Ford replaces him.

1974 President Nixon resigns as more revelations of official
wrongdoing are exposed.

1975 The South Vietnamese and Cambodian governments
fail to insurgents. The U.S. pulls out of Indo-China.

1976 America celebrates its 200th birthday.
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representation election to enable teachers to bargain.
From this time on public employee unions change
their tactics from preoccupation with lobbying to
stressing collective bargaining.

Alan B. Shepard, Jr. is first American in space.
President Kennedy's Executive Order 10988 recog-
nizes federal employee unions, including their right
to bargain.
The cause of women workers is aided when Congress
passes the Equal Pay Act prohibiting wage dis-
crimination because of sex.

Farm workers, led by Cesar Chavez, join the AFL-
CIO and march 300 miles from Delano to Sacramento
to dramatize their grievances. The farm workers'
boycott of nonunion grapes involves more Americans
than any previous effort.
Martin Luther King is assassinated while aiding a
strike of Memphis sanitation workers. The bullets
that kill King fail to defeat the American Federation
of State, County and Mlunicipal Enmployees strikers
whose victory has since been considered a victorious
tuming point in ptublic employee organization.
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act prohibits
bias against persons aged forty to sixty-five.

Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin are the first
humans to land on the moon.

Two hundred ten thousand postal workers strike
eight cities, winning a six-percent pay increase.
Hawaii and Pennsylvania pass legislation giving most
public employees the right to strike.
The Occupational Safety and Health Act is passed
which authorizes the Secretary of Labor to establish
health and safety standards and to enforce them.



APPENDIX D

A Five-Year Study of
California Public Employee Strikes

By Bonnie G. Cebulski. CPER Assistant Editor, and Clara Stern, CPER Librarian

Strikes are a continuing phenomenon among California's public employees despite the case
law which declares such strikes illegal.' The accompanying table provides data from C(PER re-
cords on strikes from 1970-1974 among employees of school districts, local governments, tran-
sit districts, the university, and the state.

California does not hold the record for public employee strikes. New York has been ahead
every year except 1974, with 34 strikes in 1970, 19 in 1971, 25 in 1972. anld 18 in 1973. In
1974. New York reported a five-year low of 16. Nationally, California ranked sixth in the num-
ber of strikes in 1970 and eighth in 1973, with Michiganr in first place both years with 59 and
73 strikes respectively.2
The table provides a profile of strikes. Stoppages of exceptional duration or size tend to dis-

tort the image of a "typical" strike. For instance, in 1970 four of the 21 strikes produced four-
fifths of the mandays idle. The longest strike - 52 days -- only idled 400 workers (San Diego
Transit District), whereas a four-day stoppage affected 7,000 employees (San Francisco). The
manday figure was also increased by the fact that five of the strikes idled more than 1,000 em-
ployees.

The 1971 manday figure is lower because there was only one strike of more than 400 em-
ployees - a 21-day stoppage of 3,000 (San Francisco schools). The 1972 increase is due pri-
marily to four exceptional disputes making up 92 per cent of the manday total. One six-day
strike affected over 3,000 workers (SCRTD); two strikes were among the longest recorded in
the five years - a 67-day and an 83-day stoppage at two U.C. campuses; and the fourth was a
25-day walkout of 1,500 employees in Contra Costa County.

The 1973 profile comes closest to the "typical" strike, with no long or large strikes. A num-
ber of factors in 1974 contributed to the half-million mandays lost. The increase in strikes
coincides with an unusual number of one-day "protest" stoppages. 18 in schiools. 1974 included
two record-makers: the SCRTD strike was the largest in mandays - 265.200 in a 68-day walk-
out of 3,900 workers. The San Francisco city strike affected the most employees, an estimated
10,850 for 9 days. Combined with A-C Transit's 61-day walkout of 1,650 workers, these three
accounted for nearly 80 per cent of the mandays lost in 1974.

Strike Causes
The major issues whicih precipitated the strikes are not tabulated because most strikes occur

over more than one issue. Strikes wherein pay and health care benefits were named as the only
major issues increased in frequency from 2 out of 21 strikes in 1970, to 7 out of 17 in 1973.
to 24 out of 43 in 1974. The primary issuie of wages was combined with other major demands
to increase "economic" strikes to 8 in 1970. 11 in 1973, and 34 in 1974. The jump in 1974
coincides with the increase in the number of strikes, and both trends were attributed by the
parties to the marked increase in the cost of living. Inflation also gave rise to a related econom-
ic demand for cost-of-living escalator clauses, appearing for the first time as a major issue in
two strikes in 1973 and again in four in 1974.

The occurrence of strikes over only non-wage demands ranged from 3 to 6 annually. Among
the most frequently reported non-wage issues were grievance procedures (often including binding

Reprinted from CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RELATIONS, June 1975.
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arbitration), a major itenm in 15 strikes but declininig in frequency in 1973 and 1974: anid Linion
security (either dues deduction or agency shiop), a relatively constant issue demanded in 9 strikes.
A wide spectrum of noni-econiomic items, including hours, workload. safety. reduction in force.
employee involvement in policy-making in healthi and educational institutions, seniority, and pro-
motions, occurred in conjunction with wage demands in about half of all strikes until 1974. when
non-economic issues were considered major demands in only 15 out of the 43 strikes.

Thirteen strikes occurred in the five-year period over the employer's refusal to recognize the
employee representative, or to meet and confer in good faith, or to enter into a signed agreement.
These strikes. to establish basic bargaining relationsilips, declined over the period with only 2 in
1973 and none in 1974.

Legal Sanctions and Punitive Action
The nature of California law, which makes strikes of all public employees other thalnl employees

in some transit districts illegal. is fully described in "An Analysis of 22 Illegal Strikes and Califor-
nia Law," in CPER No. 18. The conclusion reached in that study, that court orders do not end
or shorten strikes, is borne out by these five-year statewide statistics.
Of the 104 "illegal" strikes, court orders were obtained in about onie-third. and only 6 were

apparently ended by such orders. Employers also seemed reluctant to take punitive action against
strikers, either in legal redress for violation of court orders. or by threatening job-related sanictions
for striking. Such action was iniitiated in 16 out of 115 strikes, but nearly all strike settlements
contained "no reprisal" clauses, and employers consistently dropped pendinig legal action and re-
scinded sanctions. One of the rare exceptions grew out of the 1972 Contra Costa CouLnty strike.
where the settlement agreemenit allowed disciplinie for "aggravated misconiduct." but not for partici-
pation in the strike. Six employees were fired or demoted, but the matter is still pendinlg in the
courts three years later. Most strikers are not paid for days they are out, but pay loss is not
counted here as punitive action.

Strike Settlements and Impasse Resolution
Fifty-five per cent of the strikes ended witlh a memoraindtim of understanding or a formal agree-

ment to submit the issues to a neutral party. If one-day stoppages are eliminated. that figure in-
creases to 95 per cent. Most one-day strikes are essentially protest actions. not strik-es in whiic
employees predicate their return to work on a settlement. Althouglh a few strikes did end after
one day because agreement was reached, nearly all could be eliminated, bringing the total num-
ber of strikes in whiichi an agreement was sought but not obtained to less than 10. Only imnpasse
resolution procedures used during strikes to reach settlement are included, as no data has been
collected on pre-strike use of impasse procedures.

Other Concerted Activity
No data has been collected on non-strike coercive tactics, such as slow-downs and picketing.

Some innovative tactics have been devised by safety service employees. For example. San
M1ateo polie; wrote no tickets but hlanided violatorsunion literature: Monterey Park firefighiters
advertised themselves for sale; and Long Beach police conducted a 130-day slow-down, estimated
to have cost a quarter of a million dollars in fine revenue.

'Los Angeks Unified School Dist. v. United Teachers (1972) 24 C. A. 3d 142; City of San Diego v. American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (1970) 8 C. A. 3d 308; and Almond*: Countv of
Sacramento (1969) 276 C. A. 2d 32. See "Analysis of 22 Strikes and California Law," CPER No. 18.

2Source: New York State, Public Employment Relations Board, PERB News, March 1972 and March 1975.
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FOREWORD

The proliferation of threatenod and active strikes by public employees in
recent years has focussed attention on an important problem area in national labor-
management relations. Much has been published about the gradual evolution in some
statos of a legal framework for colloctive negotiations, with emphasis on tho attempt
to develop workable impasse proceduros. But the comprohensivo study of the growth,
organizational structure, policies, and activities of independent public employee
organizations has largely been neglected. A study, Xdodondent State and Local
Public Emlooee Associations in California, 1 conducted by the Division of
Labor Statistics and Research was a pioneer offort to provide some basic data about
the growth of such organizations in California. We hope this report, which updates
and expands the 1963 survey, will help provide a framework for further study of
labor relations of government employees in the State.

The report summarizes the results of a survey of independent State and local
public employee associations in California in 1968, which was conducted jointly by
the United States Departmont of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the California
Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Statistics and Research. The
survey was confined to organizations of government workers that as one of their
primary functions represent employees on matters of wage. end working conditions.
Organizations affiliated with the AFL-CIO or engaged in collective bargaining in
private industry were excluded from tho survey. Although attempts were made to
obtain a complote universe, same organizations falling within the scope of the
survey were probably overlooked. Wo bolievo their total membership is small. The
questionnaire was designed and mailed by tho Washington offico of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The Division-,of Labor Statistics and Research contacted non-
respondents, tabulated the data, and prepared the tables. The report was a joint
effort of the Division of Labor Statistics and Research and the Pacific Regional
Office of the Bureu of Labor Statistics.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the officers of independent
associations of State and local employees in California who completed and returned
the questionnaires.

Leo G. Conmolly, Chief Charles Roumasset, Director
Division of Labor Statistics Pacific Regional Office

and Research Bureau of Labor Statistics
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INDEPENDENT STATE AND LOCAL PUBLIC
EMPLOEE ASSOCIATIONS IN CALIFORNIA

Membership in 260 independent State and local public employee associations in
California totaled about 500,000 in 1968, close to half of State and local govern-
ment employment.

Between December 1963 and mid-1968 these organizations picked up about 96,000
new members, a 24 percent gain. Over the same period, employment in State and local
government in California increased 34 percent.

As shnwv in the following tabulation, organizations of State workers gained
members at a rate slightly exceeding the employment increase. county employee
associations came close to matching the employment increase, but membership gains
among city and school employee groups lagged far behind the rises in employment:

Percent change. December 1963-June 1968

Employee association
Type of jurisdiction Employment membership

State 28.3 28.7
County 33.0 30.6
City 21.2 6.5
School districts 44.1 24.7

Total 33.9 23.8

Two larre statewide organizations. the California Teachers Association and the
California State Employees Association, with membership gains of about 38,000 and
23,000 respectively, accounted for nearly two-thirds of the total membership rise
during 1963-68.

The average annual growth rate of unaffiliated State and local government
employee associations during 1963-68 was substantial (more than 4 percent) but was
belco the average annual gain of almost 7 percent for the 13-year period ending in
flecember 1963.

This report sumarizes the results of a survey of unaffiliated associations of
State and local government workers in California conducted jointly by the U. S.
Ilureau eo l.abor Statistics and the Division of Labor Statistics and Research. It
updates a similar census made by the Division of Labor Statistics and Research in
1964. Organizations fell within the scope of the survey if they were composed
exclusively of State and local government employees and reported in 1968 that as
one of their primary functions they represented workers on matters of wages, working
conditions, grievances, etc., in direct dealings or meetings with supervisors or

The data reported in the current survey actually represents the status of membership
as of various periods during 1968. Data were collected by a mail questionnaire
in whirch the associations were asked to report their "1968 membership." Most
completed and returned the questionraire during the months February throuch

2 June 1968.See Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Statistics and Research,
Independent State and Local Government Emplo-yee Associations in California, 1
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officials. Organizations affiliated with the AFL-CIO or engaged in collective
bargaining in private industry were outside the scope of the survey.1

A total of 260 independent public employee associations meeting these criteria
were ultimately identified. About 70 percent of their aggregate membership of
499,60Q in 1968 are employed in professional, technical, and clerical classifica-
tions. In all probability, some organizations falling within the scope of the
survey have been excluded inadvertently; their total membership is believed to be
quite small.

Number of Percent of
Job classification members total members

Professional, technical, and 349,000 70
clerical

Law enforcement officers, firemen, 55,600 11
and protective employeesa

Blue collar or manual crafts and 77,300 15
occupations

Not assignable or not reported 17.700 4

Total 499,600 100

aPrimarily policemen and firemen but includes some prison and jail
guards, lifeguards, and investigators for regulatory agencies.

Distribution of the membership of associations in 1968 and membership changes
during the period 1963-68 are given by type of jurisdiction in tables 1 and 2. The
260 associations included in the survey are listed grouped by type of jurisdiction
employing the great majority of their members beginning on page 19.

Changes in status of associations, 1967-68

In the Division's earlier survey, it was found that there were 266 independent
organizations that actively represented the interests of State and local government
employees exclusively. Respondents for 35 of the 266 associations reported in i5'3

See Explanatory Note for a discussion of the procedures followed in identifying
the associations, the response to the questionnaire, treatment of nonrespondents,

2 and other matters.
Since some public employees belong to more than one independent association, the

membership total is somewhat higher than the number of individual employees who
belong to the organizations. It should also be observed that, in July 1968, an
estimated 83,700 (up from 62,000 in July 1963) State and local government
employees belonged to labor unions affiliated with the AFL-CIO or engaged in
collective bargaining in private industry. Some members in this group also
belong to the associations in the survey.
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that their organizations no longer met the criteria for inclusion in the census.
Questionnaires for four of the 35 stated that the organization had affiliated with
the AFL-CIO at some time between the survey years. For seven organizations, the
person completing the questionnaire reported that the association had either merged
into another independent public employee association or had gone out of existence.
The largest association involved in a merger was the former Affiliated Toacher
Organizations of Los Angeles, which is now part of the California Teachers
Association. Twenty-four associations did not report that they had merged or dis-
solved, but stated that they were no longer active in representing employees on
wages and working conditions.

Of the 260 independent public employee associations active in 1968, 30 were
not among the 266 found to be active in the previous survey. Fourteen of the 30
reported that they were not active in 1963. Sixteon, however, stated that they
were active in 1963 although they were not included in that year's census; accord-
ing to estimates obtained from the organizations, the 16 associations had a total
of 1,700 members in 1963. This amount was added to the 1963 membership totals
published in Independent State and Local Public Emvlovee Associations in California,
1963, when calculating 1963-68 membership changes in the present report.

State government

In 1968, 23 associations reported that they represented the interests of State
employees exclusively.2 Their combinQd membership totaled 136,900 equivalent to
63 percent of total state employment.)

The California State Employees Association, with over 115,000 members working
in nearly all job classifications in State government and State-run schools, is the
largest of the State employee organizations. The other 22 State employee associa-
tions tend to represent persons in specific professions or occupations. These
specialized associations had 21,500 members in 1968, many of whom also belong to the
California State Employees Association.

An additional association that was one of the 266 did not respond to the question-
naire in 1968; it had 40 members in 1963. Because of failure to reply, it was

2 assumed to be no longer active.
Includes organizations of employees of the University of California, the California

3 State Colleges, and other State schools.
The proportion of State employees belonging to these associations is somewhat less
than 63 percent because some members--the exact number is unknown--belong to
more than one association and are counted more than once in the combined member-
ship totals.
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Membership distribution of the 23 State employee organizations by type of job
classification is shown below.

Number of Percent of
Job classification members total memrs

Professional, technical, and 101,800 74
clerical

Law enforcement officers, firemen, 19,000 14
and protective employees

Blue collar or manual crafts' and 15,500 11
occupations

Not assignable or not reported 600 1

Total 136,900 100

Between 1963 and 1968, State employee organizations added 30,500 to their
rolls, a 29 percent gain; the membership increase slightly exceeded the 28 percent
increase in employment in State government. Of the four types of public employee
associations in the survey, i.e. State, County, City, and School districts, State
employee organizations alone reported membership gains exceeding increases in
employment.

County government

Fifty-five associations represented county employees; their combined membership
ir. 1968 was 90,900, equivalent to 58 percent of county employment.1

Largest of the county organizations was the Los Angeles County Employees
Association, which represented 34,000 members employed in a variety of classifica-
tions. It was one of seven associations of Los Angeles County employees; the
other six represented employees in specialized occupations.

More than one employee association also was recorded in the following five
counties: Alameda, Sacramento, San Diego, Sonoma, and Ventura. In each, there
were two organizations--one representing uniformed employees of the sheriff's
department and the other composed of workers in all other county departments.

Both employment and membership of associations of employees of the City and
County of San Francisco are classified in city government.
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The breakdown of membership of the 55 county employee groups by type of job
classification is as follows:

Number of Percent of
Job classification members total members

Professional, technical, and 51,500 57
clerical

Law enforcement officers, firemen, 14,500 16
and protective employees

Blue collar or manual crafts and 20,000 22
occupations

Not assignable or not reported 4.9005
Total 90,900 100

Membership in county associations in 1968 was 21,300 above the 1963 total.
The 31 percent membership gain over the interval occurred while county employment
increased 33 percent.

No active organizations of county employees falling within the scope of the
survey were reported for the following 13 counties: Alpine, Amador, Contra Costa,1
Del Norte, Glenn, Humboldt, Inyo, Lake, Mariposa, Modoc, Mono, Nevada, and Sutter.

Cit- government

Interests of city employees were represented by 177 associations in 1968. The
aggregate membership of city employee groups totaled 68,800, approximately 45 per-
cent of city employment in mid-1968.2

Questionnaires returned by associations in Amador, Contra Costa, Glenn, Humboldt,
Inyo, Lake, Modoc, and Mono counties stated that, at the time, they either did
not actively represent employees on wages and working conditions or for some
other reason did not fall within the scope of the survey. No information was

2 received about the other five counties.
Both employment and membership of associations of employees cf the City and

County of San Francisco were classified in city government.
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The majority of city employee associations represent all, or nearly a1 el-caesof city emloyees. The distribution of embers by job clasificatian _m:
Number of Percet of

Job classification s total er

Professional, technical, and 20,100 29
clerical

Law enforcment officers, firemn, 22,100 32
and protective employees

Blue collar or manual crafts and 16,300 24
occupations

N'ot assignable or not reported 10.3D00 1
Total 68,800 100

The largest of the city employee associations was the All City Employe
Association, whose 9,000 mmbers were employed by the City of Los Angeles, followed
be the Civil Service Association of San Francisco, with 8,500 meers.

Between Doember 1963 and mid-1968, membership in city employe organisations
increased by 4,200, or less than 7 percent, well under the 21 percent rise in cityemployment during the same period.

Local school districts

In 1968, there were three organisations composed of school employees
exclusively with a combined mambership total of 202,200, equal to 46 percent of
local school employment in the State.l

The Education Code of the State of California classifies school employees into
two groups: certified and classified. Certified school personnel are individualslicensed under the provisions of the Code for employment in teaching and adminis-
trative positions. Classified school personnel are persons employed in positions
not requiring certification such as clerical, janitorial, and maintenance
occupations.

This division of school personel into two groups is paralleled in the way
school employe are organised-oertified personnel and classified personnel eaer.
have their separate associations.

1EXCludes _loYmet at the University of California, the California State Colleges,
and other State schools. Also ude bership of associations composed
entirely, or mostly, of mployee of State operated schools. The entire mmber-
ship of the California Teachers Association is included in the membership count
for local school districts; the Association reported that about 1 percent of itc
mmrs worked for Stats operated schools.
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The California Teachers Association, with 165,000 members in 1968, is the
largest organization of certified school personnel and also the largest of the
independent public employee associations in California. It is a statewide organi-
zation with local chapters in all areas.

The California School Employees Association, with 36,100 members in 1968, is
the largest classified school employee association in the State. Seventy percent
of its members work in blue collar or manual crafts and occupations; the remainder
are in professional, technical, and clerical classifications.

Membership in school employee associations was 40,100 higher in June 1968 than
in December 1963 but the 25 percent membership increase did not keep pace with the
44 percent gain in school employment.

Annual dues

The 203 associations answering a question about dues indicated that annual dues
ranged from $1.00 to $96.00 per year. The most common amount, paid by members of
five organizations representing 34 percent of the membership of associations report-
ing on dues, was $30.00 per year. Of the five organizations indicating annual dues
of $30.00, three were city employee groups, one was a county association, and one
was an organization of school employees. The second most common amount, paid by
31 percent of the members for whom dues were reported, was $21.00. One State
employees association and one school district employee organization reported annual
dues of $21.00.

The table below summarizes the dues of the 203 associations reporting on the
amount of annual dues per member.

Annual dues. 1968
Percent of
members

Number Most paying most
Type of Number of of common common

jurisdiction associations members Low High amounts amounts

State 21 136,200 $1.00 $60.00 $21.00 85
18.00 7

C- 1A-y 48 89,600 2.00 78.00 24.00 60
26.00 18

City 130 53,200 2.00 96.00 18.00 36
12.00 30

School districts
and other
special 30.00 81
districts 4 202,900 4.00 30.00 21.00 18

All jurisdictions
combined

30.00
203 481,900 1.00 96.00 21.00

34
31
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For five associations answring the question on dues, the amunt specified Was
not a flat paymet. Two of the five reported due as a percent of salary, one
police-association reported dues varied by rank, one association inicated that no
anual duos were charged but an assessont was made Wh needed, and one firemn's
organization reported a one-tim fee of $10.00 was levied, but did not indicate ifregular duos were to be paid by embers.

Six organizations reported that they did not levy any duos and 46 did not
answer the question.

Date o ortanization

More than half of the 203 organizations reporting on the date they were first
organized were formed after 1950. Thirty-four or 17 percent of the 203, have been
orranized since 1961, and 20 of these were organized in 1963 or later. (See table

The California Teachers Association, formed more than a century ago in 1863,
is the oldest of the presently active independent public employee organizations in
the State. Two other asociations were organized before 1910 and are still in
operation; the Civil Service Association of San Francisco, established in 1902 and
the National City Firemen's Relief Association, organized in 1908.

Federations of vublic emplo-yee associations

Independent State and local goverruient mployee organizations in Califomia
are joining together in federations to coordinate legislative,-informational, and
other programs to promote the interests of public employees. Five statewide
organizations were known to be active in 1968.

Number of Total mambership
affiliated of affiliated

local asociations
Name Date formd "o tiom in 1968

Associated 2alifornia
Employees June 1964 a13 &393,. 0

League of County Ekployee
Associations October 1939 48 85,500

California League of
City Employees Associations June 1947 b 22,000

Peace Officers Research
Association of Californa 1953 b 25,000

California State Firmen's
Association Novmber 1922 b 18,000

*The Retired State Government Eplayees Association is affiliated with the
Assoiated California mployees, but it was not included in the surveybecause it does not represent eamployes.ot reported.
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Several police and fire associations reported they were affiliated with
countywide federations. Those listed were: Harbor District Firemens Association,
Orange County Firmens Association, Peace Officers Association of Los Angeles,
Peninsula Peace Officers Association, and San Diego County Firemens Association.

Several city associations reported that the county employee association in
their locality assisted then in representation matters. County employee associa-
tiom reported to be assisting city employee organisations were those of Kern,
Los Angeles, and Riverside counties. Usually the county association represents city
associations on a contract basis.

In 1968, 22 State employee associations were allied with the California State
Euplcyees Association in the wutual effort to promote the welfare and improve the
working conditions of State eplqyees. Through mutual recognition agreements, these
mployee organisations coordinate welfare aims and cooperate in legislative programs.

Publications

Of the 260 organisations in the survey, 118 associations representing 96 percent
of total membership indicated their organiszation had a. regular publication. Of this
total, 79 reported their publication was issued monthly. The form of publication
varies from newspapers and magazines to newsletters.

Fifty-five associations reported they did not have a publication and 87
organizations did not answer the question.
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TABLE 1--MEMBERSHIP OF INDEPENDENT STATE AND LOCAL
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE ASSOCIATIONS

California 1968

Type of Number Maebers
goverment of
jurisdictiona associations Number Percent

Total 260 100
b

State 23 136,900 27

CountyC 55 90,900 18

CityC 177 68,800 14

School districts 3 202,200 41

Special districts other
than school districts 2 800 d

aThe type of Jurisdiction accounting for the majority of the associations'
b members.
Includes members employed by the California State Colleges and the

c University of California.
Associations of City and County of San Francisco employees are classi-

d fied with city organizations.
Less than 4 of 1 percent.
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TABLE 2--CHAIGE IN SHIP OF I l T STATE AND LCAL PULIC

ASSOCIATION IN CALIFORNIA, 1963-68

Type of Members Percent change
government in membership,
jurisdictiona 1963 1968 1963-68

Total 403,700 499,600 +24

Stateb 106,400 136,900 +29

Countyc 69,600 90,900 +31

cityC 64,600 68 ,800 +7

School district 162,100 202,200 +25

Special districts other
than school districts 1,000 800 -20

aThe type of jurisdiction accoumting for the majority of the associations'
b members.
Includes members employed by the California State Colleges and the

c University of California.
Associations of City and County employees of San Francisco are classi-

fied with city organizations.
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TABLE 3--0GANIZATI0K DAME OF I'MEEMD T STATE AND LOCAL PUBLIC
DIFlYE ASSOCIATIONS IN CALIFORNIA

lmber Mmbership in 1968
Date organized of Percent of

associations lNmber total

All associations 260 499,600 100

Associations not reorting
date forued 57 16,100 3

Associations reporting
date formed 203 483,500 97

Before 1900 1 165,000 33
1901-1910 2 8,500 2
1911-1920 3 35,200 7
1921-1930 13 73,200 15
1931 1940 23 144,400 29
1941-1950 55 29,200 6
1951-1960 72 17,800 3
1961 or later 34 10,200 2
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

This survey updates a census of indepandent State and local public employee
associations conducted by the Division of Labor Statistics and Research in 1964.

Criteria for inclusion

The survey, conducted by mail questionnaire, was confined to those organizations
of State and local public employees in California that, as one of their primary
functions, represent employees on matters of wages, working conditions, grievances,
etc., before the Legislature, boards of supervisors, city councils, civil service
commissions, and similar bodies. Organizations affiliated with the AFL-CIO or
engaged in collective bargaining in private industry were excluded. Also excluded
were professional societies that may occasionally represent employees on wage and
working conditions but do not engage in such activities as one of their primary
functions.

Identif-ing associations to be included

When the Division of Labor Statistics and Research undertook its 1964 census,
no complete list of independent associations of public employees in the State
meeting the above definition was available. To build up such a list, letters were
sent to officials of cities, counties, and special districts (except schools)
requesting the names and addresses of independent associations representing their
employees. In addition, laree associations and leagues of public employees were
also contacted.

Through these and other contacts, the Division collected the names and
addresses of employee associations, or verified that there were no active
associations, in all 58 California counties, 145 of 148 cities with 100 or more
employees, and 18 of 40 nonschool special districts with 100 or more employees.
(Seventeen of the 22 special district nonrespondents were hospital districts, and
it is probable that there are no independent employee associations fallinc within
the scope of this survey in most of them.) Information on school employee associa-
tions was obtained from officials of the California Teachers Association, the
California School Employees Association, and other reliable sources.

In 1968, questionnaires were mailed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to a
total of 350 organizations believed to meet the criteria for inclusion. Among them
were all 266 associations included in the 1964 survey of the Division of Labor
Statistics and Research.1 Names of an additional 93 associations were culled by
the Bureau from a directory published by the Associated California Employees, the
Government Employee Relations Report issued by the Bureau of National Affairs, news-
papersclippings, and other sources. A few names were provided by questionnaire
respondents.

Of these 359 organizations, 260 were ultimately determined to fall within the
scope of the survey and 99 were dropped for various reasons. The a9 were dropped

See Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Statistics and Research,
Independent State and Local Public Employee Associations in California, 1
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from the survey for the following reasons: 58 reported they did not actively
represent employees on wages and working conditions; 17 reported they had merged
with another nublic employee association or gone out of existence; 8 were AFL-CIO
affiliates, involved in collective bargaining in private industry, or did not at
the time of survey represent any State or local government employees in California;
and the remaining 16 were nonrespondents.

The nonrespondents included one AFL-CIO affiliate and 15 organizations whic-
were dropped on the assumption that they no longer were active. Most of those
dropped were city employees associations in small California cities which were not
known to the California League of City Employees Associations as being presently
active or State employee organizations not filing representation statements with
the State Personnel Board.

Response to questionnaire

Altogether 34 of the 359 organizations to whom the questionnaire was mailed
failed to return it. As indicated above, 16 of these were assumed or determined
to fall outside the scope of the survey. The remaining 18 were kept in the survey
because the fact that they actively represent public employees on wages and working
conditions could be established and it was also possible to obtain an estimate of
their 1968 membership from a reliable source. The combined membership of these 18
organizations amounted to 2,100 in 1968, which was less than 2 of 1 percent of the
total membership of all 260 organizations included in the survey.

Classification of membership by type of jurisdiction

In this report, membership of the 260 associations is broken down by type of
government jurisdiction as follows: state, county, city, school district, and
special districts other than school districts. The questionnaire asked each
association to indicate the approximate number and proportion of its members empl½yed
in each of these jurisdictional categories. However, their breakdowns were not used
since nearly all of the organizations, including the larger ones, reported that the
great majority of their members worked in one type of jurisdiction. Instead, the
entire membership of each association was assigned to that jurisdictional class in
which the great majority of its members worked.

Classification of membership bZ job classification

The questionnaire also asked for the distribution of membership among thi-
broad occupational groupings: (1) professional, technical, and clerical; (2) pu
men and firemen; and (3) blue collar or manual crafts and occupations. The
questionnaire also asked for the name of any occupation that did not fall within one
of the three groups and number of members employed in that occupation.

Membership data by job classification in this report is based on sL.i..
the replies to this portion of the questionnaire. In all, 190 associationis wit.:
481,900 members, 96 percent of the total for all associations in the survey, answered
this question. Many associations answering the question indicated that they were
giving an estimate and had no accurate tally of their membership by occupational
group.
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In presenting the job group distribution, the group "policemen and firemen"
was combined with other specialized law enforcement and protective occupations
listed in the replies, such as lifeguards, investigators for regulatory agencies,
prison and jail guards, etc., to form a classification entitled "law enforcement
officers, firemen, and protective employees."
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M'arch 17, 1977

TO ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING PUBLIC B1PLOYEE GROUPS IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA:

As part of our cosmitment, in cooperation with the Center for Labor Research and
Education at Berkeley, the State.of California Agriculture and Services Agency
and the Federal Civil Service Comission to expand understanding and knowledge
in the public sector labor relations field, the UCLA Labor Center has agreed to
hold a conference on and to prepare a publication entitled "Understanding Public
Sector Unions."

Rather than limit the subject matter to generalizations, based on observation
and/or experience of those participating, it seems preferable to include a major
section where the employee organizations are speaking for themselves.

To this end, we request your cooperation in completing the attached questionnaire
and returning it to us no later than April 1.

Also appreciated will be a list of your affiliates and their addresses.

FOR COORDINATING BODIES, PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONS AND EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS:

Organization:

Mtailing Address:

Name and Title of respondent: _

Number of local entities affiliated with your organization:

Estimate of total membership of affiliates:

What groupings of employees do your affiliates typically represent?
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IJhat percentage of affiliates have completed I-OU's with their employer?

Do your affiliates also represent members in the private sector?
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State briefly eligibility requirements for affiliates:

Is affiliation voluntary? /7 or required? /7 (Please check one)

If voluntary, what percentage of those organizations eligible belong?

Are affiliates subordinate to your organization policy in certain areas?

If so, please list general areas: political endorsement /7 economic action /7

contract approval /7 authority to arbitrate or sue /7

How often does your organization meet? _

I: participation on a delegated /T or open /7 basis?

Hcw are delegates chosen if a delegated body? ______

What is the final decision-making body in your organization?

Convention action /7 Executive Board /7 Other /7

Is your organization affiliated with a larger organization?

If so, please list: _______

Is your organization subordinate in policy matters to ti.e larger or3anization?

If so, in what areas: strike sanction /7 contract approval /7

authority to arbitrate or sue /7 other a _

Ilhat representation do you have in larger body, through delegates to its
c3nvention, representation on the executive board, etc.?

I.hat services do you receive from the larger body?

Does your organization have an official policy regarding strikes?

If so, please describe briefly: __
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Have strikes occurred among your affiliates within the last two years?

If so, how many? In event of strike action by an affiliate, does u;
organization offer assistance in terms of:

Advice (7 Financial /7 Support of other affiliates £7

What services does your organization offer affiliates?

Educational material: Research a7 Publication /7

Staff assistance: Organizing /7 Negotiation /7 Legal advice /7

Legislative activity: Information La Lobbying L7

How large is your staff? Pull time officers _ Field staff

Clerical Technical (Legal, research, etc.)

(The following questions are more general in nature. If you have tine, we would
appreciate your comments on all or any of the subjects referred to.)

What changes in existing public sector law affecting your constituency would you

like to see?

Wnhat do you view as the major policies or practices of public sector management

which interfere with successful negotiations? ___

Wlhat characteristics of your membership do you find:

(a) most helpful

(b) least helpful

I;s a generalization, would you view your organization as more effective if the

.embership were:

more vocal /7 less vocal /7 more militant £7 less militant £7

W*hat action, or change in circustances, do you feel would make your organizct'v

more effective in representing members? _-

Please return completed questionnaire to: Gloria Busman, Coordinator
Center for Labor Research 4 Education
Institute of Industrial Relations
UCLA
LOS Angeles, Ca. 90024


